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Abstract 

Churches are described to be a place of refuge, a lifeline for those who are in 

need. They often reach out to provide special services. However, when it comes to 

addiction and severe hardship, additional specialized services are needed. 2 Kings 5:1 

highlights the justice and healing found in God through Scripture, hospitality, and 

communal care. This project draws upon Richard Osmer’s model for practical theology 

as well as a selection of models that aide transformation; therefore, case studies, 

testimonies, and interviews from churches and individuals are provided. Some of the 

author’s personal experiences of recovery and ministry programs are highlighted in the 

study as well. Organizational advice, models, and formulas are shared for best practices. 

Jordan River Ministries and other recovery services such as Teen Challenge, Evergreen 

Ministries, and RU Recovery highlight their experience, strength, and hope to encourage 

the work of helping people overcome addictions and hardships. The work of this thesis 

highlights various recovery ministry models that is inclusive of elements of the church, 

leadership transformation and community support. Overall, the goal is to show case the  

need for recovery support, provide resources for the church, organizations and 

individuals; To encourage a transformative bridge to healing and wholeness and 

demonstrate successful examples of recovery recipients who came to know God through 

the auspices of the church.  This work is all with the hope to inspire others in living a 

clean and sober lifestyle and to compel a collaborative connection within the community. 

May God bless our work to inspire and help in equipping churches with a recovery 

ministry model to change hearts and transform lives. 
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OPENING:  

CASE STUDY, INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT PROPOSAL 

 

How can we help you? 

A uniquely diverse church in the small neighborly town of Holland, Michigan 

held weekly Bible study meetings; they received a new member who began attending the 

studies as well. This new member, Summer1 became a part of their leadership team and 

began hosting recovery meetings (Bible study support) for individuals overcoming an 

addiction to drugs and alcohol. There were two separate Bible study meetings held within 

the church, the original study for members and another for recovery attendees. The newer 

study for recovery attendees was developed as the need arose. However, as Joy (an 

attendee) and other attendees became comfortable in their recently found church, they 

periodically began attending Sunday morning service and joining the primary Wednesday 

night Bible study the church held. Everything with the studies seemed great, and the 

ladies were learning about recovery and God. Until, one day, one of the attendees 

mistook the regular Bible study for the recovery study. Thus, she shared a personal story 

about a dream of actively using drugs, running into her drug supplier, and dating for the 

money to pay the dealer. It was a vivid and intense story that was too personal for that 

particular Bible study meeting.  

           Joy did not realize that the meeting rules for recovery groups are different from a 

typical Bible study. Many people are unfamiliar with addiction and recovery groups; 

therefore, they may not understand recovery meetings’ rules or terminology. Many of the 

 
1 The names of people and places in this case study have been changed to protect the subjects’ 

anonymity. 
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newer attendees in the recovery groups themselves were too new to fully understand all 

the rules and to possess healthy boundaries. They were still learning how to become and 

remain clean and sober. The recovery participants also may not have yet obtained a 

sponsor in Recovery. Sadly, after the incident, Joy became ostracized within the church 

and was treated differently. Feeling ashamed and perhaps no longer welcome to the 

church, she did not return. This incident affected the entire recovery group; attendance 

was low, so the Bible study group at that time did not fully recover within the church. 

They wanted to help yet, also be confident in giving assistance. For this reason, churches 

need help to set clear boundaries and to provide training so that church members could 

better assist recovery attendees. Also, the hidden rules needed to be communicated and 

specified to persons attending the recovery group. Maybe then the meeting in this case 

study would have been a catalyst to connecting recovering people to the church; mainly 

because there was a need for support, discipleship, and Christ’s love.  

         The Director of JRM has a similar story where she identified a need for recovery 

support and therefore, began a new Bible Study Support Group in a church in order to 

provide a safe space for women. Other occurrences were identified in churches where the 

Director served. The Director observed individual leaders within the community working 

with recovering people without a team. Further noticed, in the Director’s experience, was 

that some churches may not always seek the help of other professionals in recovery 

outside the church’s walls as they may believe people will change simply from hearing 

the Word of God (having a hero complex). Twice, the Director was privy to churches 

working with persons in recovery. Unfortunately, some were still actively using but were 

taking advantage of the church’s kindness, resources, and naivety to their condition. 
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Some active users were even taking church members on drug runs and putting them in 

dangerous situations because the church had asked, “How I can help you?”  This chapter 

seeks to introduce the contents of the project proposal, its purpose, work, design layout 

and order.   

Introduction and Updated Project Proposal  

The opening case study demonstrates that some churches are not always equipped 

to meet the people’s needs at the level of their issues. In preventing folks who are 

overcoming addictions and hardship from being shunned, discouraged, defeated, and 

unwelcome, help is needed within the church, so people feel embraced, empowered, 

loved, and included. This change and transformation needs to happen for the church and 

community as well as within the individual. Therefore, there is a real need to provide 

ways to address, aid, and help folks experiencing hardships and combating addiction to 

feel welcomed and embraced within the church.  

“In Luke 5:31-32, Jesus calls himself a healer, saying ‘Those who are well have 

no need of a physician, but those who are sick. I have not come to call the righteous but 

sinners to repentance.’ The church, as Christ’s body, is a community where people come 

to find help and healing.” For example, a recovery ministry called Teen Challenge (T.C.) 

helps many recovering addicts experience a spiritual change, as they believe that God can 

heal and deliver from addictions. T.C. views sin as the root cause of drug and alcohol 

usage.2 Teen Challenge is a discipleship program that helps people get free from their 

addiction by surrendering their will over to God and living the principles of the Bible. 

 
2 Joseph Loconte, “Faith Healing,” Public Interest, no. 155 (Spring 2004): 89, 

http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy.westernsem.edu:2048/login.aspx?direct=true&db-  
  pwh&AN=13865055&site=pov-live. 
 

http://search.ebscohost.com.proxy.westernsem.edu:2048/login.aspx?direct=true&db-
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The recovery program has over 200 locations for adults and teens in the United States 

and an international global office that serves those outside the United States. Further, the 

program believes, “Their recipients are transformed from violent, drug-abusing, 

disobedient children into well-mannered individuals who desire a relationship with Jesus 

Christ and with those family members they once had.”3 

 Another example of ministries endeavoring to facilitate change is the work of the 

pastor and director of Jordan River Ministries, during the establishment of this thesis, to 

implement and formulate JRM with additional ministry services in a new community in 

Lawrenceville, Georgia, and the surrounding area. JRM seeks to establish missional 

programs while hosting fresh expressions of church services. The leaders have 

furthermore endeavored to be instrumental in addressing issues of addiction. Passionate 

about overcoming addictions, the author too, is recovered from drugs and alcohol, 

celebrating 20 years as of February 2020. Thereby, the project’s overall goal is to offer a 

tool that will assist churches, community leaders, and organizations in becoming 

equipped to provide service programs and to walk alongside persons in need of health 

and wholeness from addiction to drugs and alcohol. This work begins with the church 

and is seen in justice, in love, and in fostering healing and wholeness. “Religious 

congregations often are the first point of contact for help with AOD (alcohol and other 

drug) problems and can play an integral role in improving access to treatment.”4 

Therefore, the Jordan River Ministries Recovery Program walks alongside people 

 
3 Brian Dennis Pikalow,“An Evaluation of the Teen Challenge Program’s Impact on Spiritual 

Change in Adolescents” PhD diss., Asbury Theological Seminary, 2008.  
 
4 Eunice C. Wong, Kathryn P. Derose, Paula Litt, and Jeremy N.V. Miles, “Sources of Care for 

Alcohol and Other Drug Problems: The Role of the African American Church,” The Journal of Religion 
and Health (2018) 57: 100-1210, accessed January 4, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10943-017-0412-2. 
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overcoming addictions and endeavors to equip churches in this work, which we believed 

is a ministry called by God that will help change hearts and transforms lives. 

Statement of Problem 

The abuse of opioids, cocaine, alcohol, and other substances is a prevalent issue 

affecting many lives today. Such substances breed addiction and their hardships and the 

church needs additional models as well as leadership and the tools to assist persons in 

need of recovery in their transformation. Because people in recovery are created in God’s 

image, they are not broken or cracked vessels. They are an intricate part of the body of 

Christ and should be esteemed and treated with love. Christ came to save those in need, 

and the church is a place to receive help, recovery, and salvation. God says, “My house 

shall be called a house of prayer; a place of worship” (Isaiah 56:7, Matthew 21:13), a 

place of refuge. Traditionally, the church has provided pastors, programs of service, and 

pastoral care. In addition, particular churches provide specialized outreach help for 

recovery, like Celebrate Recovery in Saddleback Churches. However, the need for 

assistance in combating addictions has become so prevalent that each church will need to 

become a community of care for those overcoming addiction and the accompanying 

hardships.    

Descriptive Empirical Task  

This project’s research and methods incorporate and adopt Richard Osmer’s four-

step model for practical theology. Osmer outlines four interpretative tasks of practical 

theology: descriptive empirical, interpretive, normative, and pragmatic. Osmer calls the 

descriptive empirical task the “priestly listening task;” here one brings the spiritual 

presence to being open when relating to others, praying, and being attentive. The church 
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is called to provide priestly listening to members and attendees of the church, with a 

special emphasis on people with special needs like those recovering from addictions. 

Osmer calls this “attending.” Attending helps gather information, ask questions, get to the 

root of an issue, find the history of what happened, and ponder what is presently going on 

(which is also a part of the normative task). When churches are building relationships, in 

order to assist a person in need, leaders have to network, live in community, and gain 

trust and permission from the person in need, in this case, recovering persons. Like 

working in missions, it is thought to listen to and work with the people we wish to help. 

In the descriptive empirical task, this project engages Osmer’s direction with research, 

data gathering, conducting surveys, addressing biases, and analyzing the collection, while 

determining and managing logistics of storage and artifacts. This study includes 

incorporating data that was received up until the thesis project is completed and 

submitted. The project’s work also entails research and interviewing examples of 

transformational leaders, pastors, and individuals in recovery. This work was done while 

seeking to address Osmer’s questions pertaining to the thesis project: “What is going on? 

Why is this happening? What should be happening? and How might we respond?”5 Each 

of Osmer’s four moves seeks to address one of these questions within its unit. 

Recovery ministries are needed within the church, and churches would benefit 

from having additional tools to assist them in their transformation. For this reason, this 

study’s objective is to equip churches with a recovery ministry model that will promote 

transformation, healing, and wholeness for people recovering from addictions and 

 
5 Richard R. Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction, Wm B Eerdmans Publishing Co, Grand 

Rapids, Michigan, 2008, 4.  
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hardships.6 The thesis work will be highlighted through the chapters with results seen in 

the pragmatic task. The pragmatic task entails asking, “What is done to address the 

project’s problem and create a training and a consultant manual that can be utilized by 

churches, community leaders, and individuals.” The study also includes Osmer's 

suggestions to provide basic research to add to current recovery knowledge and 

contribute newer methods; applied research to highlight a societal concern; and action 

research to help solve a specific problem with recovery support needed within the 

church.7 Again, the project’s end goal is to produce a manual that will assist churches 

with a Bible study and consultant manual. The manual will suggest program models for 

churches to help people recovering from alcoholism, drug addictions, and the hardships 

stemming from old habits; to promote new habits, successes and new positive practices 

that aid drug and alcohol-free lifestyle while learning preventative qualities.   

Research Methodology  

The methodology utilized data from the project’s research, literary review, 

interviews, surveys, personal testaments, and analyzed data. A qualitative research 

approach was taken. Biblical interpretations reviewed Scriptures from the Old and New 

Testaments that helped formulate Jordan River Ministries and in the doctoral studies of 

four unique units—beginning with Unit I - River of Life: The Biblical Story and the JRM 

Story. This unit incorporates 2 Kings 5, Ezekiel 47, Amos 5, and other supportive 

scriptures like Genesis 1-2; Jeremiah 2:13 and Psalm 36:9. In Units I-IV, Scripture 

passages are briefly inserted in each perspective unit but mostly highlighted within the 

 
6 When referring to healing and wholeness, the author means that the person is no longer in active 

addiction. They are working toward inner and spiritual peace, working to repair certain issues in life, and 
seeking to restore health in relationships. 

 
7 Osmer, Practical Theology, 49. 
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Normative Task chapter 4. The work of Units III and IV is highlighted within chapters 

four and five; chapter four focuses primarily on communal and contextual approaches in 

pastoral theology and pastoral care. The project approach has also supplemented this 

material with overlapping resources in community development and integrative health; 

the data is notated within the document. 

Research Questions  

Main Thesis Questions 

The study is designed around four units, listed below, and each has a focal 

question that connects and points to the following overall thesis questions: How can 

healing and wholeness be fostered within the local church to assist those overcoming 

addiction and hardships with a model for recovery and transformation support? Where 

does justice stand in addressing such issues, and how can churches cultivate 

transformative communities of healing and wholeness?  

Unit Questions  

(Unit I) River of Life: The Biblical Story of Healing and Wholeness: How can the 

richness of the biblical River of Life tradition be applied to the healing ministries 

of the church today.  

(Unit II) Becoming an Agent of Transformation: How do transformational leaders 

facilitate the transformational process of individuals, organizations, and 

communities? 

(Unit III) The Hospitality of God’s Table: A resource tool is needed to assist in 

transformation. Is there a transformative bridge for healing and wholeness? 
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(Unit IV) Cultivating Communities of Wholeness: How can the church address 

recurring brokenness issues by participating in God’s healing ministry for the 

sake of healing and wholeness of individuals, churches, and society?   

The thesis study topic, problem, overall work of the project and result and 

recommendation addresses these questions comprehensively.  

Consent Forms  

Western Theological Seminary’s standard Consent Form Templet was adapted 

and utilized for survey and interview questions and case study permission. For 

confidentiality purposes, anonymity was honored for those who requested privacy. 

Waivers were signed to protect the clients’ identities. In addition to the artifacts 

presented, all interviews, consent forms, and waivers were signed, permitting 

participation. Furthermore, consent forms were sent to each participant via email or by 

messenger on social media platforms. Signatures and other information not located in the 

Appendix of this study will be kept in a future reference file.  

Biases  

The author of this thesis study is the founding pastor and director of Jordan River 

Ministries (JRM). Throughout the paper she highlights her God story and testimony, 

which is summarized in the research and weaved into the case study of JRM, and her 

thoughts and opinions can be identified throughout the study. There is also a partiality 

toward certain recovery principles and a philosophical bend towards a biblical context: 

prioritizing the religious commitment of Teen Challenge vs. the Secular A.A. (Alcoholics 

Anonymous) mindset for recovery. For the author, Teen Challenge is more of a spiritual 

approach to recovery, whereas A.A. is a more scientific approach. The author further 

implies that many people in recovery seek to merge philosophies, believing that one must 
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do all they can to become and remain clean, sober, and possess a healthy lifestyle, while, 

at the same time, leaning towards the moto of N.A. (Narcotics Anonymous): “take what 

you need and leave the rest alone.”8 The study may also be limited by the size of the 

group studied and churches identified, also in those interviewed who obtained long term 

sobriety and those interviewed who are new in recovery. A brief leadership study was 

also conducted in the thesis study of Unit II – On Becoming an Agent of Transformation. 

The study sought to identify researchers’ leadership skills, clarify the term 

transformational leadership, and illuminate how it is being utilized in the research and 

work in the church. The leadership self-study will help all leaders within the church know 

their leadership gifts and styles as well, thereby allowing them to serve others better and 

to help those they serve to understand their call as leaders and hone their skill in 

becoming better leaders. However, in assessing the leaders’ skill, the director was the 

only one who took the skill assessment. 

Organization of the Study 

This paper begins with an opening case study that describes the problem the thesis 

seeks to address. Next, the design highlights an introduction, statement of the problem, 

questions, context, methodology, limits, outline, assumptions, and biases. The design 

then moves to chapter 1, Osmer’s Descriptive Task, and highlights the unit’s work. It 

begins with a unique approach to healing and transformation, which is inclusive of Unit I 

 
8 The saying is considered a motto to mean when a person tailors their recovery program to best 

work for their lifestyles. 
https://www.recovery.org/pro/articles/take-what-you-need-and-leave-the-
rest/#:~:text=The%20motto%2C%20%E2%80%9Ctake%20what%20you,fit%20their%20needs%20and%2
0lifestyle. 
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--River of Life: The Biblical Story that Birthed the JRM Story, the Jordan River’s Story 

and Case Study and the methodological work.  

  Next, Osmer’s Interpretive Task highlights a brief review of addictions and a 

Literature Review in chapter 3, including Unit II’s work-A unique Approach to Healing 

and Transformation - Becoming an Agent of Transformation. Chapter 4 includes Osmer’s 

Normative move in prophetic, biblical scriptures, scholarly, and theological 

interpretation, highlighting both Unit III and IV’s work. Unit III’s work entitled, “A 

Unique Approach to Healing and Transformation through the Hospitality of God’s Table 

as seen in Worship and Community” is highlighted along with a brief scripture review. 

Also, Unit IV’s work, “A Unique Approach to Healing and Transformation: Cultivating 

Communities as Seen through Hospitality, Small Groups Communities, and Pastoral Care 

for the Church and Community.” Next, is the Pragmatic chapter, recommendations, 

analysis, interviews, vital churches are all presented here which will also include a 

biblical model and suggestions for a manual that will become a resource for churches and 

communities. The resources will aid recovery from drugs and alcohol and assist in 

overcoming hardship. A concluding synopsis highlights analysis, initial responses, and 

further outcomes, findings, and appendices from the general study. Overall, the project 

demonstrates how God’s hospitality and gift reminds the church and individuals to live 

into a friendly, caring community extending the love and grace of Jesus to all. The 

project also seeks to help churches and individuals become whole by cultivating 

communities of wholeness and thereby providing models of healing, wholeness, and 

transformation through JRM’s ministry plan.  
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Thus, we have stated the case study, asked “how may we help,” and identified the 

study’s introduction, biases, research questions, methodology, ethical issues, and data 

analysis plans and other contents. The next chapter will demonstrate unique approaches 

of transformation, which can be seen by culminating the four units of the thesis study 

work that entails justice, transformational leadership, hospitality, care, and community.  

Also, again the study’s work design includes various voices, experiences, models, 

testimonies, and writings from church and ministry participants, pastors, scholars, and 

theologians. The four unique units of this thesis are not connected, yet they are vital 

pieces the thesis writer believes are needed and relevant to aid the recovery and work of 

the church.9  

 

 
9 The Doctoral Ministry program is self-designed by student, advisor, four mentors and a cohort, 

thereby it is a unique study and experience to the thesis writer and I am sure to the reader.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 
 

The Descriptive Task:  
Unique Approaches to Transformation 

 

The learning this author engaged for the purposes of this project was broken into 

four distinct units, each representing unique approaches to transformation. The work 

presents a compilation of study from each unit. Though they are different topics, they 

share a few commonalities: they advocate for change, exude hope, and encourage 

leadership, courage, community, and care.  These attributes and characteristics are found 

in churches, organizations and businesses that provide a service and a place for people 

and community. Therefore, chapter 1 highlights what is going on, shows the JRM 

ministry context, demonstrates the thesis research, and identifies how leadership and 

ministry services can be utilized to aide and address the problems the thesis presents.  In 

Unit I we explore the origin of the name and theme of Jordan River Ministries from 2 

Kings 5. We discover how Naaman’s story impacts organizations seeking justice, 

healing, and change. The unit briefly introduces the work of Dr. Thomas Boogaart and 

Dr. Travis West on 2 Kings 5 and other supporting scriptures and demonstrates how the 

work connects to the thesis project to aide healing and change. The complete work for 2 

Kings 5 is seen in the Normative chapter 4.  A brief case study of the Jordan River 

Ministries is also highlighted along with the methodological research for this thesis study. 

Unit II demonstrates the importance of leadership and its impact in churches, 

organizations, and individuals. Leadership is vital and transformational leadership is 

needed to create urgent change that propels others to change as well. Therefore, we 

encourage transformation that impacts and contributes to aiding healing and wholeness.  
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These unique approaches to transformation not only speak to the need presented 

in the opening case study, but also seek to help various groups walk alongside people 

needing assistance. 

Unit I: River of Life, the Biblical Story that Birthed the JRM Story 
 

James 1:5 says, "If you want to know what God wants you to do, ask him, and he 

will gladly tell you, for he is ready to give a bountiful supply of wisdom to all who ask 

him; (he), God will not resent it"(JLB). Therefore, when seeking to help people 

overcoming addiction and extreme hardship, the church needs not to be alarmed; they can 

ask God. Jordan River Ministries sought this wisdom and knowledge by looking to God 

in helping people recovering from addictions and hardship find a source of solace and 

healing. Naaman's biblical story in 2 Kings 5 symbolically speaks of justice, restoration, 

healing, and new life. Jordan River Ministries' name, theme, and goals are all derived 

from this story.  

This study seeks to engage the question: How can the richness of the biblical 

River of Life tradition be applied to the healing ministries of the church today?  With this 

question in mind, we look to discover how Naaman’s story impacts ministries like Jordan 

River Ministries when the principles and lessons from this biblical story are extracted, 

adapted, and applied. The biblical tradition enriches the lives of healing ministries within 

the churches and promote healing, wellness, and right living to all those who partake its 

truth, wisdom, and knowledge. 

  The story of 2 Kings 5 is centered on God's servants interacting with community 

leaders, Naaman, and his servants. Originally, JRM thought that 2 Kings inspired healing 

for the people, (especially those overcoming addiction). However, the biblical story 
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entails much more. In this narrative, one will discover the fruit of obedience, the surprise 

of justice, ailments of sin in the form of leprosy, cleansing which purifies, and miracles in 

healing. One will also find the spoils of war and benefits of caregiving, the rise of faith 

from unbelief, the power of the spoken word from the prophet, the lessons of greed, and 

the transfer of a curse. Restoration and renewal are extravagant gifts in this story.   

 The story of Naaman highlights Naaman’s attributes, status, and vocation. As the 

Bible notes, Naaman, a mighty man of valor, was afflicted with leprosy. God allowed for 

healing to come to Naaman through his interactions and obedience to God and human 

persons. Yet, God not only healed his skin's ailment; this healing was also to Naaman's 

spirit and soul. It was a moral, social, physical, spiritual, and mental healing.   

The story of Naaman's healing had many other inferences highlighted in the biblical 

normative interpretation section of this study. However, here it is crucial to state that 

JRM's interest in healing has many similar implications to Naaman's story. Namely, 

obedience, humility, listening, and trust for those whom God uses to speak the truth and 

the Word of God, promoting healing, deliverance, and advocating a relationship with 

God. Humility is also very important for those recovering from addictions and hardship, 

for it aids in accepting the need for help and rids denial. This approach is the first step in 

overcoming addictions.  

The study of 2 Kings also helps one to discover God’s love and care for each 

person. Most of all, 2 Kings lesson helps one see that God is a God of justice. Therefore, 

the richness of the biblical River of Life tradition can be applied to the church's healing 

ministries today to help one grow in their knowledge of God, with an assurance of God's 

love and healing. This care must be in truth, obedience, and love. The person must be 
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open to listening to instructions given by God and receiving help from whomever God 

appoints, without prejudice and judgment. This also means having faith that God is able 

and will heal infirmities. Naaman was a leader that was transformed! He endured 

humility, obedience, and courage. While applying listening skills, being willing to be 

taught by his subordinates, Naaman also demonstrated leadership amid his crises. 

Therefore, Unit II’s work on leadership, becoming an agent of transformation will be 

highlighted in the Literary section. We will explore what skills, styles, and characteristics 

make a good leader, how leaders are transformed and help others in becoming the change 

and transformational leaders that are needed to alter individuals, organizations, and 

communities.  Next, we look at the case study of Jordan River Ministries to show how 

transformational ministry engages people in recovery. 

Case Study 

This case study is designed to demonstrate the need for recovery ministries and to 

demonstrate what the ministry of Jordan River Ministries Inc. did well and ways the 

ministry needs to improve and how it hopes to change and expand. Also, the following 

information highlights the need for addiction services, where the ministry began, the need 

for recovery housing, the ministry's history, mission, and past and current program 

services. The mission and services were revised upon the relocation of the director. A 

brief social analysis of the ministry's biblical and educational objectives is also included 

in this case study.  
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The Need for the Service from where the Ministry Began: 2003-2015, Holland, MI 

In Ottawa County, as elsewhere, studies indicate a strong association between 

substance abuse and other barriers to a stable, independent, and productive life and a 

healthy community. These issues include unemployment/underemployment, domestic 

violence and child abuse, poverty, health, criminal history, spiritual connectedness, 

isolation, and homelessness. At the time the ministry began, based on the 2000 U.S. 

Census, the Lakeshore Coordinating Council estimated that substance abuse affected 

40,952 Ottawa County residents. About 12,285 of these individuals were females in need 

of substance abuse services. Transitional housing and services offered as part of an after-

treatment substance abuse recovery plan reduced the risk of substance abuse relapse. 

These services were not always readily available in Ottawa County.  Also, the Ottawa 

County Housing Coalition, through the 10 Year Plan to End Homelessness Advisory 

Board, issued an October 2006 report, “A Place to Call Home: Ottawa County's Ten-Year 

Plan to End Homelessness.”1 The report concluded that long waiting lists existed in 

Ottawa County for housing programs and services, including transitional housing 

programs. In the Holland area, there was only one residential substance abuse treatment 

center at that time. A supportive living environment that instills hope by providing 

accountability and encouragement is essential to an individual's substance abuse relapse 

prevention. Numerous national studies have shown that the length of aftercare support is 

linked to substance abuse relapse prevention.2 

 
1 The Campaign to End homelessness 2009 Annual Summary 

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mshda/homelessness_summary_2009_web_282448_7.pdf 
 
2 Raelynn Hooley, Grants written for Jordan River Ministries; with Assistance Patricia Simmons, 

Holland MI, 2009.  

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mshda/homelessness_summary_2009_web_282448_7.pdf
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Due to the shortage of transitional housing services in Ottawa County, Jordan 

River Ministries (JRM) provided this much-needed support and programming by 

expanding its services through the Graduate Home, a transitional housing program for 

women in recovery. As women in recovery begin to experience support, they also start to 

experience the hope and confidence needed to overcome their barriers to a healthy 

lifestyle and permanent restoration. This belief and practice have brought success to the 

mission and work of JRM. However, the ministry experienced transformational and 

organizational challenges that caused the ministry to ponder and reimagine ministry and 

to consider dissolving. JRM chose to revitalize to provide healing and hope to those 

overcoming addiction and severe hardship. Thereby, this case study of The Jordan River 

Ministries demonstrates that the ministry still exists because the housing (and aftercare 

recovery housing) needs are even more prevalent as the Opioid epidemic is spread 

worldwide and is one of the deadliest crises in our generation. A video publication 

entitled “Addiction” writes that over 70,000 people died from an overdose in 2017.3 The 

opioid drugs are used to treat patients in pain and highlights the problems that may occur 

from abuse of  prescription drugs.4  "Opioid is an examination of what it means to live 

within an environment saturated with a substance of deep economic, political, 

neuroscientific, and pharmacological implications."5 Jordan River Ministries seeks to 

partner with society to provide a remedy to overcome this epidemic.  Therefore, a brief 

description of ministry services, introduction, background, mission, and program goals is 

 
3 PBS/ NOVA film “Addiction” Distribution, 2019. 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/education/addiction/  
 
4 Maia Dolphin-Krute, Opioids: Addiction, Narrative, Freedom. Earth, Milky Way: punctum 

books, 2018. Accessed October 12, 2019. https://westerntheolseminary.on.worldcat.org/oclc/106127909.  
 
5 Dolphin-Krute, Opioids: Addiction, Narrative, Freedom, Abstract. 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/education/addiction/
https://westerntheolseminary.on.worldcat.org/oclc/106127909
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provided below and an analysis, a theological reflection, and educational objectives is 

found in the pragmatic chapter. 

Ministry History and Services: 

Jordan River Ministries (JRM) celebrates recovery and seeks to help people as 

they overcome addictions. The ministry began its mission and vision when God blessed 

the director to see the need to support other women who have struggled or are striving to 

become free from addictions just as God saved, healed, and blessed her to be free from 

addictions. The founder believes that her life is a testament of our Lord and Savior's love 

and saving grace. Therefore, she is an advocate for recovery ministries and an 

ambassador for Jesus Christ because of her God story of healing and deliverance from 

drugs and alcohol. After graduating from the Teen Challenge program, God has blessed 

her to remain clean and sober since February 1999. She has been advocating for recovery 

ever since, stating, I am eternally thankful and give all glory and praise to God! 

The first support group met for 18 months and resulted in JRM's vision in 2002, 

with incorporation in 2003. Simmons succeeded in her transition back into the 

community through the relationship and support provided by mentor and friend Louwerse 

and the church community. Simmons and the Jordan River Ministries Board of Directors 

endeavors to continue to build upon the dream to bring this same transitional housing 

support to other women in need. The Bible Study/support group for a time offered studies 
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in three locations. Later, noticing a further need for recovery services, the ministry 

opened a Women's Graduate Home (recovery aftercare housing).6 

When the JRM ministry began, its goal was "to provide a clean and safe 

environment, tools for success, and a biblical support system for women who have 

completed a rehabilitation program; to encourage, empower and assist them in their 

transition into the community." Therefore, JRM offered program services of a Graduate 

Home (recovery aftercare) to assist women after completing a recovery program.  The 

home closed its door in Holland in 2013 as no one was available to oversee the home 

after Simmons moved to pastor in Syracuse, NY. At that time, Simmons was encouraged 

to take a year to discern how JRM might continue its passion to help others; and many 

calls wanting ministry services were received. Thereby, the work of the ministry 

continued briefly with a support group in Syracuse, up until relocating and incorporating 

in Georgia in 2015. 

In 2015, JRM's mission ministry changed, "to provide a clean and safe 

environment, tools for success, and a biblical support system for both men, women and 

young adults between ages 17-70, who have completed a rehabilitation program; to 

encourage, empower and assist them in their transition into the community." We seek to 

provide these services by networking with churches, individuals and within the 

community.   

Further, JRM endeavors to provide consultation and coaching services for the 

church, communities, organizations, and individuals; JRM as registered in Georgia is 

 
6 Raelynn Hooley and Patricia Simmons, Grant for Jordan River Ministries. 
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working to provide a worship center (a type of Missional Church Community and a Fresh 

Expression of Church entitled River of God Worship Center) designed as a unique, 

spacious place for residents to come to know, love, and worship God. Since 2016 the 

ministry has participated in this missional project. The ministry has been meeting 

periodically since 2016 in this capacity and plans to meet more often as the ministry and 

leadership team expands. We have also hosted various ministry community events. More 

about the River of God Worship Center is described in the Appendices along with a 

synopsis of the ministry’s timeline. In this case study, we have learned of the changes the 

ministry endured. We have briefly identified the description of Jordan River Ministries 

Inc. The ministries background of addiction support, where the ministry began, the need 

for recovery housing and the ministry's history and mission; both past and current 

program services were discovered. We also learned of the ministry location changes, and 

reviewed a brief social analysis, biblical and educational objectives of the ministry, and 

examined a few examples of healthy churches like JRM's model. Next, we discover the 

research that supports and encourages this thesis study, which includes interviews, 

testimonies, and a church ministries model that experienced a transformation.  
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Methods and Measures7 

The methodology highlights a different design than our normal format of the 

thesis study consisting of work from four uniquely chosen categories organized in units.  

Each unit’s topic and contents are mentioned throughout this thesis study, including data 

from interviews of churches, organizations, and individuals, including personal 

testimonies from recovering persons. Much of the work has all been demonstrated in the 

study thus far and reviews from library research, case studies, and models of churches 

and organizations that provide similar ministries as JRM and organizations who achieved 

a transformation. Therefore, the study highlights the interviews, surveys, and case 

samples and analyzes the research and recommendations. The study also provides a 

qualitative research approach and highlights the thesis questions for each unit. It also 

ponders the questions Osmer notes: What is going on? Why is this going on? What ought 

to be going on? And how might we respond?8 These answers are seen through the 

interview questions and interviewees’ responses. Thereby, the design centers around 

questions and responses from research interviews, case studies, literary reviews and 

course findings.  

 
7 This thesis gives attention primarily to theological, biblical qualitative research. The goal was to 

discern through the best practices of three to five churches working with recovery persons. Identifying their 
methods, strategies, experiences that helped them be sustainable and identify what formulas can be 
duplicated. Also learning what processes, they maintained that can help other churches, organizations and 
individuals mirror their work in assisting people overcoming hardships and addictions. Robert O 
Brinkerhoff’s and Osmer’s work help with designing interview questions and evaluating case studies and 
methods of churches and organizations. The qualitative allows recovery participants and interviewees to 
speak freely about their experiences and allows others to understand their processes, behaviors and methods 
to better assist people overcoming addictions and hardships. The literature utilized was also chosen with the 
qualitative approach in mind. Overall, the hope is to further the conversation, of recovery, leadership and 
transformation and continue the work of equipping churches, changing hearts and transforming lives.  

 
8 Richard R. Osmer, Practical Theology: An Introduction, Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 

Grand Rapids MI., 2008, 4.  
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The methodology utilizes samples of a chart and graph, and written analysis to 

demonstrate the findings. Each interview provides an initial response, except Teen 

Challenge, where the initial reaction is positioned after the total amount of interviews. 

The data will also highlight thesis work on educational analysis and recommendations 

from vital church ministry transformational case studies and methods. The ending 

conclusion will also summarize the overall thesis work and recommendations favorable 

for JRM and organizations seeking transformation and healing. Thus, we begin with a 

synopsis of the format as seen within the proposal statement for the thesis: research 

questions for each unit, ethical issues, research design, data analysis description, 

interview plans and guidelines, interview precursor and questions, interviews conducted, 

their initial responses and recovery testimonies and their initial responses. We then will 

discover the educational objectives, vital church examples and lastly the analysis, 

summary, and recommendations.   

Ethical Issues: 

The Descriptive task speaks of identifying ethical issues involved in carrying out 

the project research. There were several identified, for example, confidentiality around 

JRM’s participants’ work and church attendee’s information while applying for grants, 

advertising, and brochures. There are also biases around the thesis author, who is also the 

founder of Jordan River Ministries and a recovering person. The leader also closely 

identifies with the assumptions around the thesis problem being addressed and formulates 

the missional ministries programs and worship. Thereby, careful consideration is given 

concerning the data. Other ethical issues identified surfaced around the interviewees 

concern with confidentiality. Thus, in interviews for Teen Challenge, the participants’ 
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names are not published; rather they are referred to by an interview number, in sequence 

order. Also, because of the personal context, the concern for work, and possible 

community backlash and pre-judgment, one group did not participate.    

Research Design:  

As previously mentioned, the thesis research was designed around conducting 

qualitative research and performing interviews as a Participant -as- Observer.  Attendees 

from Teen Challenge and other churches who have a recovery ministry were invited to 

take part in the interview; however, due to COVID-19 one could not participate. The 

interview designed was semi-structured with the same questions addressed to each 

interviewee. All data gives a detailed analysis. A Literature Review- on peer reviews, 

dissertations, and other scholarly works that are primary and secondary sources were also 

conducted and applied to this study. Organizational models and methodologies are 

highlighted as well. The study also includes testimonies of persons who went through a 

recovery process and program. 

This work briefly explains the dynamics and differences in recovery ministries 

and bridges the gaps between secular and spiritual, faith-based approaches. The design 

also helps define best practices for churches to assist persons in recovery and advocate 

for relapse prevention. For example, some interviewees attended Teen Challenge, a 

religious-based recovery ministry, and others attended a secular -rehabilitation facility 

but had a personal relationship with God and attended a local church. The research design 

helped outline best practices for churches to assist persons in Recovery and advocate for 

relapse prevention. The study also reveals ways to eradicate assumptions that there is 

only one approach to recovery. Other examples are churches with recovery ministry and 
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or similar ministry best practices are seen in the thesis study and recommended in 

Osmer’s Pragmatic Task. The work also looks to eradicate assumptions that there is only 

one approach to recovery and helps churches be better prepared to minister to persons in 

recovery.  Presented next is the data analysis.  

Data Analysis: 

The data analysis, in the Descriptive Empirical task, engages Osmer’s direction 

with research, data gathering, conducting surveys, addressing biases, providing an 

analysis of the collection, and determining and addressing logistics of storage and 

artifacts. Thus, interview examples of transformational leaders, pastors, and individuals 

in recovery were researched and reviewed. Interviews and surveys were conducted and 

collected; an analysis was performed. All data findings documented, and information is 

utilized and presented to help churches understand the need for recovery ministries within 

the church and how individuals are helped. The analysis is found in the pragmatic 

chapter. The following information will highlight the research questions provided to each 

participant: church leaders, individuals and organizations. 

Interview Guidelines: 

Research plans were to interview three to five churches with a recovery ministry 

and at least ten participants from a Teen Challenge program and secular participants in 

recovery from addictions or experienced hardship who needed assistance and 

transformation. The churches were chosen based on their transformational experience, 

recovery ministries, and willingness.  Based on their availability, these churches were 

selected (two smaller churches and one larger): Celebrate Recovery, a ministry of the 

Saddleback Church campus in Georgia; R.U. Recovery Ministries, a faith-based program 
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in Rockford IL.; Seventy Times Seven (70X7) in Holland, MI; Evergreen Ministries in 

Hudsonville MI; and Teen Challenge of Muskegon, MI. Also, alternatives were chosen 

for churches and organizations identified but were not able to participate and are also in 

the list above. Recommendations for interviewees were also accepted.  

  The ministries that participated are 70x70, Evergreen Ministries, RU Recovery 

Ministries, and Teen Challenge, whose participants answered the same questions given to 

churches; the questions for individual testimonies are at the bottom. Some participants 

also gave testimonies on the importance of faith in their recovery journey to overcome 

addictions. 

As stated in the thesis proposal, the individuals chosen were based on their recovery 

experience and/or need for transformational assistance. In addition to the author’s 

personal story, eighteen other individuals gave testament to their recovery experiences. 

An invitation to participate in the interviews was conveyed. It described the process, 

duration of time, and availability, along with a brief questionnaire that qualifies their 

fitness for the interview. Participants had ten days to respond to the invitation. However, 

extended time was allotted. A reminder confirming the interview details was also sent as 

well as a reminder before the scheduled conversation. Surveys were also conducted by 

email and USPS, and no interviews were conducted in person.  Each participant was 

asked four to five questions. Also, persons on social media, Facebook, Instagram, and 

LinkedIn were identified that fit criteria for the survey, were solicited, referred, and 

considered.  Of the interviews conducted, most were conducted by phone and email. 

Interview questions are found below.  
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Interview Precursor: 

Before reviewing the testimonies, the interview questions and plans are 

highlighted. Also, churches identified and invited to participate in interview are churches 

with recovery ministry from drugs, alcohol, mood-altering substances, and other 

addictions. Nine interview questions were prechosen, with additional questions if time 

and opportunity allowed. Interview questions sought to learn the role of churches with 

recovery ministries, their effectiveness, and what models and recommendations are 

needed to improve and further the transformational work of Jordan River Ministries 

(JRM). Also, recovery organizations working with recovery participants were 

interviewed to determine their effectiveness, methods, best practices, and the recovery 

regimens and success of individual participants in recovery to influence and improve 

JRM, organizations, and individuals in the work of recovery.  

Interview Questions:  

• How long has your church had a recovery ministry? 

• What are the methods used in the church to assist recovery participants? 

• Are there any recovery groups currently meeting? If so which groups?  

• What are tools and/or resources being utilized to aid people needing assistance? 

• How is the need for recovery ministry identified within your church? 

• What types of rehabilitation centers or recovery ministries does your church 

currently partner with to assist persons in recovery? 

• Is your church an outreach center for the community for recovery ministries? If 

so, what are your hours of operation? 

• How are hospitality and pastoral care identified within your congregation? 
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• How do you determine if your ministry is successful? 

For personal recovery stories:  

Please briefly describe how your faith has been instrumental and strengthened in 

recovery through your church and God.  Briefly share your God story of how you 

came to recovery and how your faith has affected your deliverance and sobriety. 

Also, please share anything you believe God will have you to share to help someone 

become clean and sober and come to know and love God.  

First interview conducted - Evergreen Ministries:9 

 Prior to interviewing for the thesis project, the first encounter with Evergreen 

Ministries the author of this thesis had was in a workshop, a seminar hosted at Faith 

Christian Church, in Hudsonville, MI. The purpose was to educate churches, pastors, and 

the community on recovery ministries and how they can assist folks overcoming 

addiction in their churches. The church’s host, a supporter of Evergreen Ministries, was 

also a person clean and sober from drugs and alcohol and was very passionate in helping 

others live a lifestyle free from addictions. The pastor and interviewee is Tom Kragt; he 

has hosted recovery ministries for over 15 years. The method used in the church to assist 

recovery participants are various group meetings. The ministry hosts different groups for 

12 weeks; one group is a faith-based meeting service for kids, family, and friends. They 

also have a recovery worship service that meets twice on Sundays. There are also several 

groups like AA/NA, Al-anon, Gamblers Anonymous (GA); Sexaholics, Sex & Sanon-

(Women only group), Men’s group, and Bridge to Life groups. Additional groups are, 

 
9 The interviews for this thesis highlight churches and ministries who work with people over 

coming addictions and hardships. They demonstrate the for-recovery service, leadership and the importance 
of church, faith, God, community support and healing. Their unique skills and gifts are needed to assist 
ministries like JRM in sustainability, longevity, effectiveness and growth.  
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Overeaters Anonymous and Family Education, which teaches on addicts, relationships, 

and problems and solutions. 

  The tools and resources being utilized to aid or assist in recovery are recovery 

referral sources, therapists & agencies, and National Association for Recover. The church 

does not serve as an outreach for the community; it is a place where people come, and no 

meals are served. Although the ministry is held within a church, it is strictly recovery 

services. Tom says hospitality and pastoral care are separate services. The ministry is not 

concerned about being successful. They know that the church is growing, lives are 

changing. The change is positive not superficial, yet the ministry is attracting a lot of 

broken people that Jesus would have welcomed and spent time with them. Their motto 

for recovery is: We are broken. God calls us to healing and wholeness. In his power, we 

allow God to heal our relationships, remover our addictions, and redeem our pain.  

Second Interview - 70X7: 

70X7 (Seventy Times Seven) is a ministry that began working with men overcoming 

addiction and transformed to working with people transitioning from incarceration.   

Jonathan DePoy, the Director and Leader of Church Relations in Holland, works for 70 x 

7 (Seventy Times Seven) Life Recovery. When asked, “How long has your church had a 

recovery ministry?” he said that Ridge Pointe began twelve to fifteen years ago started as 

a recovery ministry, and within a year in a half, they merged with CRC Chaplaincies, and 

are now all 70 x 7. The ministry is in two locations – Holland and Grand Rapids, 

Michigan. The leadership team grew and added to their work what they call church 

engagement.  
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 The question of methods used in the church to assist recovery participants was 

posed. The director responded by saying that service is narrowed to working with 

incarceration by helping people coming out of jail and by providing resources and 

focusing on incarceration and less on recovery ministry. Yet, all sorts of people are 

welcome, especially those overcoming hardships. 70x7 provides a class, called Changes, 

which is a two-week program. Graduating is a big celebration, and participants also 

engage in a serving site – volunteerism. The ministry provides mentorship, and mentors 

are trained and connected to a church. Mentorship also helps holistically. Also, assistance 

with employment is provided; Human Resources (HR) is savvy and assists in giving 

state-funded employment opportunities. Some programs and resources network to find 

those who can help. They offer work skills, interviewing skills, budgeting, find housing 

(when in the tier for housing), and food. They also partner with housing ministries, 

landlord networking, screening, connecting to churches, and connecting churches with 

participants. There are twelve people on staff between two offices, working in various 

roles. Once, they were offered a two million dollar grant a couple of years ago but 

decided to allow donors to help to talk about Jesus unapologetically.  

There are no recovery groups; they are connected to community partners that they 

point participants to, like counselors, etc. Tools and resources being utilized to aid people 

needing assistance are counselors, housing, classes, and more. However, it is essential to 

note that the church Jonathan attends offers recovery meetings once a week; he has not 

had an opportunity to attend, but the church is very supportive.  

When helping people reenter from incarceration and assisting persons in recovery, 

based on the individual needs, the ministry says they are flexible to resource people to get 
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their needs met, 70 x7 ministry partners with AA & NA housed in churches. Also, they 

have partners like the Pine Rest intensive inpatient recovery.  The ministry is not just a 

recovery ministry. Their hours of operation are 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. but they are 

available anytime for emergencies. If a person relapses, they can phone, and people may 

also call for the person getting out of jail. The ministry also undergoes a screening 

process with intake to understand the participants’ personal stories, needs, and history of 

substances.  

When asked how hospitality and pastoral care are identified within your 

congregation, Jonathan replied, “We learned that this ministry partners with churches 

who provide hospitality and pastoral care; they are called restorative churches! We send 

referrals to churches that are hospitable, supportive, and caring. Resource and help them 

be established; Many participants stay connected to the program after completing, and 

participants may also become partners.” 

How do you determine if your ministry is successful? Director Jonathan’s opinion 

is that they are conduits; a culture of the fruit of the Spirit is created. Therefore, they 

decide through the lenses of the fruit of the Spirit. They are also successful when the 

ministry’s mission is met. The mission statement is: “70×7 exists to catalyze the church, 

commerce, and communities to turn the cycle of incarceration and its consequences into a 

cycle of restoration and hope.”10 The ministry partners with churches to bring hope and 

restoration to formally incarcerated people and their families.  

 

 

 
10 Johnathan Depoy, 70x7, https://www.70x7liferecovery.org/about/mission/ 
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Third Interview – RU Recovery Ministries: 

This interview is with the International Director Benjamin Burk of RU Recovery 

Ministries. The ministry is located in Rockford, IL and has existed for 25 years with 28 

locations. The faith-based ministry also meets online through Zoom recovery meetings. 

The ministry offers men and women six months of housing units through their school of 

discipleship. They focus on helping people with the spiritual element and partnering to 

assist with the physical and psychological. When asked - how is recovery ministry 

identified? Burk said “the ministry is identified through people searching to look for help, 

who tried everything else. Therefore, they seek help through loved ones and family who 

see their complications.” There are four ways: First, Galatians 1 speaks of Paul being 

called and sent and speaks of grace as grace comes out of the cross. Second, Study and 

clear condemnation that comes in our lives shows where we are wrong and separates us 

from God. Third, the conscious condemns us, and fourth, the Bible teaches, and we learn 

about the devil and thereby see the systems that God set up a long time ago in society that 

receive right and condemn wrong. Peoples’ sins are identified and faced when there are 

problems.  The ministry helps to provide help and hope found in Christ and God. Again, 

their partners are within 28 locations.  

When asked how are hospitality and pastoral care identified within the ministry? 

Burk said,   

hope is important for pastors and churches to be successful; Therefore, they 
welcome hope, assist with what is communicated in Scripture, and impact society 
towards help and hope. For example, Paul speaks to Timothy and instructs in 
meekness; how are we to respond?  The person addicted focus to recover 
themselves, and the church commits to assist an addicted person to get help. They 
need to restore people in the spirit of meekness. The first step is to come to Christ 
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and then to remain in him. Success for the ministry is also seen in their “85 – 86% 
success rate as seen within their website rurecovery.com”11  
 
Also, RU Recovery’s website says, “1 in 4 people are affected by addiction; more 

than 84% of scientific studies show that faith is a positive factor in addiction prevention 

or recovery.”12 They add that “over 400 studies have been conducted on the role of faith 

in addiction recovery and these studies have found a success rate of 40% - 60% in most 

faith-based programs. This is significantly higher than the success rate of programs that 

do not incorporate faith or spirituality into their programs. The recovery ministries 

interview data is listed below, and recovery testimonies follow directly after.  

 

 
11 Benjamin Burk, Ru Recovery Ministries, accessed February 7, 2021, 

https://rurecovery.com/about-us/  
 
12 B.J Grim and M.E. Belief, Behavior, and Belonging: How Faith is Indispensable in 

Preventing and Recovering from Substance Abuse, Journal of Religion and Health (2019) 58:1713-
1750| https://rdcu.be/bQlQE  

https://rurecovery.com/about-us/
https://rdcu.be/bQlQE
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Figure 1 Recovery Ministries Interview  13 

Recovery Testimonials  

Herman Parson is proud to share his struggles and successes as a recovering 

person. He is an ordained deacon in his church. Herman shares his story:  

I am a recovering addict named Herman P;  
 
I am 15 years and ten months and 19 days clean.  
 
I had an eight ball a day habit of powder cocaine. I sold cocaine for quite some 
time and became my best customer. On October 10, 2003, I literally dropped to 
my knees with a nose full of blood and cocaine and asked God for help. I called 
my mother, whose husband was a pastor, and cried, asking them to please come 
and get me; I need help! They picked me up, took me to a rehab center to start my 
journey to recovery.  
 
I have been clean ever since; I still have life problems, but I have no desire to use. 
I have eleven beautiful grandkids, a wonderful wife, and living life on life’s 
terms. Thanks for letting me share.  
 
I am a grateful recovery addict named Herman P. 
 

 
13 Recovery Graph represents units of service provided by churches based on interviews and 

testimonies. 
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 Pastor Ralph Biedler also shares his story of recovery and how he found God. 

August 29, 1089, I woke up in jail and realized I had been arrested for driving 
under the influence of alcohol. I remember drinking all that day and must have 
gone out to get more to drink when I was picked up. This was the third time this 
had happened in a span of three years; my life was spiraling out of control at the 
age of 29. God was not someone I knew back then, but He must have known me 
because there must have been hundreds of times over the years of drinking and 
driving that I was blacked out behind the wheel. I remember waking up many 
mornings and wondering how I had arrived safely at home, hoping my car would 
be in the driveway when I looked out the door. 
 
It had been 30 years today that I woke up and realized that my life had to change. 
Thirty years today since I took a drink or used any drugs at all. I now attribute my 
still being alive and my ability to stay sober to God. I realize that He was the one 
who wanted me to live. He is the only one who knew who I was and could lead 
me to be the man at work for Him today. Thirty years ago, I stopped drinking, 
and, in that time, God began to place people around me that would reveal His real 
presence in the world and in my life.  
 
Today, I am six years into pastoral ministry at Spring Valley Reformed Church in 
Fulton, Illinois.  I never ever saw myself as a minister, but God has always known 
that He created me to point others to Him. He did this by providing many people 
in my life who did exactly that. I know that my faith today is the direct result of 
God at work through other people of faith. The Holy Spirit might not have had 
access to my life at one time, but that did not stop the movement of the Spirit 
upon my life. I am so thankful that God saved me from myself and led me to 
giving my life to Him in service to Him. Blessed to be here!  
 
Reverend Ralph Beidler (August 29, 2019)14 
 

 
14 These powerful interviews are highlighted as they speak to the long-term success and sobriety 

that can be obtained when there is a recovery program and relationship with God and the church. 
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Figure 2 Recovery Testimonies15 

Teen Challenge (TC) Interviews -Participants Testimonies:16 

 The following summary is a brief overview from interviews conducted by Teen 

Challenge participants. The participants were given the same questions given to churches 

and organizations, with an option of also giving a testimony of their recovery experience 

as it pertains to faith, church and sobriety. Overall, the initial interview analysis can be 

reviewed in chapter 5 the pragmatic – what ought to be happening response and 

recommendations. 

When reviewing interviews from TC participants, there was a large consensus of 

the sixteen participants. Almost all said that faith, relationship with God, and studying 

biblical truths have influenced and helped their recovery. Being in TC was also favorable; 

 
15 A graph of Teen Challenge participants testimonies pertaining to recovery: highlighting 

participants length of sobriety, view on the importance of faith, acknowledges a relationship with God, 
receiving support from their perspective churches and of those who believe prayer has helped them. 

 
16 Interviews presented by Teen Challenge participants are their actual words but transposed 

mostly for grammatical purposes and are found in the appendices.  
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it has helped to change their heart, way of thinking, and desire to improve their 

relationship with God. Therefore, prayer and staying connected to God was also 

frequently noticed. Only one person said that before TC, they had no relationship with 

God. Five mentioned that their church has recovery groups; only one mentioned that their 

church had no such support. Some alluded to their church supporting their recovery, 

providing finances, and giving hospitality and pastoral care. Others attributed their 

reasons for recovery to the need for support, hope, due to conviction, wanting to change 

due to family, and wanting to impact others. One participant stated the difference 

between secular rehab versus TC and preferred TC’s methods admitting successful 

results. Of the sixteen interviews, some gave testament of repeatedly trying on their own 

to being successful and remaining sober, saying they were going in and out of recovery. 

Also, the participants mentioned their time in recovery; five out of sixteen mentioned 

their duration in the TC program that speaks to their clean time: The most mentioned was 

thirteen months, the least was three months. Yet, many are hopeful of lasting sobriety and 

stated they had found love and God!  Overall, the interviews show the importance, of 

God, faith, prayer and support in the church for people in recovery. Impacting their 

sobriety favorably and proving that programs of faith are essential to the recovery 

process.17 

 

 

 

 
17 These interviews with the TC participants are important as they demonstrate the need for 

recovery, to be welcomed in the church and to receive support. It is always great to hear from those who 
receive the services.  
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Educational Objectives 

The thesis work of the four unique categories also discovered churches that 

transformed and served their community. Here we look to provide vital signs of healthy 

churches and recommendations that will assist churches, organizations, and individuals.   

Vital signs in urban churches highlight urban churches that have symptoms of life and 

vitality. These churches have experienced transformation, revitalization, and community 

development. The members of the congregation, as well as community leaders and 

residents, all passionate about their church and community, put in the work to help bring 

positive change in their community. This work includes vital signs from 28 churches 

throughout fifteen major cities, for example, in naming a few of the signs: increasing 

worship, engaging in neighborhood community building, and churches offering God’s 

unconditional love by showing love, acceptance, and being a welcoming community.  

Additional clues include the redevelopment of community ministries and 

churches becoming involved in social justice and bringing political awareness, by 

working in asset development, financing, and housing renewal. Also, work is displayed 

by opening new businesses, formulating community developments, renewing churches, 

creating racial-ethnic diverse groups, and renewing urban communities. With naming a 

few vital signs, it is imperative to name a few vital churches and some of their pertinent 

work that is similar to the work and interests of the Jordan River Ministries. 
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Vital Church Examples: 

The Central Presbyterian Church offers the Central Outreach Center and Night 

Shelter, where for over a century, they served with their vision, time, and financial 

resources.18 Proclaiming Christ’s abundant love, the church’s outreach ministry is located 

within a church room in the newest building. They have a social worker who is the 

program coordinator and serve over 350 people a month. Carol Jean Miller, the 

coordinator, calls the center “a first stop emergency outpost.”19 They help immigrants, 

homeless people, low–income families, unemployed residents, and people living in the 

streets. The shelter is open annually at night to serve men during the winter months of 

November – March. The Outreach partner with Conception Catholic church to provide 

this service.  They also offer a hot meal in the evening, breakfast and a bagged lunch. The 

ministry has many volunteers to help deliver the services, including Social workers, 

doctors, and other ministries that provide educational assistance, youth, and senior 

services. The Presbyterian church ministry also treats the feet of the homeless once a 

week.  

St. Paul Church offers the Hallelujah House; it is a rehabilitation and recovery 

facility for men and has a similar ministry for women. Residents have gone through a 

detox treatment before entering the treatment facility. The church provides “Bible study, 

community service and helps them rebuild their lives on a spiritual and functional 

capacity.”20 The ministry has an 80% recovery rate, and once residents leave the recovery 

 
18 Nile, Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice. Nashville, TN: 

Abingdon Press, 1976. 96. 
 
19 Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice, 96.  
 
20 Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice, 106. 
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halfway house, most stay connected with and to the church. The community works to 

prompt change within as well as around the surrounding community. The church also 

provides a social club, youth center, and a safe space for social and community events. 

St. Paul celebrates a clean, drug-free neighborhood. The church also offers ways to 

improve the economic climate by purchasing a rental property, a radio station, a cultural 

center, a drug and crime prevention center, a bakery, and a parking area for community 

residents. These services allow the community to be directly involved and take pride in 

their neighborhood. The church believed that worship, preaching, and teaching are 

essential to people’s success, especially those in recovery.  

Thereby, St. Paul hosts four worship services, beginning at 8 am and serving 

breakfast. They also host services throughout the week. We can learn that faith and 

Pastoral leadership is vital for congregational renewal. Sticking with the challenging 

work of redevelopment will pay off when addressing problems and staying faithful. If the 

congregation redevelops, so must the community, and the church must be willing to do 

the work for permanent change.  Having a big, tremendous vision is key to gaining 

resources, attention, and building engaged participants; sound leadership is also needed.  

It is beneficial for ministries to invest in property and commercial business in the 

redevelopment process. “Redevelopment that is substantial will have a stable future takes 

a decade of intelligence and dedication to accomplish, and continuity in pastoral 

leadership is crucial.” 21 Also, redevelopment needs worship, faith, study, and prayer as a 

foundation. It is also important to note that rebuilding can be done without government 

 
21 Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice, 109. 
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funding. St. Paul also believes that creating a school and cleaning a neighborhood will 

strengthen the community and organization.  

 Another organization with similar ministries as that of Jordan River Ministries 

and whom JRM would benefit from learning from their strengths and experiences is 

Shiloh Baptist Church. Shiloh is an organization with a long history of social services and 

economic development. They also have a long account of strong leadership. For example, 

Reverence J. Milton Waldron served from 1907-1929. Waldron developed the concept of 

the institutional church, which was the ministry of the total person – spiritual, Physical, 

economic, and social.”22 The programs were intentionally created to meet human needs: 

program ministries from nursery to worship. In 1909 Waldron founded the NAACP 

(National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) to ensure equality, 

education, political and economic rights, and eliminate racial discrimination. Shiloh also 

started a Family Life Center of 3.2 Million in 1982, health care, education, job training, 

counseling, employment referrals, and a multi-purpose facility used for celebrations, 

events, and activities. A bookstore, library, offices, and even a restaurant were also 

established.23 The ministry formed partnerships with Seaton Public School to provide the 

gymnasium for sports and other activities. 

Therefore, the work of these unique units, the interviews from individuals, 

churches and vital church models demonstrates the need for the church, transformation, 

and faith in Jesus Christ. The work also points towards finding solutions that aide healing 

and wholeness, which is needed when overcoming addictions and other hardships. Next, 

 
22 Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice, 75. 
 
23 Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice, 76. 
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we will look at the Osmer’s Interpretive Task, Sagely Wisdom, in chapter 2. Here, we 

will discover Osmer’s view on sagely wisdom. The literature review in chapter 3 further 

supports the work of this study. 

 

Chapter Two: The Interpretive Task – Sagely Wisdom – Part I 

Osmer calls his interpretive move "a spirituality of sagely wisdom."24 In this 

chapter, we seek to tell what scholars are saying and why it is happening concerning the 

project's problem, which can be seen throughout this chapter. Though we begin with 

Osmer’s thoughts on sagely wisdom, we also display how the project is seen according to 

the authors, experts, and theologians. This section also highlights the nature of addictions 

with a particular focus on drugs and alcohol to understand the effects of recovery when 

embraced by the church. Information from sources like Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) and 

Teen Challenge (TC) is also included. The intent is to inform churches and communities 

with the goal of fostering ministries of healing and wholeness that assist those 

overcoming addictions and hardships. Lastly, the project's literature is reviewed.  

  Sagely Wisdom is widely seen in the literature that is chosen for the thesis study, 

as it demonstrates wisdom. The study is organized to capture the essence of this thesis 

study. The study builds, and knits together the unique transformative, communitive 

pieces that create a space to discern, discuss, and design materials that promote change 

leading to healing, and well-being. It is sagely wisdom that prompts the literature review 

 
24 Osmer, Practical Theology, 82. 
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to be organized in its four unique units that support the thesis study and is highlighted 

following these opening remarks.  

Here, we find congregations who are grounded in Scripture and encourage faith 

thinkers, especially thinkers who deal with the church and within the community. Osmer 

deems these faith thinkers as "leaders whose wise guidance helps them make sense of the 

circumstances of their lives and world." These leaders are guided in three ways: 

thoughtfulness, wise judgment, and theoretical interpretation.25 In thoughtfulness we care 

and are considerate and understanding of how people are treated in everyday life. This 

thoughtfulness helps the church address any limits they may have in working with people 

overcoming addictions and coming from a place of hardship. Theoretical interpretation 

looks at peoples, knowledge, perspectives, situations, and context; it helps us discern our 

theological mindset, spiritual and Christian traditions, and discern and learn our 

challenges and tensions.26  

Church leaders are expected to be incredibly thoughtful in care for others and 

respect their approach to life,27 especially when it comes to people who face difficulties 

and who themselves are complicated. Leaders are cautioned in being judgmental and 

imprudent. As church leaders face their human limits and idiosyncrasies, they can 

sometimes appear rude and short as they face challenges. Yet, they have an incredible 

opportunity to grow and further develop their professional skills in these circumstances. 

These leaders can choose to become thoughtful in a way that asks pertinent questions 

 
25 Osmer, Practical Theology, 82. 
 
26 Osmer, Practical Theology, 84. 
 
27 Osmer, Practical Theology, 82. 
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leading to helpful answers. Thereby, when someone is battling addictions or has a unique 

circumstance that leads to a terrible case of hardship, leaders can practice wisdom.  

Still, as it pertains to addictions, sagely wisdom can be found in listening, 

learning, and becoming knowledgeable about addictions, history, and person working 

with those overcoming addictions and their history. Also, sagely wisdom here is in 

discovering scientifically. It is concerning antidotes that have worked, what has failed, 

what other churches have practiced and other questions and methods that will help people 

find healing. Also, learning about the person's experiences helps to know how they 

attempted to be clean, what ways they have tried to be free from addictions, and how 

many times in their journey they sought to be clean.  Asking how the church or 

organization can be helpful and what assistance is needed is also wise. Osmer points out 

that human nature, with its limited knowledge, is why we must always continue 

learning.28 Osmer's example that is also a significant concern for Jordan River Ministries 

and has prompted this study, is alcoholism. He notes that alcoholism is a disease 

according to the research of Alcohol Anonymous (AA), which uses this theory to help 

people overcoming addictions. Alcoholism is said to be hereditary; however, it is further 

noted that the genes do not cause alcoholism but has a greater likelihood to be found in 

fraternal twins. History may show a vulnerability to alcoholism when genetically alcohol 

is seen in family members throughout generations. Alcoholism can also be considered a 

psychological disorder and a social and family disorder as well.29 Osmer points out three 

 
28 Osmer, Practical Theology, 84. 
 
29 Osmer, Practical Theology, 105. 
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categorical theories of alcoholism: medical, psychological, and sociocultural.30 However, 

churches who possess an interest in sagely wisdom should invest in learning and 

identifying signs of addictions and ways to help persons of interest seek healing, sobriety, 

and spiritual guidance. AA terms or calls this guidance as having a higher power. Persons 

learn to tell their personal recovery story and work the twelve steps of AA or NA. When 

looking at addiction recovery from a scientific medical theory, we follow the twelve 

steps. In contrast, places like Teen Challenge offer a spiritual component to overcoming 

addictions; Jesus Christ, who gives salvation and healing. Through Christ, we learn of 

original sin, repentance, forgiveness, healing, baptism, and new and eternal life, as in 

John 3:16. With sagely wisdom, leaders can look for numerous ways to discern a solution 

to remedy a person's problems. Many theories can be helpful; however, the leaders have 

to use wisdom.31 A recent pamphlet mailed by Billy Graham Ministries highlighted the 

prevalence of addictions' stating that "21 million Americans ages 12 and older abuse or 

are addicted to drugs and alcohol.32 Ministries like Billy Graham, Jordan River 

Ministries, and churches are called to serve and help people in need, and they must 

practice and have sagely wisdom. 

 According to Osmer, wise judgments help us recognize relevant particulars of 

certain circumstances and events, discern what's morally at stake, and help the church 

discern the most effective means for the best outcome with the time and resources 

 
30 Osmer, Practical Theology, 114. 
 
31 Osmer, Practical Theology, 101. 
 
32 Billy Graham Evangelist Association, Prescription of Hope, (Charlotte, NC: Billy Graham 

Parkway, 2020).  
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available.33 Overall, Osmer's sagely wisdom helps the church mature and make good, 

wise decisions. Next, we will discover the literature that has shaped this thesis learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
33 Osmer, Practical Theology, 84. 
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Chapter Three34 

Interpretive -Sagely Wisdom  Part II -Literary Review  
A literary review was conducted for this project based on the thesis questions 

organized in the four units. 35 This review also included in Osmer’s question as to why 

this is happening? Therefore, the literature was chosen to address, and answer questions 

pertaining to challenges and problems concerning addictions and other hardships that the 

church may acquire through attendees and members within their community. The design 

also looks to assist organizations and individuals seeking change, growth and healing. 

The review also looks at what gives value to the thesis study and identifies areas that 

were not addressed and points to where further research is needed. The design is also 

organized in four individual categories that all point towards transformation, healing, and 

growth.  

 
River of Life:  The Biblical Story and the JRM Story – Unit I 

The review for Unit One was designed around a few questions: How can the 

richness of the biblical River of Life tradition be applied to the church’s healing 

ministries today? Many churches, urban, suburban, and rural need a program to address 

 
34 Literary Review is a continuation of Osmer’s Interpretive- Sagely Wisdom.  
 
35 The literary review of thesis study was mainly conformed to the doctoral program’s four 

learning units. However, due to unforeseen changes in ministry context, changes of advisors due to 
retirement and health reasons, seminary department and program changes and thesis writers leave of 
absence for relocation, slight revisions were made within the thesis. Therefore, changes to syllabus 
materials, content and overall thesis design and goals were modified. Modifications are noted in overall 
note page within the appendices. Therefore, newer material is also included in bibliography and organized 
by unit.   
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the issues of addictions and other hardships in their communities. What resources are 

required to assist in transformation?  

The study interacted mainly with the works of two theologians, Dr. Tom Boogaart 

and Dr. Travis West, and other writers are mentioned later in the review of this unit as 

well. The study highlights Dr. Boogaart’s work, “When Justice Like a River,” noting a 

few of his other works entitled “The House and Hospitality of God,” “Lectures of a 

Tabernacle,” and “A Vision of the Return of Eden.” These works reference biblical texts 

such as Amos 5, Ezekiel, the Gospel of John, Genesis, Psalms, and Isaiah. Although 

mentioned in this review, some of the scripture texts are noted and reviewed within the 

biblical section of this study. Unit I also interact with Dr. Travis West’s Hebrew work on 

2 Kings. Other sources utilized but not reviewed are listed in the thesis bibliography.  

Boogart’s “When Justice Like a River” 

In When Justice like a River, an article written by Boogaart begins with scripture 

passages on God’s creation as seen in Genesis 1-2, and Psalm 19:1, which also proclaims 

that “the heavens declare the glory of God’s work and that in the world we see God’s 

wonder and beauty.” Also, adding verses 2-4a as well! The article is unique as the author 

gives personal testaments to refreshing waters that heal his life. Boogaart describes how 

the water flowed to dry places within his body as he partook the water, also stating that 

he became dependent on each drink that quenched his throat.36 He adds that our lives 

depend on the water saying, “Drinking was a moment of victory in the ongoing struggle 

 
36  Thomas Boogaart, “When Justice Like a River” (lecture, Western Theological Seminary, 

Holland, MI, Unpublished), 1. 
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between life and death.”37 He speaks to water’s richness and highlights water as a source 

given by God that aids healing.  

Like Boogaart, this author also highlights her own God story, as seen within the 

Bible Study found in Appendices. Boogart’s “When Justice Like a River” shows that rain 

and water for people in the Bible, both Old and New Testaments, are often rare, precious, 

and sacred. Water was valuable; it had “spiritual significance. “It was a visible sign of 

God’s invisible presence in the world.”38 In any form, water signifies the overarching love 

and care of God in and for the world.39 Boogaart teaches that in the Old Testament times, 

“Every source of water was a holy place, and every act of drawing water was a ritual, and 

every drink was a sacrament. When drinking water, every person, animal, or plant was 

drinking in the love of God.”40 This is beautiful, and its history and biblical heritage speaks 

of love and life. In this occurrence, we learn of God’s love, how it flows, and how it is 

utilized. The prophets taught of God’s love; it is recorded in the Old Testament scriptures 

from Genesis’s Garden of Eden to God’s house in Revelation. We learn that love flows 

like the river of God and that God’s prophets did the recording (Ezekiel, John, and Amos).41  

Boogaart alludes that the water in the Bible is life-giving and he describes it in his work 

entitled the River of Life tradition. He further says that the Prophet Amos’ words in 5:18-

24 should be heard and understood in this light. 

 
37  Boogaart, “When Justice,” 1. 
 
38  Boogaart, When Justice, 2. 
 
39 Boogaart, When Justice, 2. 
 
40  Boogaart, When Justice, 2. 
 
41  Boogaart, When Justice, 3. 
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The prophet from Tekoa condemned worship in the nation of Israel. The people 
delighted in the solemnity of their assemblies, their sacrifices, and songs; rituals 
of what God did not desire... The prophet Amos called out: “Let justice roll down 
like waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.” 42  
 
The prophet Amos advocated for justice, “referring to the river that flowed from 

the house of God.  He was reminding the people that the river of God was not made of 

water, was never really about water.  The river of God was made of people,”43 having the 

heart to help other people. Especially within the church, as we are called to help meet 

basic needs, helping to navigate, and advocate amidst and against the “economic and 

political structures in the world that advance the interests of the rich and not the poor.”44 

Working to bring about a more just world, the church is challenged to work and discern 

“how do we sustain our anger over the injustice in the world, and how do we sustain our 

commitment to justice?”45 Boogaart then asks if wisdom can be sustained and if there are 

ways to commit to justice.46 In response, Boogaart names that justice can flow in the 

following: 

 Quoting Abraham Heschel, author of The Prophets, Boogaart speaks of justice 

and righteousness that steeps from our hearts and stems from the unbearable and deepest 

pain. Boogart says that justice comes from the humility and weakness we experience 

when we allow Jesus to mend our hearts, as only Jesus can heal, deliver, and comfort. 

“Abraham Joshua Heschel tells us that God loves the world fiercely and feels the pain of 

 
42  Boogaart, When Justice, 3. 
 
43  Boogaart, When Justice, 3.  
 
44  Boogaart, When Justice, 4. 
 
45  Boogaart, When Justice, 4. 
 
46  Boogaart, When Justice, 4. 
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those in distress.  As we bear our cross, it is here we gain the strength and determination 

to confront injustice and the evil that causes it.”47 No attendee or member needs to feel 

discriminated against or face injustices within the church, as Jesus is able to heal, deliver, 

and comfort. This is especially true for those overcoming hardships and addictions.  

The work of Christ and love of God in our healing births compassion and compels 

us to advocate for justice. Just as God’s unconditional love, assurance, and forgiveness is 

always extended, Boogaart says Jesus prompts us to open our hearts. Like athletes train 

for strength and growth, our hearts trains us for justice.48 This prompting brings spiritual 

growth; it is a spiritual discipline.   

           “Justice and righteousness flow from persons who open their hearts to their own 

pain.”  We are given a powerful analogy of God’s love, exuberance, and joy as we see in 

children, how loving, trusting they can be of others and the world. They are freely open 

until they are betrayed, hurt, and learn that the world is not always safe.  Like children, 

we all get wounded and are often offended!  Boogaart’s point is that we hide, protect 

ourselves, and are thus closed to the world in this hurt and offense. We are, therefore, 

warned, and our offenses turn to hurt, rage, and pain. This pain prevents us from “being a 

river of justice and righteousness in the world; instead, we become rivers of aggression 

and anxiety.”49  Boogaart goes on to allude that it is important to open up and work 

through healing, hurt, and pain, as it leads to growth.  

 
47  Boogaart, When Justice, 5. 
 
48 Boogaart, When Justice, 5. 
 
49  Boogaart, When Justice, 5-6. 
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          “When a person seeks God, justice and righteousness will flow from within 

them.”50 In this statement, God is seen as a parent who loves and cares for God’s 

children. However, Psalm 23 is describing God as a provider, sustainer, protector, and 

shepherd. God is always with us no matter our state or circumstance; we need not be 

afraid. An example is Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who experienced God’s peace and love 

in the midst of his ministry and work. Boogaart quotes him, saying, “…I am convinced 

that the universe is under the control of a loving purpose and that in the struggle for 

righteousness man has cosmic companionship.” 51 

We can equate and summarize this article with Boogaart’s experience by his eloquent 

description, “Our small acts of justice and righteousness fall like drops of rain on the desert.  

They may seem insignificant, but they seep through the layers and flow together into pools.  

All those tired from the journey can stop and refresh themselves.”52 In conclusion, Boogaart 

names that the church is like life-giving water given by God so that persons in need can find 

solace, love, and be revitalized. This is a call for the church to become a place to be refreshed. 

Boogaart, Lectures on the Tabernacle 

The River of Life: The Biblical Story and the JRM’ Story reviewed in Unit I, 

along with the Bible Study enclosed in the thesis Appendices observes Boogaart’s work 

on 2 Kings 5: 1-14, entitled The Temple Tradition. Here the temple is also the tabernacle. 

Boogaart notes that the 2 Kings 5 passage advocates and emphasizes peace and the work 

of justice. In this lecture one discovers that the Temple, tabernacle, and church are 

 
50  Boogaart, When Justice, 6; Quoting Hamman, J. Jaco, When Steeples Cry (28-29).50 
 
51  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle, (Western Theology Seminary) 7.  
 
52  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle, 7. 
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thought to be made of human hands, but is a wonderful product of God’s creation, both 

physically and spiritually.   

Just as the Bible tells the fascinating story of the people of God, their history, 

journey, and love for God, so do Boogaart’s “lectures on the tabernacle.” Not only do we 

see the physical manifestation of the people of Israel’s love – as they built the tabernacle 

and temple to be a natural house where they can meet with God. But they also hoped and 

prayed that God would come down and fill them with glory and that the barrier 

separating the spiritual and material world could be broken down, so that God could be 

truly present to them. Thus, the tabernacle lectures begin by telling God’s creation story 

and contain the retelling of a newly revised version, as seen in Genesis. 

In the book of Genesis, we read the stories of a God who births creation and then 

comes to God’s people. A God who parts the waters for safety also provides their food, 

water, clothing, and covering. A God who is also willing to come in any form to catch 

people’s attention; that we, the people, will be saved. Boogaart writes: 

A new chapter in Israel’s story begins when God comes to Moses in the form of a 
burning bush.  The story in Exodus 3 is the turning of the page.  God calls Moses 
to deliver God’s enslaved people in Egypt and bring them back to this same 
mountain, to Mt. Sinai. Reluctantly, Moses obeys, and through Moses, God 
delivers the people from Egypt at the Red Sea and gives them the law on Mt. 
Sinai.  This is a new chapter in Israel’s story, but the theme is the same.  At the 
Red Sea and Mt. Sinai, God repeats the act of creation.53 
 

So, God comes, and God is willing to start anew, though God is grieved due to 

humanity’s inappropriate and unappreciative response. 

The LORD saw that humankind’s wickedness was great in the earth and that every 
inclination of the thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually. And 
the LORD was sorry that he had made humankind on the earth, and it grieved him 
to his heart. So, the LORD said, ‘I will blot out from the earth the human beings I 

 
53  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle, 1. 
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have created ...In the six-hundredth year of Noah’s life, in the second month, on 
the seventeenth day of the month, on that day all the fountains of the great deep 
burst forth, and the windows of the sky were opened. The rain fell on the earth for 
forty days and forty nights (Genesis 6: 5-7; 7: 11-12). God, in essence, was 
making all things new! 
 
In Exodus 14: 21-23, 26-29, we find God dealing with the Egyptians’ evil and 

enslavement through the water. God saves the Israelites, and the book of Exodus is 

indicative of God’s saving power. In Exodus, we find the story of the teachings of the 

tabernacle. God, as in Genesis, hovers over darkness and calls the people not his home. 

Darkness then becomes a place where people can get away and meet with God (Exodus 

24:15-18). It is also important to note that God saves God’s people from darkness and 

that God covers them (Exodus 26:14). Thus, Exodus (40:34-35) becomes known as the 

place (in Darkness) to be filled by God, and, therefore, the people learn that where God 

dwells, the Holy of Holies, is a place of re-creation. 

 In the story of God’s creation, we learn that God created by speaking, and God’s 

work was thoroughly completed in six days. Scripture tells us that God rested on the 

seventh day. Yet, the lecture gives us another number to note the number ten. This 

number is equally as important as the numbers six and seven, as it also can be seen when 

God speaks ten times in six days. In all of God’s creation, Boogaart references ten to the 

verb amar, and each of these precedes as one of the ten commands that God gives.  The 

people of Israel saw a connection between the ten commandments of creation and those 

of Sinai and noticed a link between keeping the creation and keeping the law. Boogaart 

says the “let there be” of creation and the “thou shalt not” of Sinai both had a moral 

force.54  

 
54 Tom Boogaart, Lectures on the Tabernacle, 4. 
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The temple, just as important as the ten commandments, was also built by God’s 

Word and command on Mt. Sinai, and Dr. Boogaart calls it divine (cf. Exodus 25: 9, 40; 

26: 30; 27:8; 39:43). It is also noted that the tabernacle was God’s house on earth as it 

was in heaven; it was the material image of the immaterial original.  God dwelled in this 

house and filled it with life-giving power.  Thus, coming to worship was coming into the 

presence of God, and during worship, at the tabernacle, the people of Israel were bathed 

in the power of God.55  They were rejuvenated and born again, which also happens for 

God’s people today while gathering in all of God’s churches. Thereby people in recovery 

find God and new life.  

However, Boogaart’s lecture further notes that the church tended to focus on the 

covenant that the people made and ignored the tabernacle. Even still, the people and God 

are inseparable as the covenant is God’s formal commitment and the people to one 

another. The tabernacle is their communion together. Therefore, the lectures instruct the 

reading of Exodus 40 for a full insight of God’s covenant love as seen in the building of 

the tabernacle.56 

In Exodus, we learn the importance and introduction of the tabernacle, the church, 

and worship. We also learn the meaning of the ark (‘aron,  the throne of the king of 

heaven), the holy of holies (debir, later qodesh haqqodashim, the throne room—the place 

in which God and the sons of God gather to deliberate over the affairs of the world and 

pronounce judgment), the holy place (hekal, the garden of God surrounding the house),57 

 
55  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle, 4. 
 
56  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle, 5. 
 
57  Boogaart, Lectures on a Tabernacle. 4. 
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and other essential gifts in the temple God gives to God’s people, the church.  It is vital to 

note that these gifts play a significant part in God’s creation story and within all of God’s 

people. Thus, the church can create a welcoming environment for all recovering from 

addictions and hardships.  

Boogaart, “A Vision of the Return of Eden” 

“A Vision of the Return of Eden” speaks of justice as spoken by the Prophet 

Isaiah in 2:1-4. The author depicts a sculptured man with a plowshare, and Isaiah 

compares scriptures in his writing with the hope that the people of the world would 

gather at one center, submit to a common-law/Torah and foreswear armed conflict. Isaiah 

spoke and wrote for justice, change, and honor for God. His goal was that the people of 

Israel would learn to use their power for God. The prophet challenged the people to trust 

God, not their weapons of war and unjust ways. Thus, Isaiah advocated for relationships, 

peace, and understanding, which are also needed within the church today. Isaiah 2:1-4 is 

a meaningful scripture and an excellent example of God conveying the need for justice 

and peace. The prophet “believed that the Lord was not only the source of all power in 

the world but also the source of life.”58 

God was omnipresent and omni-powerful, touching all of life and humanity. 

Thus, the people did not need their gods, idols, altars, or incense; they only needed to 

trust in God. An example of God’s glory throughout all creation is seen in the “temple 

epiphany.” According to Boogaart, what Isaiah conveys to the people that the Lord also 

determines the outcomes of their events. As the people trusted in their king’s power, they 

should trust in God. Exodus 14:13-14 and Psalm 46:9-12 also highlight God being with 

 
58 Boogaart, Tom, A Vision of the Return of Eden, (Lecture, Western Theological Seminary), 4.  
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and for the people. In this article, Boogart also points to worship as an essential practice 

that keeps the people before the Lord. When before the Lord, the people gain trust and 

learn God’s intentions for their lives.  Here we find the garden analogy:  

The Lord is the central source of all that is. They come to worship together in the 
presence of the Lord, and they become one people, the people of God. 
Instruments of death and war become useless, and people rework them into 
instruments of life and productivity.  In the end, the world becomes what God 
intended it to be in the beginning, the Garden of God.59    
  

Isaiah also conveys in worship how God would have people to possess hearts for the 

spiritual things of God. Boogaart highlights Isaiah as a prophetic visionary who saw the 

things of God. Thereby, Isaiah and God want the people to see God and not war.  

 Worship in Isaiah 2:1-4 is significant. Mainly because it is where the people of 

God meet to worship. Boogaart notes Mt. Sinai and Mt. Zion, in particular, is where God 

also came to meet God’s people. Mt. Zion especially is where God provides a table, feast, 

and God’s presence accompanying in worship. In worship; God meets with God’s people. 

Isaiah visualizes a grand worship service with people and nations gathered. Boogaart 

calls it a “grand pilgrimage”60 and the people were singing the Isaiah passage (2:1-4), 

“Come let us go up to the mountain of the Lord…” Boogaart further describes the 

worship as having three movements: 1) the people approach God, 2) God teaches the 

people God’s ways, and 3) the people honor God in how they respond.61 Once the people 

worship God, they learn God’s ways, war ceases, injustice depletes, and, according to 

Boogaart, peace is the new path. 

 
59 Boogaart, A Vision of the Return of Eden, 6-7. 
 
60 Boogaart, A Vision of the Return of Eden, 8. 
 
61 Boogaart, A Vision of the Return of Eden, 8. 
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 In this article, Boogaart also points to Psalm 23 and Joel 3 in support of God’s 

peace and provision. Micah 6:8 also speaks of how God calls people to live. “He has 

showed you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you but to do 

justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly with your God.” The people of God are 

also to be peacemakers, as in Matthew 5:9 – “Blessed are the Peacemakers.” It is also 

especially important to note that the article points to the book of Deuteronomy 12:2-5, 

where God calls the people to put away their idols and worship God only. Deuteronomy 

20:15-18 also compels the people to not sin against God and eliminate all that is not of 

God! This literature work is perfect for the church, community, and people overcoming 

addictions and hardships. The work is wonderful as it tells of God’s love for humanity 

and God’s creation story. It is amazing as it points to the church’s importance, how God 

calls us to live, and what is meant by the temple tradition. Here God’s love, justice, and 

provision help people to see God’s hospitality.  

Boogaart, Lecture on the House and Hospitality of God 

The Lecture on the House and Hospitality of God begins by describing the 

questions people have concerning God. Questions like, who is God, where is God 

residing, and what is God up to? These questions can be considered theology, which is 

the study of God. The Bible depicts many images and names of God that speak to who 

God is while answering questions one may have of what God is doing. Boogaart says 

God is a “homemaker” who owns a house as consistently stated in the Bible, and God has 

a diverse family. We, God’s people, are invited to understand that God’s house is the 

people of God’s true “home.” A home where Jesus resides (Mark 16:19) and prepares for 
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us (John 14:2). As Jesus prepares this place, Boogaart says God is preparing a table, and 

the people of God shall dwell in God’s house our whole life long (Psalms 23:5-6).62 

 When the pilgrims, saints of God, traveled to worship God, attending the Temple 

of Jerusalem’s great festival (and in God’s church house today), “The people of Israel 

saw both the tabernacle and temple as the visible manifestation of the invisible house of 

God and they traveled there hoping that the glory of God would fill the temple and that 

they could commune with God and eat at the table of God.”63  

According to the lecture, Jesus, God’s Son, always taught on God’s “homemaker” 

tradition. Thus, followers would know God just as Jesus knows the Father. Jesus says, 

“For I do not speak on my own, but only what the Father who sent me commanded me to 

say all that I have spoken” (John 12:49). Therefore, Jesus taught on the banquet table 

(Luke 12:41-48), land, laborers’ in the vineyard (Matthew 20:1-16) and unrighteous 

stewards (Luke 16:1-13), and many other household lessons that taught the people how 

God calls us to live in God’s house. 

Overall, Jesus taught on God’s character, love, grace, provision, and hospitality. 

God’s house, as the article highlights, is a “house of abundance.” Here one finds 

abundant provision: food, water, healing, and God’s presence. As quoted in the article - 

Tony Campolo describes God’s house also as a “place of intimacy and safety.”64 The 

article further notes God’s house as a place of reconciliation, as seen in Jesus’s story of 

the Prodigal Son in Luke 15:11-32. Just as God’s house is in heaven and on earth, Jesus 

 
62 Boogaart, Lectures on the House and Hospitality of God, (Western Theological Seminary), 

Holland MI, Spring 2018, 1-2. 
 
63 Boogaart, Lectures on the House, 2. 
 
64 Boogaart, Lectures on the House, 4. 
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teaches that we should also share the abundance we receive from God, with the people of 

God. Further, God’s hospitality flows to God’s people and, therefore, should be returned 

abundantly to God through our response to God. Unit I’s review allowed us to discover 

the content and context of 2 Kings 5 as told by Boogaart, as well as his lectures on the 

tabernacle and the house and hospitality of God’s house. These three lectures 

demonstrate God’s help, healing, provision, and love for God’s people. The lectures also 

advocate how God calls God’s people to live. Next, we look to the review of Unit II, 

Becoming an Agent of Transformation. 

 

Becoming an Agent of Transformation – Unit II 

The literary review of Unit II was designed around the thesis question – How does 

transformation and transformational leadership contribute toward the healing and 

wholeness of individuals, communities, and organizations? The thought is 

acknowledging the vastness of the meaning of transformation and its many forms. The 

literature chosen for this unit seeks to define leadership clearly and to name what is 

required for any type of transformational change that aids healing. Unit II reviewed 

leadership, and leadership styles, and transformation, getting to the kind of 

transformation that happens in healing. The church leads while encouraging change and 

adapts models that aid restoration. From this review, this project also seeks to provide a 

new model for the Jordan River Ministries organization, and other ministries who 

endeavors to lead and help others be transformed. This is undertaken with the hope that 

individuals, too, can be transformed and become agents of change. Thereby presented in 

this review is the Unit II’s unique approaches to transformation, becoming an Agent of 

Transformation.  
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Transformational Leadership 
 

 Like many organizations, JRM needs a model that helps to restructure to operate 

successfully.  Also, because JRM is a biblically based program, its principles and 

discipleship are connected to the local church. Therefore, to further this study, we look to 

the thesis question for this Unit – Becoming an Agent of Transformation, and we ask: 

Does transformation and transformational leadership combined contribute toward the 

healing and wholeness of individuals, communities, and organizations? 

The information discovered on leadership in this unit is just a brief look at the 

study of leadership and leaders that began in the early 1900s and became more in-depth 

and complicated in the 21st century. Leadership today, beyond this study, is still being 

defined, process, and pondered. This study was embarked on with a theory of 

transformation that took place in the author's life while recovering and overcoming 

addiction. Holding the belief that the healing and transformation within one’s personal 

life by God is also possible in other people's lives. The question of leadership came by 

way of asking “what of transformation?” and what makes a leader? Although this study 

looks at leadership and leaders, it clarifies the distinctions that make leadership 

identifiable, necessary, helpful, and successful. Therefore, this study helps one to 

understand their leadership strengths, areas where growth is needed, characteristics, and 

traits possessed and approached. It is also designed to help one grow more 

knowledgeable in their quest and theory of healing and transformation: pointing in a 

more focused and unilateral direction. Thus, helping one understand the broad area of 

transformation. Additionally, honing their leadership skills, traits, characteristics, and 

competencies needed in ministry will help individuals overcome addictions and 
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hardships. This skill, thereby, helps to grasp what is needed for personal and corporate 

transformation and healing. We learn in the rooms and circles of recovery, "We keep 

what we have by giving it away!"65 Leadership begins, then, with God, and as leaders we 

learn that leadership is gracefully gifted and given! Let each of us take dominion and be 

good stewards, all while making disciples of all men and women (Matt. 28:19-20). 

Therefore, the study includes a brief review of work that helps define the concept 

of transformational leadership and how it has been used to lead a healing and wholeness 

process. Although some resources presented in this chapter will be reflected in the 

literary review in sagely wisdom, it is organized and presented differently in this section. 

Mainly, the work is meant to be supportive and not repetitious. For example, Teen 

Challenge is presented in this section describing what they provide to assist people 

overcoming addiction, whereas in the literary review its perspective is based on a 

research study and design on the premise of that study. This research will endeavor to 

identify various models used at other institutions to determine a more contextualized 

model for Jordan River Ministries (JRM).  The thesis examines the role transformational 

leadership has in leading a healing process for individuals and communities, thereby 

addressing questions such as: what type of leadership is needed to best respond to 

addictions' suffering? How might transformational leadership engage those struggling 

with [hardships]? Lastly, can this process contribute toward developing leadership skills 

and in leading a transforming ministry? 

 
65 Narcotics Anonymous World Services, Inc., Reprinted from the Little White Booklet, Narcotics 

Anonymous, Van Nuys, CA, 1986. 
https://www.na.org/admin/include/spaw2/uploads/pdf/litfiles/us_english/misc/What%20Is%20the%20NA
%20Program.pdf  

https://www.na.org/admin/include/spaw2/uploads/pdf/litfiles/us_english/misc/What%20Is%20the
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 Numerous churches are created, developed, and overseen by excellent leaders 

who are not just visionaries but work to guide and lead churches of all sizes. Many have a 

variety of ministry programs that assist the community at large. Meaning the 

organizations, as well as their leaders are intentional about their mission and service. 

Good to Great by Jim Collins, who writes on business and the social sector, says, 

"Greatness is not a function of circumstances. Greatness, it turns out, is largely a matter 

of conscious choice and discipline.”66 Organizations such as The Healing Place, OAR, 

Harbor House for Women, 70 X 70, and Jordan River Ministries Inc. all seek to help men 

and women overcome addictions and hardships. 

Jordan River Ministries once discovered while preparing for a grant that 

substance abuse is linked to other life issues that prevent people from being clean, sober, 

stable and prosperous. Other community issues existing are abuse, violence, 

unemployment/underemployment, poverty, homelessness, healthcare issues, criminal 

history, lack of education, and lack of resources. Additional resources to help remedy 

these community ailments that bring healing and wholeness are much needed. JRM's 

vision and mission endeavors to help provide a graduate home, support group, and 

network for recovery support services and relapse prevention. More on the JRM ministry 

is found later in this chapter. Although the ministry has experienced some successes, we 

struggle organizationally in various areas, like sustainability, financial support, and a 

working model that allows growth for the ministry. Therefore, it is important to ask 

 
66 Jim Collins, Good to Great and the Social Sector: A Monograph to Accompany Good to Great, 

Boulder, CO: Harper Collins Publishers, 2005), back cover. 
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pertinent questions that help ministries grow in its organization and in the service they 

provide.  

Webster's Dictionary defines transformation “as the process, act, or instance of 

being transformed and as the operation of change. It is also a formula that affects a course 

of conversion”.67 Webster defines change as “making radically different, alter, transform, 

replace with another, shift, modify, take another course, transfer, and switch or 

exchange.”68  

Thus, in reviewing the bibliographical resources utilized, this section 

demonstrates and displays change and transformation to be defined as the remedy needed 

and necessary when challenges, problems, issues, and crises are present. Also, conversion 

can be seen while accompanying, combating, handling, and addressing multiple changes. 

Change and transformation are also identified to be needed when a person, organization, 

or community lacks resources needed to be successful. Also, when seen as ineffective, 

displays dysfunction, violence, abuse, addictions, and whose leaders lack or need 

emotional intelligence. 

In the 1980s transformation was included in the explosion of research, identified 

as one of four traits within the evolution of leadership definition including the leaders' 

will, influence, traits, and transformation.69 Transformational leadership, then, is said to 

happen when one becomes responsible and takes responsibility for their actions. Warm 

 
67 Merriam-Webster, Online Dictionary and Thesaurus, s.v. “transformation” accessed February 6, 

2021, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transformation  
 
68 Merriam-Webster, Online Dictionary and Thesaurus, s.v. “change” accessed February 6, 2021, 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/change  
 
69 Peter G. Northouse - Leadership Theory and Practice, Trait Approach Slide 6 Sixth Edition, Los 

Angeles: (John Schmidt, Western Theological Seminary) © 2012 SAGE Publications, Inc. 
 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/transformation
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/change
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agrees and alludes that change, and transformation is also seen when behaviors, habits, 

and ways of being are altered.70 Transformation, then, involves community leaders, 

organizations, and individuals being intentional about change and betterment.  

The changed leader creates urgency, referenced as "See, Feel and Change."71  

Therefore, these leaders move past procrastinations, eliminate issues and old habits while 

identifying new habits. 72 However, this model and approach does not promise success, as 

transformation can fail when it is not addressed with a plan for the entire organization 

and community. In other words, individual changes will not be effective if their vision 

and implementation are planned and produced without society's involvement.73 Again, 

Warm believes that because "development, growth, flourishing and understanding takes 

us deeper – it is ultimately crucial for us all!”74 Sheski concurs, adding that both 

individual and community growth are intertwined.75 This concept is helpful for churches, 

organizations and individuals to realize that working together is crucial for recovery. 

 

 
70 Richard, Warm, “Leading Deeply: A Heroic Journey toward Wisdom and Transformation.” 

Dissertations and Theses, Antioch University, 2012. 
http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds. 

 
71 John P. Kotter and Dan S. Cohen, The Heart of Change: Real-Life Stories of How People  

Change their Organizations, Brighton, MA: Harvard Business School Press, 2002), 179-180.  
 

72 James A. Belasco, Teaching the Elephant to Dance: Empowering Change in Your Organization, 
(New York: Crown Publishers, 1990), 31-32. 

 
73 Deborah J. Nightingale and Jayakanth Srinivasan, Beyond the Lean Revolution: Achieving 

Successful and Sustainable Enterprise Transformation. PhD diss., 2011. American Management 
Association (AMACOM), Broadway NY, NY, 2011.  

 
74 Richard Warm, Leading Deeply: A Heroic Journey toward Wisdom and Transformation, PhD. 

diss., Antioch University, 2012, accessed 
http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds. 

 
75 Harry D.M. Sheski, Leadership, Collaboration and Transformation, PhD diss., The University 

of New Mexico, ProQuest Dissertation Publishing, 1999.  

http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds
http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds
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Methods of Transformation: 

As noticed within the review Kotter and Cohen’s source, the need for 

transformation and change was seen more frequently in an organizational setting. 

However, systematic results and remedies also apply to individual and communal 

settings. Yet, Kotter and Cohen’s written stories shows that more examples, research, 

methods, and theories explicitly for individuals are needed.  The definition of 

transformation is more in-depth with its study, illustrations, and transformational 

leadership results, as noted throughout this brief leadership review. Transformational 

leadership, thereby, is a necessary component to transformation. The study indicates that 

leadership is vital to and must co-exist with transformation. Here are some types of 

leadership terms that connect with change: transactional leadership is the exchange 

occurring between leaders and followers. pseudo-transformational highlights leaders who 

focus on self and not their followers, and transformational leadership is engaging with 

others while creating change for self and others.  Earle believes there is a relationship 

among these three -transformation, transaction, and change-oriented leadership.76 

Bass and Riggio (2006) and Lowe and Gardner (2001) coined the definition of 

transformational leadership as “the new leadership paradigm.” It is further defined as the 

“process that changes and transforms individuals; its components include influence, core 

elements concerned with emotions, values, ethics, standards and long-term goals; and an 

encompassing approach--where both leader and follower work together in the 

 
76 Howard C. Earle, Jr., “The First Step of the Transformation Journey: An in Depth Look at the 

Role of the Pastor as He Leads an African-American Congregation through Change,” (Dissertation, 
Western Theological Seminary), Holland MI, 2014. 
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transformational process.”77 This model is vital for recovering persons who work with a 

mentor, life coach or sponsor.  

Another method is “Transformational Leadership and Performance,” which helps 

people understand transformation vs. charismatic leadership, their work, and why and 

how they function. For example:  

"Transformational leadership is the process whereby a person engages with 
another and creates a connection that raises the level of motivation and morality 
in both the leader and the follower. This type of leadership is attentive to 
followers' needs and motives and tries to help followers reach their fullest 
potential. Burns point to Mohandes Gandhi as a classic example of 
transformational leadership. Gandhi raised the hopes and demands of millions of 
his people, and, in the process, was changed himself." 78 
When thinking of transformation, there are three groups in need of change: 

individuals, organizations, and community. However, when thinking of transformation, 

many questions of leadership arise. However, the topic is found to be too vast in the 

subject; it is essential when looking specifically at transformational leadership. 

Organizations displaying transformational leadership, examples, methods, strategies, 

styles, and formulas weaves into societal and then hone in and focus on individual 

transformation. Earle suggests that influential leaders are not just born leaders; they are 

also taught how to become transformational leaders. Here we can determine that 

transformational leadership can be beneficial for organizations, community, and 

individuals.   

 
77 Peter G. Northouse, Leadership Theory and Practice, Sixth Edition Los Angeles: SAGE 

Publications, Inc., 2012 (John Schmidt, Western Theological Seminary, Transformational Leadership Slide 
3). 

78 Peter G. Northouse, Leadership Theory and Practice, 7th ed. (Los Angeles: SAGE Publications, 
Inc., 2015), 162. 
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79Some people believe it takes thirty days to change a habit, yet the formula or 

manual to accomplish the behavioral change is not always given.  Therefore, The Heart 

of Change: Real-Life Stories of How People Change Their Organizations, offers stories, 

analogies, and videos of change. Its goal is to help promote growth by addressing and 

changing behaviors. Eight steps are utilized to help organizations grow; two different 

analysis with two different theories were considered. The Always analysis is based on the 

see, feel, and change theory, and the accounting analysis for Rarely used is based on the 

think and change theory.  The eight steps to behavioral change are: Increase urgency; 

Build the guiding team; Get the vision right; Communication for buy-in; Empower 

action; Create short team wins; Don't let up; and Make change stick. These different 

leadership styles and theories help organizations and communities and can also be 

utilized to aid individuals, especially those facing hardship or working to overcome 

addictions by facing urgencies, eliminating procrastination, avoiding additional health 

risks, building a guidance team, and a strong support network. Adding a new vision for 

life would promote working these eight steps and create some remarkable, powerful 

short-term wins that would build self-confidence and support long term success. 

“Passmore, in Leading Continuous Change: Navigating Churn in the Real World, 

also believes planning and timelines are important to organizational leadership change. 

Their overall models: discovering, deciding, doing, and discerning are key steps to 

address transformational leadership. Passmore, the author, seeks to challenge and prepare 

 
79 Dale Farris. “Kotter, John P. and Dan S. Cohen. The Heart of Change: Real-Life Stories of How  

People Change their Organizations,” Library Journal, Library Journals, LLC, June 15, Brighton, MA, 
Harvard Business School Press, 2002. 
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your mindset to succeed with multiple changes without giving up and quitting. 

Discovering, prioritizing, and addressing external pressures and challenges is the first 

step. Next is to determine how much change your organization or leaders could handle, 

assess your resources, and how they will be best utilized. Then create a timeline for 

completion, report what did or did not work, and create a practical guide to help other 

organizations and leaders. The goal is to think, be, and manage wiser, worker smarter, be 

prepared, and exuded organizational effectiveness. Passmore reiterated the importance of 

assessing, planning, and adding a report that benefits others,80 as it helps others work 

towards organizational leadership. This model works great for organizations, 

communities, and especially for individuals. The model also assists to omit redundancy 

of mistakes and promotes learning and formulating new ideas, research, and ways of 

being.  

Commonalities 

Authors in this unit all communicate that organizational leaders have the 

following competencies: attention to detail, ability to create a vision, ability to work 

towards goals, and an overall mission. Leaders also need to understand the importance of 

communication, the capacity to create urgency, and to develop a strategic plan. The 

authors also speak of leaders with vision, wisdom, insight, trust, empowerment, 

perseverance, and courage. Beyond Lean says, "A leader without vision is like a stamp 

 
80 William A. Pasmore, Leading Continuous Change: Navigating Churn in the Real World. Vol. 

1st ed. (Oakland, CA: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015). 
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letter with no address: it can never reach its destination."81 Thereby, transformational 

leaders must be effective leaders who serve. They are called leaders in education who are 

able to assess, discover, and discern. Further, they can access resources and conclude 

their work within a specific time. This means they are leaders who able to maintain a 

schedule, meet their goals, and lead in transformation. The example of Teen Challenge’s 

organizational leadership demonstrates corporate leadership that also impacts and 

develops transformational leadership for community and individuals. 

One other organizational model for our study is the book Servant Leadership and 

Transformational Leadership in Church Organizations, which studied and examined 

servant and transformational leadership effectiveness. The author focused on church 

followers whose impact was also important as it pertains to leadership. They considered 

the health of the entire organization. The results of their evidence provided, validated and 

supported leadership for both servant and transformational leadership in church 

organizations.  Thanks to the model of Servant Leadership by Greenleaf (1977) and Bass 

and Burns (who also steered the focus to organizational leadership) we an understanding 

of leadership types in the workplace. The transformational leadership seen in this study 

can be beneficial for organizations, community and individuals as it impacts the 

follower’s faith, trust, commitment, maturity and overall satisfaction. It also provides a 

model of how organizations could grow. For example, organizations grow when 

 
81 Deborah J. Nightingale and Jayakanth Srinivasan, Beyond the Lean Revolution: 

Achieving Successful and Sustainable Enterprise Transformation. (PhD diss., 2011. American 
Management Association-AMACOM), Broadway NY, NY, 2011. 
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including newer models of leadership, authentic leadership, spiritual leadership, 

complexity, shared, ethical, and relational leadership.82 Next we see additional examples. 

Examples of Individual Transformation  

In discovering examples of transformation, the thesis work learned of conveying 

three important ingredients of leaders, "courage, wisdom, and perseverance.”83  One must 

have the courage to know oneself, apply and live into knowledge, face one's own devices, 

and be willing to change. Utilizing these principles, the leader's growth can be shared 

within the community to foster change.84 According to Leading Deeply: A Heroic 

Journey toward Wisdom and Transformation, transformation is important! Especially as 

it pertains to personal learned knowledge and wisdom gained. Hence, transformational 

leadership looks at growing responsibly, owning the transformation and leading others to 

do the same. Education plays an important role in transformation and is greatly 

explored.85 The leader is encouraged to look deeply at self, learn wisdom, evolve and 

help make the world a better place to live. Thereby, in life, we are transformed, have 

meaning and purpose. However, the author sees this for an organization. It mainly 

addresses the individual transformation. Yet, we must remember that leaders must first be 

transformed to affect organizations and their communities.86  

 
82 Noelle F. Scuderi, “Servant Leadership and Transformational Leadership in Church 

Organizations” (Ph.D. diss, The George Washington University, 2011), accessed February 6, 2021, 
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses. 

 
83 Sheski, “Leadership, Collaboration, and Transformation,” 7. 
 
84 Sheski, “Leadership, Collaboration, and Transformation,” 7. 
 
85 Warm, “Leading Deeply,” A Heroic Journey toward Wisdom and Transformation.” 

Dissertations and Theses, Antioch University, 2012. 
http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds. iii. 

 
86 Warm, “Leading Deeply,” iii. 

http://aura.antioch.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=etds
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Transformational Impact for Hurting People 
 
When people seek recovery or help from addictions or hardship, they can take 

many routes to get there. One way is to seek the assistance of a recovery rehabilitation 

facility, outpatient, or inpatient. One can also choose a discipleship place like Teen 

Challenge, which has a different theory and methodology for recovery.  

The Teen Challenge (TC) program initially organized in response to gang 

members. They began addressing adolescents with drug and alcohol issues. Further, TC 

helps many to experience a spiritual change. The program also seeks to repair broken 

relationships with “God, self, parents,’ friends, family and the world;”87 The program 

also addresses sin which lead to drugs, alcohol, and gangs and seeks to eliminate the 

behavior it entails. A person is thereby introduced to God through the learning of Jesus 

Christ and a new way of living.  

Overall, Teen Challenge has over 200 program locations for adults and teens in 

the United States and an international global office that serves those outside the United 

States. The ministry also functions as an independent organizational model. It is 

franchised, and comes with leaders from all backgrounds, mainly transformed indigenous 

leaders. TC is also considered an organization that works with individuals overcoming 

addictions and life-altering hardships. The study does not speak directly of the 

organization or individual as in leadership; however, the organizations’ history, work, 

and service highlight their organization as organizational leaders in recovery ministries.  

Thereby, the ministry identifies and trains leaders. They also help people 

overcoming addictions to see themselves as image-bearers of our creative God. Student 

 
87  Pikalow, Brian Dennis. “An Evaluation of the Teen Challenge Program’s Impact on Spiritual  

Change in Adolescents.” PhD diss., Asbury, Theological Seminary, 2008, 4.  
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disciples, learning that God has designed them for greatness and purpose, can then 

identify their God-given gifts and begin to use their talents for God's glory. They are also 

taught new skill sets, are trained and continually discipled. Teen Challenge affords new 

opportunities for disciples to live out their gifts and hone their skills while adhering to 

their calling. Thereby leaving (new) Christians set free, poised, and positioned as leaders 

and pastors. Leaders utilize their skills, knowledge, and competencies to achieve goals 

and objectives,88 and Teen Challenge helps folks transform by becoming leaders in this 

capacity.  

There are many other vehicles to recovery; however, many would point you to the 

rooms of AA or NA, both are recovery self-help meetings and are multi-locational. In 

these meetings, people would learn from the Big Book of Bill and Bob (Bill Wilson and 

Robert Holbrook Smith). They wrote both the Alcohol Anonymous (AA) twelve steps 

and twelve traditions to recovery and Narcotic Anonymous (NA) which applies the 

twelve steps and twelve traditions to the NA recovery program. 89  Bill and Bob believes 

one can be free from addictions as they work the twelve steps, attend meetings, get a 

sponsor, a higher power, don't pick up, and don't use any drug or alcohol (as stated in 

recovery meetings for A.A and N.A as a model for remaining clean and sober from drugs 

and alcohol. They also believe that helping someone else is imperative as you keep what 

 
88 Northouse, Leadership Theory and Practice, Trait Approach slide 3  
 
89 Silkworth William Duncan, and Smith Robert Holbrook, Alcoholics Anonymous: The Big Book 

and a Study Guide of the 12 Steps of AA. United States: Alcoholics Anonymous, 2014.   
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you have by giving it away.90 They also promote a strong desire to remain clean and 

sober.  

 As mentioned previously, Teen Challenge is a discipleship program that helps 

people get free from their addiction by surrendering their will over to God and living the 

principles of the Bible. The program also believes that God can deliver and heal. They 

also deem the use of drugs and alcohol a reaction to a deeper symptom: sin and 

eliminating sin and living according to God’s will as taught in the Bible aids 

transformation and healing. Yet, this healing begins with each individual. 

Individual Transformation through Biblical Healing:  

Many Scriptures and Biblical examples speak to healing and transformation, and a 

few are mentioned in this chapter. However, as we speak of individual transformation in 

section, we discover that individual transformation can include people seeking healthy 

living. So, transformation could also be in the health care field. Therefore, for people 

seeking to lose weight, be physically fit, engage aerobics, do weight training, and become 

an athlete, transformation is health and wellness. Water, sleep, eating healthy, exercise, 

and meditation are additional ways to vibe and be transformed. People seeking individual 

transformation can also be looking to be financially fit; therefore, transformation could be 

wealthy living. Transformational learning requires spiritual transformation, social 

transformation (people seeking to change culture), and individual transformation (where 

the person seeks coaching, education, and mentorship). These examples of transformation 

 
90 12 Steps of Narcotics Anonymous, accessed February 23, 2019, 

https://12steps.org/references/12-step-versions/na/. 
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require transformational leadership. The person must work to follow a set regime, 

schedule, training, discipline, and courage to find success, health, and fulfillment. They 

must find these disciplines within themselves, before they can help, and effect change in 

their place of work, church, and community.    

Therefore, individual transformation can be personal, but never private, as the 

person seeking transformation would need the support of others like mentors, therapists, 

counselors, coaches, friends, or family. The person transforming would also need to 

follow recommended steps of the voices, resources, methods, and principles that 

encourage, empower, and assure them of their success. It is vital to note that individual 

transformation would not be likely without a sense of urgency. Also required is a plan, 

timeline, commitment, endurance, perseverance, and other leadership qualities. Without 

these traits, individuals will not be able to accomplish or achieve their personal goals. 

However, whenever an urgency, hardship and, or crisis occurs, a call and cry for 

immediate change is necessary.  

Again, God hears our call and the call of those needing recovery and 

transformation. The following biblical examples highlight God's call, healing, and 

transformation. We begin with the woman with the issue of blood, who had an urgent 

need for healing; therefore, she touched Jesus garment and was healed (Matthew 9:20 -

22, Mark 5:25-34 and Luke 8:43-48).  Also, the woman at the well, after Jesus spoke with 

her, ran a told everyone (John 4:4-26). 

Another example would be the God story of the thesis writer’s friend Anton, who 

received Christ after being hospitalized. He said it was always something he wanted to do 

since college. So, being intentional, he planned his transformation to begin with being 
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baptized. He then joined a church and is doing well, praise God! Also, as mentioned 

earlier, students at TC and Jordan River Ministries received transformation, thereby they 

can assist in aiding people who also need transformation. 

Other studies and journal articles identified in this study all support leadership, 

change, and transformation similar to this thesis resources. However, some remember and 

view change agents, leadership, and transformation in quite a unique and different way.  

Wesley Granberg- Michaelson uses tools as a model to effect leadership change. He says 

the following concerning leadership tools:  

Gallup’s philosophy is that leaders and organizations become effective when all 
are enabled to discover their particular strengths, and they can be matched – or 
best of all recruited – for those roles that enable their particular gifts to be 
maximized.”91  
 
Pastor Hybels used a different model to effect change. He gives seven strategies: 
Build an authentic relationship with a nonbeliever; share a verbal witness (I Peter 
3:15); Bring the seeker to a service designed especially for them; regularly attend 
a service for believers as worship is very important where the Holy Spirit is 
active; Encourage every believer to be connected in a small group of believers'; 
Discover, Develop and Deploy your Spiritual Gifts and Steward your resources in 
a God-honoring way.92 
 

Therefore, this Unit – Becoming an Agent of Transformation,” discovers that 

transformation and transformational leadership combined can assist in healing and 

wholeness of individuals, communities, and organizations by developing leaders who 

intentional, attentive, can identify their gift, skills and utilize them effectively. Yet, this is 

the starting point that begins this process. We also point to Scriptures that speak 

significantly to sin, transformation and healing that are highlighted in the theological and 

 
91 Wesley Granberg-Michaelson, Leadership from Inside Out, (New York: The Crossroad 

Publishing Company, 2004), 59. 
 
92 Bill Hybels, The Story, and Vision of Willow Creek Community Church (Grand Rapids: 

Zondervan Publishing House, 1995), 172-180. 
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biblical section of this thesis as an important part of individual transformation. This 

section is highlighted within the chapter of Osmer’s normative move. Also, an analysis of 

leadership and transformation is located in the pragmatic chapter of this thesis.  

Again, we have discovered the leadership resources in the literary review for Unit 

II that helped to shape the learning as to what should be happening in leadership. Next, 

we review the literature of Unit III, The Hospitality of God’s Table to discover how the 

resources points to what should be happening.  

 

Unique Approached - The Hospitality of God’s Table – Unit III 

The literature review design for Unit III begins with pondering the theme from 

each written source. Again, this unit seeks to highlight what should be happening through 

its literary resources. The words that stand out for this unit are hospitality, service, 

purpose, worship, and witness. As the unit looks at community fellowship around God’s 

table, we also include the following areas: outreach service that is reaching beyond the 

church walls and within the community, worshipping God as a corporate and communal 

act in mission, and partnering with God in purpose by serving and providing hospitality.   

A Meal with Jesus highlights Jesus’ relationship with the community and their sharing the 

gift of food. The church gathers around the table for communion and fellowship. Sharing 

a meal is the ultimate gift that draws people to intimate places, thereby allowing them to 

build relationships. Jordan River Ministries provides opportunities that build relationships 

that also center on sharing a meal through their missional worship services as well as the 

church. A Meal with Jesus: Discovering Grace, Community, and Mission around the 

Table is a beautiful resource that talks about God’s hospitality (God’s love, forgiveness, 
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grace, mercy, protection, and provision as in Psalm 23). God provides abundantly to the 

world: food, and water.  

The literature highlights God’s hospitality and character as the ultimate gardener, 

feast and gift-giver, and lover of all kinds of foods. Genesis 2:8-9 demonstrates that what 

God creates is good. Therefore, God in the literature is presented as a top caterer who 

intentionally prepared a meal, ate barley with the poor, and broke bread with the rich.93 

The Bible also emphasizes that Jesus prepared the best wine to drink, and he ate figs and 

fish (Luke 21:42-43). He also ate openly and publicly; Jesus was hospitable and 

communal. Jesus was always with the people, and food was important and will always be 

right. Also, note that whenever people gather worldwide, we do so in God’s presence. 

Food will even be a part of the new heaven and earth; it is a feast with God!94 A Meal 

with Jesus helps us to see food not just as a necessity for our physical bodies to live, or a 

pond for ministry, but is a gift from God. Food is “a central ingredient in our experience 

of God’s goodness.”95 Whenever we gather, we celebrate the gift of food, community, 

God, and each other. This way of being and thinking is missionally minded and an 

intentional invitation by God to be a part of God’s kingdom. 

In Liturgical – Missional: Perspectives on Reformed Ecclesiology, Heidi Worthen 

Gamble writes about mutual transformation in mission; here, churches embrace their call-

in missions and ministry while growing a deeper missional identity. The church is sent by 

 
93 Tim Chester, A Meal with Jesus; Discovering Grace, Community, and Mission around the Table 

(Book Review Christianity Today).  Christianity Today, 72  
 
94 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 72.  
 
95 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 72.  
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God, partners with God in mission and ministry; this is the missio Dei understanding.96 

Churches have been known to exude the posture of a benefactor in missions. However, 

there should be a mutual relationship where both parties are on the receiving end and are 

also able to give. Gamble reminds the church, “Whether our mission has been primarily 

evangelical or charitable, international or local, we have been culpable of operating out of 

a framework that has been at times patronizing, disempowering, hurtful, and ineffective 

to those we meant to help.”97 The church can benefit when the focus is on those we seek 

to serve, more so than the church’s image, outcomes, and reports. Gamble further says:  

The mission to which we are called is God’s redemptive mission in Jesus Christ 
who brings good news to the poor, release to captives, and sets the oppressed free. 
The mission is about living the kingdom proclaimed, it is also love in 
action;…Missions is relations with those who suffer and being willing to sacrifice 
on their behalf.;… and although, it can be deep and powerful joy, mission is not a 
feel-good fix; rather, it is a humble emptying of oneself that disorients, disturbs, 
and confuses us. It demands reflection, humility, deep listening, self-examination, 
and questioning our assumptions.98 
 
Once the church recognizes its witness to the world and its mission, the church 

can then begin to worship. This work of the church and its witness speaks to the church’s 

work with people overcoming addictions and other places of hardships.  

There is also a relationship between witness and worship that speaks powerfully 

to the church. It also speaks to Christ's relationship with God, his disciples, and His 

church, and Matthew 28: 9-10 demonstrates Christ’s heart for the people. “In considering 

relationships between worship and witness, one might consider the proclamation of the 

 
96 Neal D. Presa, Liturgical – Missional: Perspectives on Reformed Ecclesiology (Eugene, OR: 

Wipf and Stock Publications, 2016), 167. 

97 Presa, Liturgical-Missional, 168. 
 
98 Presa, Liturgical-Missional, 171. 
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gospel for the salvation of humankind, the maintenance of divine worship, and the 

exhibition of the kingdom of Heaven to a broken world.”99 Because the church is called 

to witness and worship, it is important to understand that worship means to honor God, 

participate in worship, and live-in community. 

To witness is to proclaim an event or fact that a person has individual knowledge 
of. Put into a Christian context, a witness for Christ is one who proclaims the 
gospel of salvation because she has a personal experience of it. When we worship, 
we offer witness, and when we witness, we are pointing to the ultimate worth in 
our lives and within the lives of others.100  
 

Thereby, we live out God’s mission and love for all people through Jesus Christ. 

Liturgical – Missional writes to point the church to Jesus Christ, as Jesus Christ changes 

lives, and through the church partnering with God in mission brings transformation. 

Therefore, to call the church “missional is to claim that the church is a people who 

participate in ‘the present reign of Christ’… in such a way that ‘the coming completed 

reign of God is revealed and becomes effective in the present.’”101 Further, “God’s 

presence in worship molds and shapes the gathered church into representatives of the 

kingdom of God.”102 

Lastly, worship is an act of community within the community and this knowledge 

is important to the thesis study. We look to worship as being therapeutic, 

transformational, and inspirational as worship draws the community to God, the ultimate 

healer. Thereby the attendees are likely to find healing in a community that gathers to 

know and love God, just as God immensely loves them!  

 
99 Presa, Liturgical-Missional, 177-178.  
 
100 Presa, Liturgical-Missional 179. 
 
101 Presa, Liturgical-Missional 18. 
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Making Room at the Table: An Invitation to Multicultural Worship, by Brian K. 

Blount and Leonora Tubbs Tisdale, concurs and discusses the Lord’s Table and what it 

means to the church, worshipping community and culture of multicultural congregations 

on worship. The work gathers a variety of voices in an essay that combats issues of 

worship, culture, and Christian faith. Blount and Tisdale’s essay question asks - How do 

we gather at the table and worship together as a community of believers united in Christ?  

How are identities preserved and celebrated when we are gathered as one community?103 

Making Room at the Table addresses critical issues facing the church and seeks to 

identify and resolve “multicultural challenges facing the Contemporary Church.”104 The 

authors also ask: how can we gather respect, yet preserve and celebrate each culture, 

worship style, history, and tradition? Addressing these important questions for intimacy 

and relationship building will help to create safe spaces for the community.  

Blount highlighted three sections pertaining to multicultural worship: Biblical 

Foundation for Multicultural Worship, Theological Foundations for Multicultural 

Worship, and Toward Multicultural Worship Today. In part 1, we find where challenges 

around old and new cultural interpretations of scripture and worship are examined. 

Notice that “cultural division and differences including issues with class, gender, 

nationality is found in the multicultural context.”105 One example is Hannah's story in 1 

Samuel 1:2-2:21, which provides insights into Hebrew thought, practices, and treatment 

of women in their time. Hannah’s worship was considered strange by the priest, as he 

 
103 Brian K. Blount and Lenora Tubbs Tisdale, Making Room at the Table: An Invitation to 

Multicultural Worship, (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 14.  
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looked at her through gender bias, discriminatory eyes. The priest’s bias and assumptions 

limited her genuine and authentic worship. Jacqueline Lapsley suggests that Hannah’s 

prayer only concerned the priest because “the central sanctuaries were primarily 

identified with men only, and that women’s worship practices there, consequently, were 

little known.”106 Hannah’s story for some high-light challenges women had in worship 

and ministry.  

Ancient Israel and the Old Testament seemingly shows the difficulties of 

women’s worship, but other evidence indicates that women were instrumental and active 

in their Christian walk.107 Phyllis Bird agrees that women’s roles were limited and that 

women participated in Ancient Israel and the Cult of Yahweh. Women were also said to 

have freedom before the reign of Kings (1000 BCE). The Old Testament demonstrates 

that women participated in worship by singing and sharing in communal meals, as seen in 

Judges 21:21; Numbers 12:2-8; I Samuel 2:22; Exodus 38:8 and Judges 5:1.108 However, 

things changed, and men began to take on all roles of leadership, especially as it pertains 

to worship. Women were forced out and restricted due to menstrual impurity, they were 

considered unclean, relegated to domestic chores, childbearing, and caring for the 

family.109 It is important to note that “women engaged in forms of Yahwistic worship that 

were different from the standards set by the Deuteronomic Legislation.”110 This example 

 
106 Blount and Tisdale, Making Room, 4. 
 
107 Blount and Tisdale, Making Room, 4. 
 
108 Blount and Tisdale, Making Room, 5. 
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is meant to highlight the challenges in multi-cultural worship. It is also an indicator of 

how folks entering the church while overcoming hardships and addiction issues may be 

received, helping the church offset bias and rid assumptions. At large, the church would 

benefit from leading worship to a diverse group of people in multicultural settings outside 

the church, which helps to unite the church and the people of God.  

Unity and diversity are vital to communal worship, and the Book of Deuteronomy 

is credited for “its emphasis on equality of persons before God, according to Bird.”111 

Although Deuteronomy is “gender – defined,” we are challenged to widen our 

perspective and our religious circles to be God-centered in all our worship. We are also 

called to be more polemic in our message and forms of worship.112 Overall, Hannah’s 

story points to the church becoming more multicultural in worship practices as a response 

to God in faith and unity as Christians.113 Often within the church, new attendees, 

especially those with different issues, seem to be not as holy due to their sins and may or 

may not have repented. Unless the church sees people with the eyes of God, the church 

will perhaps deem them unholy.  

Blount helps one to notice that Jesus tears down purity codes and holiness. “He is 

a transgressor of boundaries and a transformer of thought right out of the apocalyptic 

gate.”114 Jesus demonstrates this in his first public ministry in Mark 1:21-28. With Jesus, 

there is cleansing and forgiveness of sins and purity. All are welcomed to Christ’s table 

as Jesus fellowshipped at the table with those who were thought to be unclean (Mark 1-

 
111 Blount and Tisdale, Making Room, 10. 
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12; 2:13-17), tax collectors, sinners, lepers, and those with ailments and unclean spirits. 

The Gentiles (non-Jews) were also invited to the table (Mark 7:1-23; 24:8-10).115 

Churches have not always practiced Jesus’s example of inviting Jews and Gentiles to the 

table. For example, Paul wrote a letter to the Galatian church, asking  if Titus, whose 

“presence posed a practical question to the church: Would…be compelled to be 

circumcised to have fellowship with the church, or would he be invited to join them at the 

table as he was?”116 Titus being accepted without circumcision was “victory for all 

Gentiles,” encouraging and challenging the church of today in how we invite others to the 

table. Continuing this practice would ensure that all are welcome, and no one would be 

considered a stranger. 

In the face of strangers, the church is compelled to consider who is our neighbor? 

Our neighbor could be people who are not like us, who may think differently and worship 

differently; they may be rich, poor, male, female, or just socially different.117 In Jesus, 

Christians are to become one body, and although our language may also be different, love 

is a universal language and should bring and bind the church together in Christ. Through 

the Holy Spirit, Christians can move past challenges, fears, and what seems dangerous 

and welcome our neighbor, who may even be a stranger! 

Blount offers Theological Foundations for Multicultural Worship. Here, 

marginalized communities are formed when the mystery of worship is misunderstood, 

feared, and misused as power is personalized. Marginalized communities are also formed 
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when worship is not Christ-centered and does not honor God. Thereby, communities that 

are oppressed are made more positive when they can craft their own worship.118 

True Christian worship of God in the world has to encompass a matrix of 
adoration which includes not only collective celebration and the remembrance of 
the story of Jesus… but also the resistance of the empire and the experience of 
social liberation.119 
 
The church should be open to a variety of worship styles that reflect a multi-

worship lifestyle, and this variety of styles should also be evident in our prayers.  This 

will help diverse groups of people enter to worship and come to know and grow closer to 

God. 

Richard K. Fenn describes various worship services that are not diverse. He adds, 

“The present call for the church to allow for more diversity within the liturgy is itself a 

sign of the church’s own estrangement from local communities and from particular ethnic 

groups.”120 Also noted is the sacredness in worship found to be mostly missing within the 

church but more profound beyond the church's walls.121 This call to sacredness in 

worship speaks to the need for diversity and power. Speaking of power; in worship, 

liturgy should not be used as a form of social colonizing. Yet, it could include diversity in 

traditional rituals, holidays, and other special events that display symbolic power.122 

Also, rituals should not be utilized in limiting human potential. For example, when 

partaking in the Lord’s Supper, we remember it’s not all about the priest or pastor who is 
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officiating; communion is given for the people of God.123 However, the thought is, when 

there’s freedom in worship and liturgy, we find that there is something for clergy.124 

Diversity is also seen in The Linguistic Inculturation of the Gospel, which is found within 

“music, song, prayer, and preaching.”125 These words are not just heard but felt; these 

linguistics help people be free to know and embrace God. Faith is then found and 

renewed. Love is known, received, and felt! This is vital for the church! Another vitally 

important practice in the church is gathering around a meal.  Communion and meals are 

especially important in the Bible. 

 Reta Halteman Finger, in Of Widows and Meals: Communal Meals in the Book of 

Acts, highlights that in Acts, communal shared life, as Luke describes, is a “continuation 

of Jesus’ shared life. Jesus became a community with others, breaking bread and sharing 

the cup as in the Eucharist. Luke describes Acts 2:42 – 47 as the glorified people, united 

both physically and spiritually. With joy, they were sharing a meal no one had a need as 

they shared their resources.”126 Acts 4:32-37 highlights something different, their 

struggles between family, unity, finances, and faith. The scripture passage points to how 

Christians should behave that we should give to the poor, yet some may not believe social 

communalism is the answer.127 Reta Halteman Finger states, “The community is like a 

‘family where joint meals, sacramental feasts and charitable- distribution run together’ 
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and the poor probably found in these meals ‘their chief means of sustenance.’ Finger 

quotes Rick Rackham who says, “Eating together is known as social commensality, 

which is a sign of fellowship.” William Willimon calls eating together a ‘mark of 

solidarity.’”128 

A question as to whether ordinary meals were connected to the bread-breaking in 

communion was described and believed to have begun with Jewish tradition; Acts or the 

Didache shows that anything in Jesus’s death is central to celebrating a whole meal.129 

“Longenecker sees ‘ordinary’ meals and bread breaking as sacred, like the Jewish 

meals.”130 Ordinary and special event meals were thought to be only held on Sundays 

(Acts 20:7). Others believed that meals have various names. For example, “Rackham 

believes Agape meals became specialized and were held in churches.”131 One example of 

the early church in fellowship is found in the Bible in Acts 2:42-47. However, the text 

also presents some interesting questions on the lack of connecting early meals of the 

Jerusalem community and the Lord’s Supper. The early meals represented joy and were 

held daily, where the Lord's Supper was held less frequently and was tied to death as in 

Jewish Passover celebrations. The term “breaking bread” is also seen as the Lord’s 

Supper and is captured in Luke 24, the Emmaus story. 

Further, Agape meals, as seen in 1 Corinthians 11: 17-34, show regular gatherings 

around meals but also display a lack of worship, mainly due to believers not eating the 

 
128 Finger, Reta Halteman Finger, Of Widows and Meals: Communal Meals in the Book of Acts 
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meal known as the Supper of the Lord. A meal like Jesus says, “Jesus ate with people of 

all kind while also bringing food and sharing their food.”132 These meals were also 

questionable because false teachers were said to be amongst Christian meals,133 also seen 

in 2 Peter 2:1. 1 John 3:17, likewise, features Christians’ agape love as not just a feeling 

but love in action. It is a testimony of God’s love in action, expressed in sharing 

resources, community, and breaking bread together. John 21:1-24 also highlights the 

development of communal meals.134 The Epistle of James speaks of community and 

reminds Christians to care for orphans and widows by being doers of the word.135 When 

we begin to name the meal, especially in the Gospels, we see the peace and love 

connected. This connection is known as Catacomb Art, (the first place of Christian art); It 

is evidence that is nonliterary. Like a painting that highlights a particular scene, like 

Canaan's wedding, funerals, the Last Supper, and Agape Meals.” In this case peace and 

love Catacomb as art could be a painting of a lion and a lamb relaxing peacefully in the 

grass.  

In the early church, a meal was fish and bread; it was the love that brought them 

together for “Agape meals.”136 Following this “multiplication of the love,” as Grayton 

Snyder so eloquently describes it, “the church still celebrates many meals together.”137 

Throughout the world, meals are celebrated; it is another beautiful gift of God. A 
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communal gathering in the early days was seen within the Essene community, when a 

meal was shared. These were community meals in the home. It is important to note the 

conversations around naming the different meals. For example, in Christian families, all 

food whether dinner, communion, or snacks according to Ernst Hac Chen, are described 

as meals. He believes Luke added Acts 2:43 -47, and the table – is also seen in Acts 6:1, 

which indicates what Luke added to the community ritual meals. What is different from 

the cup and drink? Han Conzelmann sees a pre-Pauline Lord’s Supper; Luke shows 

communal meals as an entire ordinary meal. This meal is different than the Eucharist. 

Gerhard A. Krodel thinks Luke is highlighting meals during his time and experience, not 

the time of Jesus breaking of bread, which Krodel sees as Eucharist. “A regular meal is 

partaking of food,”138 which is not communal.  

There are shared meals, says Gerd Ludemann, as in Acts 2:42-47, and Mary’s 

house in Acts 12:12. Bo Reicke, in The Case for One Single Sacrament of Table 

Fellowship, sees four different names for communal meals – bread breaking (Acts 2:42, 

46), The Lord’s Supper (I Corinthians 11:20); Agape or Love Feast (Jude 12: Ignatius 

Romans 7:3-4), and the Eucharist (Didache 9:15; Ignatius Philippians 4:1-2). There are 

many other scholars who could speak of the meals; however, it is crucial to recognize 

meals celebrating the Lord's Table fellowship and communal meals still exist; Praise 

God!  

Thereby, one should never eat alone! This thought challenges the church on the 

social values of shared meals. Here values are moving past social-cultural bias, moving 

past age, status, not only to look past boundaries that become barriers to serving, loving, 
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and caring for our neighbors.139 “The Jews believed that eating joins people with God or 

separates them (Isaiah 55: 1-3).”140 The church benefits when bringing people together to 

share a meal and in partaking in The Lord’s Supper, as “food is the most common gift in 

Scripture. It is given to relatives of acquaintances, Kings, and prophets. Table fellowship 

is synonymous with fellowship in all aspects of life (Genesis 14:18-20; 26:26-31; 29:22, 

27-28; 31:44-46, 51-54; Joshua 9:3-15; Judges 9:26-28, 9:7, 10-11; Proverbs 

15:17:1).”141 In Judaism in particular, table-fellowship means fellowship before God, for 

the eating of a piece of broken bread by everyone who shares in the meal, brings out the 

fact that they all have a share in the blessing which the master of the house had spoken 

over the unbroken bread.”142 

Reaching Out by author and theologian Henri J.M Nouwen is a fascinating book 

that speaks to God’s love as seen in hospitality and with living in community with those 

whom God loves. The work points to each person’s hostilities while seeking to convert 

their ills to hospitality.143 Nouwen’s audience is the church and its leaders, but everyone 

with a heart for God can learn and glean from his works. For this thesis, the study focuses 

on chapters 4 and 5 as they point to community, healing, and love for God’s people 

whose needs can be meet through God’s church.  
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In chapter 4 of Reaching Out, we learn that “hostilities convert to hospitality; this 

is when a person looks inward to the challenges within and pushes past their sins to 

(reach someone else) embrace our “fellow human beings.”144 In life, we meet many 

people who are strangers. They enter our lives, be it the person in recovery or the new 

attendee who graces our church doors. Nouwen says, “In our world full of strangers, 

estranged from their past, culture, country, from their neighbors, friends, and family, 

from their deepest self and their God, we witness a painful search for a hospitable place 

where life can be lived without fear and where community can be found.”145 He goes on 

to say, “Our vocation is to: convert the hostis into a hospes, the enemy to guest and to 

create the free and fearless space where brotherhood and sisterhood can be formed and 

fully experienced.”146 

Hospitality has been viewed as a term meant to welcome someone in our home.  

In Genesis 18: 1-15 and 1 Kings 17: 9-24 the guest receives from the host family but, the 

host also received the gifts and blessings they bring. The church could benefit from this 

biblical teaching and point of view. However, the church also gets to invite, participate, 

and model how Jesus revealed himself in hospitality at the table with the bread breaking, 

as seen in Luke 24:13-35. Hospitality, then, is not just welcoming the stranger in our 

homes; Nouwen points out that hospitality is also estranged or ambivalent towards 

strangers. Fear and hostility can lead “to assumptions that strangers are dangerous,”147 so 

we must be leery of them. Fear and hostility may also be pointed towards family, 
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coworkers, and classmates, not just drug addicts and people whom we feel are acting 

strangely.148 Nouwen alludes that this type of fear and hostility can be remedied when we 

humbly recognize and confront our own struggles, limitations, hostilities, and 

frustrations. Then we will be able to help someone else wholly. 

 This practice will allow one to move from hostility to hospitality; Especially, 

when acknowledging someone else’s pain. Nouwen calls this “creating free and friendly 

space.”149 Hospitality gives freedom and friendship, and both must be present. Nouwen 

says, “Hospitality, therefore, means primarily the creation of a free space where the 

stranger can enter and become a friend instead of an enemy.”150 It is “not to change 

people, but to offer them space where change can take place…it’s not to bring them to 

our side nor to bring them to a place where they have no alternatives.”151 This action is 

precisely the hospitality needed when welcoming people struggling to recover from 

addictions. Creating space also means decluttering hearts and minds to be free to learn 

and know God. It is a place for discipleship, spiritual disciplines, and spiritual growth to 

happen. If hospitality is to be offered, we must see that being hospitable is an important 

attitude. Thereby, hospitality it is an act of allowing a place and space for people to lay 

aside whatever weighs on their hearts and are attentive to their inner voice and needs. A 

person’s growth cannot be controlled, as growth is inner work, and showing hospitality 

calls for a creative space where change is inevitable.152 
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The thesis director shares a story of a family who speaks about growing up when 

visiting someone’s home, their parents would have the children to help with dishes, say a 

poem, and dance to share their gifts with the host family. They were showing 

appreciation, hospitality, and teaching the children to do the same. In this way, a 

contribution is made if allowed by the host family in their homes. It is also a continued 

and welcomed practice encouraged in many homes as well. However, this practice differs 

when someone will not allow any help – as it is believed that someone’s blessings will be 

blocked.  

Nouwen encourages affirmation, support, and a safe environment to teach, 

inspire, and be non-critical. Therefore, support is found with the helping profession, 

therefore, it is the relationship between healers and patients. One must be conscious of 

the many forms of healing that professionals are privy to, so it is important not to overuse 

providing a service.153 Nouwen also agrees that everyone is called to be a healer, but 

those who work in the healing profession are responsible for creating relationships, not 

silos. In this way, people “are not feeling used and manipulated.”154 Listening is also very 

important, and “listening is one of the highest forms of hospitality.”155 It helps to obtain 

the right diagnosis; one that would be more effective in helping and healing.  

 “Healing likewise allows strangers to become sensitive and obedient to their own 

stories. Healers, therefore, become students who want to learn, and patients become 

teachers who want to teach.”156 Healers are hosts who patiently and carefully listen to the 
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story of the suffering strangers.”157 “Healing points to the healer to be receptive to 

receiving and to be willing to have a compassionate heart that is not judgmental nor 

condemning. The healer sees their own story and creates a safe environment for both to 

heal. When possible, to confront the situation, healers know when additional help is 

needed. Healers can then recommend professional assistance; this is a form of hospitality. 

Hospitality knows the importance of confrontation and when to intervene and confront 

the situation as well!158 Therefore, when assisting people overcoming hardships and 

addictions, churches will be able to be hospitable and hold those they assist accountable 

with love. Reaching Out is an important book for this thesis study in helping churches 

walk alongside those in need of recovery services to overcome hardships. Aiding their 

hostilities will transform into hospitality.   

The Meal Jesus Gave Us by N.T. Wright and Nicholas Thomas imagines doing 

things with no meaning and no purpose! A life without celebrations, parties, or anything 

significant. Our lives would be dull, says Wright, mainly because universally, we desire 

to make things special – all to honor our creator.159 Being God’s people, the church, we 

celebrate God’s gift to us and our ancestors. We celebrate tradition, history, family, and 

God. We resonate with our families, and our celebrations are symbolic! The church 

celebrates pesach, “passing over,” which God did for the people; God passed over our 

sins, did not condemn, and God brought us to freedom. God also rescued the Israelites 

from the Egyptians. Therefore, we celebrate the meal that is happening in every Jewish 
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home,160 and this “meal makes us all one.”161 Here, the church is reminded of who we are 

as a people of God. God loves us, and because of God’s love, God freed us. Therefore, 

every time we partake in this meal, we relive God’s love, God’s freedom, and the history 

of why we celebrate Passover. As the people of God, “We share this story, God’s story, 

Israel’s story” and the Passover meal.162  

Jesus is the Host of the Last Supper. The arrangements and details of that day are 

described in the Bible. Yet, Jesus seemed different; he turned the tables on those he 

believed disrespected His Father’s house. He taught large crowds who followed him. 

Jesus invited them to a meal, and he said, take it (my body), drink it (the blood), and 

remember me every time you do. The story of Jesus is a new meal explained, but a new 

covenant is also introduced.  Jesus stated that sins will be forgiven once and for all, no 

more animal sacrifices must made with the priest as, with the Passover meal, Jesus points 

to a new freedom,163 and a new system of family gatherings, were we all eat!164 

Jesus’s gracious gift demonstrates love for all! As people begin to hear the story 

of Jesus, love fills the air, an agape love that includes everyone, Jews and Gentiles alike. 

The Bible highlights people are sharing gifts and food and treating one another with love, 

and they no longer go to temples to serve and appease their gods. The people of the Bible 

are coming to know and feel known and loved by God. The God who is love (1 John 4: 7-
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21), the creator of love, Elohim, the I Am that I Am (Exodus 3:14).165  You see, the 

history of the Jews and the Passover meal tells the story of how the Jews woke up from 

sleep early to be rescued by God out of Egypt. God gifted the Jews and the whole world 

to be free to be God’s family. This gift of freedom is directly correlated to the sacrifice of 

Jesus. Thereby, Jesus, before his arrest and death on the cross, shares this important meal. 

This meal highlights God’s promises and reminds the church that each time we partake in 

this important meal, we do so in remembrance of Jesus. Each time we partake, we are 

brought together as a family; we are all together with the past, present, and future with 

and in that moment with Christ.166 

It is crucial that the church fully understands that God loves the world, and God 

loves Jesus, and the world as a whole is seen when we share this vital meal that Jesus 

invites us to. Here we see God not only bringing the world together in love, but God 

makes the whole world new. The Passover meal is not just God setting the people free, 

but God highlighting what is new. It is Jesus’s celebration, Jesus’s going-away-for-now 

party, and every Sunday, and when we partake in a meal, we are reminded of Christ and 

that He rose again, on “The Lord’s Day.”167 Therefore, the Lord’s Day celebrates Christ's 

death, resurrection, and victory over death when the church eats and drinks. But it is also 

a celebration of all that Christ has done for us – Christ has given new life, freedom, 

family, salvation, forgiveness, grace, and eternal life. This newness is seen in our modern 

way of being and of living. We see God’s Spirit at work – The (ruach) “God’s breath and 
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God’s wind” is leading, guiding, and changing those He loves into a new creation. We 

also see “in the story, the meal, the God of the Jews, this strange new family and we 

Gentiles are included.”168 This meal can be called the breaking of bread, sharing with 

Jesus, a thank-you meal, and the Lord’s feast!169 

Chapter 6 of A Meal Jesus Gave Us begins with learning how Christians’ 

behaviors and actions are tied to the meal we share with Jesus. It links back to when Jesus 

was betrayed, to His victory over death, and the gift of new life and our new family. The 

meal for some people, can also be controversial as it has a lot of symbolism that is not 

always explained.170 Therefore, it can leave people feeling favorable, liking the Christian 

Church or disliking; it can distract and divide. The meal’s premise is meant to bring the 

entire church together. When we look to explain the four phases of the meal, we find: 

1) “the breaking of the bread,’ to mean Jesus and his death.  
2) “the sharing (koinonia) meaning community…”  
3) We call this the “Thank You Meal” thanks to Gods, Jesus, and the Church,’171  
4) 'The Lords Meal or the Lord’s Supper,” Event though Jesus meal was in the 
evening, the church partakes in the morning.172  
5) This one is called Mass – It means to be Sent out or to Go! It points to the 
church in “sending or and commissions.”173 
 
The Apostle Paul describes the meal as “proclaiming the death of the Lord,” 

mainly because so much was going on around the different strands of Christianity that 

Paul speaks and uses pagan cult language to describe Jesus's meal. Here we see Christian 
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leaders who knew Jews used images, languages, and Jewish practices to teach 

Christianity. Therefore, Christianity’s story was birthed from the Jewish story. The meal 

that Jesus gave us is an essential work for the church as it captures the gift and works of 

God through Christ and helps the church to know the history and value of Christ and 

Christ’s work. It also aids in understanding the gift of the meal and what it means to be a 

Christian. Many new to the church or re-acclimating to it will benefit from the meal with 

Jesus and learning its foundation.   

Additionally, it is important to understand time as it pertains to Jesus's meal. Time 

is unique as it is sometimes known in the same way, whereas it is measured, appointed, 

or refers to an event or season– however, the sacraments encourage us to see time 

differently.174 We begin to see that the past can be present within the moment and point 

us to the future. In the meal, we find that all three meets together at once. As “Christians, 

we believe that God’s future came rushing into the present to meet us.”175 Through 

Christ, we await God’s new world.  For example, in Jesus's life, death, and resurrection, 

we find God’s plan for the new world, which Christians refer to as God’s future - the 

hope of glory seen in 1 Corinthians 15:26.176 In 1 Corinthians 11:26, the Apostle Paul 

believes that we “announce the Lord death until he comes”177 when we partake in the 

meal.178 
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Additionally, many religions may believe in reincarnation; yet, this is against the 

Jews' beliefs because it was a one-time event for them. The reformers thinking was 

somewhat different than the Catholics.179 The reformers disagreed that in communion, 

Jesus needed to be re-crucified. “They believed that we could do nothing to earn God’s 

favor and forgiveness; it is only God’s gift to give, and Jesus is not physically present in 

the bread.”180  Here we look at what’s symbolic, like the altar which changed to the table, 

and clergy attire seen in the church.181 We learn that Jesus’s works are done once for all, 

and Jesus’s work results to bring everyone in fellowship with God. Jesus was slain “to 

reveal God's love for all, and for this reason, as seen in Revelation 13:8.”182 Celebrating 

Jesus’s meal helps the church to remember Christ’s death, his sacrifice, and we are 

reminded not only to celebrate with a heart of thanksgiving and gratitude but also to offer 

a sacrifice of praise. “Jesus’ meal brings all three together, meal, celebration, and 

sacrifice.”183 With these, we can begin to understand God’s gift of grace. Our hearts are 

filled with love, awe, and gratitude as we partake in Jesus’ meal in remembrance of 

Christ. 

The meal we were given through Jesus and the biblical stories reminds us of what 

is, reminding us of the church’s history, all while pointing to the future and beginning 

with Israel's children in the desert to heartbreaking stories of disbelief. Little faith of the 

twelve spies, except Joshua and Caleb, who brought hope that God indeed had plans for a 
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future. That future is in Christ and the event of his life, death, and resurrection. This 

Christ event is a gift that points to the blessings that await God’s people, where the 

promises of God for a new life transferred bodies into a new heaven and a new earth. “In 

this event of transformation, Jesus is present.”184 We are blessed with the “guarantee of 

our inheritance through the Holy Spirit.”185 Again, the meal, this gift of bread and wine, 

shows God's past and future.186  

Authors Hardy and Selvidge writes a Review Essay of Some Recent Work on 

Spirituality and Mission.187 This article covers four missional and spiritual reviews; these 

reviews are important to hospitality because they show God’s love in action. This 

information helps the church also to model God’s love. Therefore, the article's purpose 

points to missional and spirituality as love is not just a word but is seen in action. This 

article also highlights God’s love. We love as God loves. The term coined by the theme is 

“missional spirituality,” which is defined “as an attentive and active engagement of 

embodied love for God and neighbor expressed from the inside out.” We are told to love 

as God loves (John 13:34), and if we first love God and then our neighbor we live out the 

meaning of the Scripture in Mark 12:28-34.  As the church comes to know God, we learn 

to think and love like God and put into action- the things of God. The churches way of 

being is called theology, which is the study of God. It is also the church's theological 

frame or the chair's four legs.  
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The four legs that support the theological chair of missional spirituality are “the 

Great Commandment, Priesthood of believers, the Trinity, and Incarnation.” Chapter 4 

looks at the early church, its history and mission, and other ecumenical faiths such as 

Methodists, Moravians, Classic Pietism, and the Christian and Missional Alliances. In 

chapters 5-9, the Journal of Spiritual Formation and Soul Care188 looks at various 

practices that support the foundation of God’s love in action to God and God’s people. It 

is the heart of mission and spirituality. Chapter 10 welcomes the readers to be 

missionaries within their culture, representing God as sacraments.  

Overall, the reading helps to educate the church on being missional and 

intentionally engaging its community and culture with God and neighbor's love. 

Therefore, the metaphoric term “coming home” invites the church to be the church with 

love and joy amidst their pain.189 The book's presence is apologetic for the church at 

large; it exists for the academy and the local church.  

Worship, Community and the Triune God of Grace by James B Torrance says, 

“The good news is that God comes to us in Jesus to stand in for us and bring fulfillment 

to his purposes of worship and communion.”190 The work of Torrance helps the church 

take a more in-depth look at their love for God and to access if that love is evident in the 

way they live their lives, love others, and is a testament of actions that please God. The 

work suggests that, for the church to identify fruitful evidence, “we must ask ourselves 

whether our forms of worship convey the Gospel? Are our actions an appropriate 
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response to the Gospel?”191 Torrence’s writing prompts the church to ask questions 

concerning our work's effectiveness and outcomes on others. Questions like, “Do they 

help people to apprehend the worship and ministry of Christ as he draws us by the Spirit 

into a life of shared communion, or do they hinder?” Do they make the real presence of 

Christ transparent in worship, or do they obscure it?” 192 

Romans 12:1 implores us as an act of worship “to present our bodies as a living 

sacrifice, holy, acceptable, and consecrated to Christ, which is our reasonable service 

(RGT).”  Torrence uses Jesus as a perfect example of worship. He goes on to say, “Jesus, 

our High Priest and Ascended Lord is our one-time worshiper who invites us to himself 

by the Spirit in an act of memory and in a life of communion as he lifts us up by word 

and sacrament into the very triune life of God.”193 Communion is an important and 

wonderful aspect of worship. Thus, “to have a good understanding of communion, we 

need acknowledgment and understanding of Christs’ priesthood; Christ our Lord, Priest, 

and King!”194 

Jesus Christ is the “Sole Priesthood and Mediator of Worship.” Jesus knows our 

pain, shares in our pain, bares our pain, and intercedes on our behalf of the Father. 

Romans 8:26 demonstrates how the Spirit interprets and advocates on our behalf to the 

Father.195 The church would benefit from pointing people to Christ and the Gospel of 

Grace when they are in pain. God's word helps the church see how Jesus, through the 
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Spirit, leads, guides, loves and cares for each one. Christ teaches the church to pray; we 

pray in the name of Christ. “Prayer is an offering up of our desires unto God for things 

agreeable to His will, in the name of Christ, with confessor of our sins and thankful 

acknowledgment of his mercies.”196 

We pray in Christ’s name as Jesus has already prayed on our behalf to the Father 

(John 17). Jesus, who is given to us and loves us, is the High Priest who advocates for the 

church and is an atoning, acceptable offering unto God.197 Because of Jesus Christ, we, 

too, are permitted in God’s sight. In Christ, humanity has a covenant with God, and all 

have communion with God. Christ is the priesthood of all humanity and the great 

physician. With and through Christ, we are forgiven, atoned for, and receive grace. Jesus 

leads the church in worship; therefore, the church can lead others to Christ to find love, 

forgiveness, justification, and grace. In recovery from addictions and in overcoming 

hardships, “the Trinitarian nature of grace, through the gift of Jesus Christ in the Spirit 

we can enter into and live a life of Communion with God our Father.”198 

Also, in worship, there is a God – “human-ward movement and a human-God ward 

movement in worship – a double worship.” This movement is God’s gift, love, and grace 

that provides loving communion,”199 and God’s covenantal grace. 

In summary: Christ is the sole priesthood of the church and our only mediator. 

We come to God our Father both in Christ and only through Jesus Christ. In Jesus, we 

have double grace; God gives God’s self freely and unconditionally to each of us. 
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Through Jesus Christ, God comes to us to offer life and present us to God in worship, 

obedience, and prayer, all to draw us in Communion to God. 200 

 

Cultivating Communities of Wholeness – Unit IV 

When it comes to change, people either love it or choose to leave it! If we love 

change, we embrace it fully with passion and zeal. If we are not favorable for change, we 

may either dread it or fight it. If we perceive change as unfavorable, we may not welcome 

it and/or we may be slow about making changes. However, when thinking positive, we 

will view change as transformative. Please think of the cocoon that turns into a butterfly; 

here, we see the beauty in change.  The resources for Unit IV, Cultivating Communities 

of Wholeness, look to pastoral care and communities of care to provide support in church 

and small group communities while assisting people overcoming addictions to aid 

healing and wholeness. This care helps people become like a butterfly in transformative 

healing.  

Change is possible when focused on churches that have a vision for care and 

healing through small groups. The topics of koinonia, hospitality, pastoral care, 

counseling, faith, confession, prayer, forgiveness, and grace are essential for healing. 

This reading response paper highlights some of the materials and themes that can assist 

any church, organization, or individual in transformational care and healing. For 

example, Cultivating Wholeness: A Guide to Care and Counseling by Margaret Z. 

Kornfeld describes the type of world we reside in where pain, suffering, and a myriad of 
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issues exist. Change is inevitable, yet we don’t always get to decide when change must 

occur or when pain and suffering should happen. 

Communities and Small Groups that Aid Healing: 

When unwelcome change occurs, people tend to seek other ways to alleviate the 

pain. People in distress may turn to friends, family, counselors, doctors, and the church 

for help. “We are looking for God amid change,”201 longing for God to keep us, to help 

us, and carry us through our journey to wholeness. “We are seeking personal 

transformation and nurture for our souls.”202 In fact, in the last fifty years, many 

communities have expressed enormous change; these changes that assist in help church 

can be called communities of care. Communities of care manifest in various group forms: 

twelve-step recovery groups, growth communities, and small groups. They also include 

outreach and neighborhood groups for homelessness, overeating, gamblers anonymous 

(GA), AA (Alcohol Anonymous), and other help groups.203  

Communities are formed in many ways: the internet, church, illness, divorce, 

vocation/work, hobbies, sports, traveling, and more. At one time, pastors and other 

professionals provided care, but care provision is through groups that become 

communities in today's society.  Martin Buber believes relationships are created through 

God, and due to our being connected to God, we are joined to each other. Transformation 

and change does not always mean revitalization, sometimes change may mean a fresh 

new start, by eliminating the old. There is a first and second-order change. Jesus speaks 
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of a change in Mark 2:22, and he gives an analogy of new wineskins to point out that, 

with a new mindset we need a new house, a spiritual home. Love must live in this house 

and be extended to family, friends, and neighbors. Another analogy is that God is a 

gardener; as God tends to the garden, we, too, get to participate and spread love, 

hospitality, and care. Various counseling techniques are given to aid healing and case 

studies that provide a sampling of diverse community issues, solutions, methods, and 

outcomes.  

Overall, the community is said to be the medicine that cures all ailments, doubts, 

fears and wrongful thinking; this community begins and exists through Jesus Christ. 

Theresa Latini agrees as she writes in Confessional and Healing in Small-Group 

Community and The Church and the Crisis of Community: A Practical Theology of 

Small-Group Ministry. In Latini’s work, the history and full analysis of small groups and 

communities within the church are described. Confession, prayer, and community are 

vital for healing, fellowship, hospitality, and welcoming people within the church. 

Churches are better equipped for ministry and care when the entire church partners with 

God, providing love and care throughout the congregation and new attendees. Latini 

discovered a wealth of knowledge within six congregations she surveyed, noting that 

within small groups, people nurture each other. They live life together, host events, 

celebrate holidays, and share intimacy and friendships. Their lives are weaved firmly 

together. Their families are blended; they share close “personal stories of loss, trauma, 

failure, and disappointments.”204 The small group community prays together, shares 

 
204 Theresa Latini, “Confession and Healing in Small Group Community,” World and World, 30, 

no. 1, (Winter 2010): 38. 
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prayer requests, and testifies to God’s goodness and personal victories. People can be 

their authentic selves with freedom and vulnerability.  

Evans, author of The Healing Church: Practical Programs for Ministries, agrees 

that churches can assist in healing as they are equipped for ministry. Evans says, “society 

can no longer rely on an acute care model that emphasizes disease and illness.”205  She 

further adds, churches should partner with the health care industry, professionals, 

facilities, leaders, and medical institutions. Providing educational information is also vital 

to give adequate care. Evans expounds on the history of healing, beginning with Jesus's 

healing ministry, the founding of monasteries and hospitals, the split of medicine and 

religion, and the movement of medical missions. Evans highlights Jesus sending the 

disciples out in two to demonstrate the importance of healing and the church's call to 

participate. Have faith in Jesus’ ministry, as the bible records nineteen cures within the 

early church found in the Book of Acts along with the birth of laying on of hands to 

anoint with oil. These all reveal the importance of healing and the church's role in 

participants and partnering with Jesus.   

Peter Block in Structure of Belonging says that work is also around the building 

and encouraging small groups. He believes that churches should care about building 

people up. Therefore, their gathering should be a diverse (space) place that is warm, 

welcoming, safe, and trusting.  Block is concerned with people being isolated and lonely, 

which is a massive concern for people in recovery and sometimes persons in the church. 

Small group communities are ideal for building relationships. Block further argues that 

 
205 Daniel Hale, The Princeton Seminar Bulletin (Book Review), Stetson-University; “Abigail Rian  

Evans, The Healing Church: Practical Programs for Health Ministries” (Cleveland: United Church Press, 
1999), 143.  
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“life in ‘community’ brings transformation.”206 His writing speaks to transformation as 

addressing isolation and creating a caring, connected place that becomes a community. 

The author makes a compelling point concerning isolation as in recovery, and in the 

rooms of A.A., the people in the meeting rooms talk about not being too lonely, too tired, 

or too angry, which is called HALT.207 The letter H stands for not being hungry. This is a 

reminder for self-care. It is excellent for persons in recovery but very interesting that the 

community is reminded to be aware of isolation as a part of self-care. Being lonely can be 

dangerous because it can be too isolated, a comfortable place and over introverted. For 

example, one may say I do not like crowds or avoid drama when they really would like to 

be alone or are uncomfortable in specific settings. They may not want to be alone but are 

trying to prevent anxieties and fears, thus finding isolation. In pastoral care loneliness and 

isolation for the person in need can be identified, addressed and care groups can be 

provided. Thus, the person can learn to push past isolation, find a safe way to talk about 

being lonely and engage best solutions. Edward Thurnoysen, in Theology of Pastoral 

Care, concurs with the church being a place for pastoral care. He says, “The concept of 

individuals, in distinction from the whole of the Christian community, appears in all 

definitions of pastoral care.”208 This includes communal or small group care. These 

settings are places to address loneliness.  

Nouwen writes several books that model God’s love, care, and ministry. 

Nouwen’s work in the Wounded Healer speaks to those who may feel wounded but have 

 
206 Peter Block, Community: The Structure of Belonging: Models of Health, Healing, and 

Wholeness in Congregations (San Francisco: Berrett- Koehler, 2008). 
 
207 Bradford Health Services, Halt: The Dangers, Hunger, Anger, Loneliness and Tiredness, 

(Website), https://bradfordhealth.com/halt-hunger-anger-loneliness-tiredness/  
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so much to offer even in their woundedness. Nouwen sees Jesus's love and cares for the 

people within the community. He encourages the church to live a life that cares like 

Jesus, serves like Jesus, and loves as Jesus loves. People in recovery will learn a lot from 

Nouwen’s work, being challenged and mentored at the same time.  

Vital Signs in Urban Churches helps the church identify the signs of health in the 

church; this book investigates urban churches growing in worship and within the 

community. It also helps to develop organizations and programs of service. Various 

church organizations and ministries are highlighted. One church, Shiloh Baptist Church, 

formed a ministry of economic development. Part of the church’s mission was to help 

develop their community with economic growth. In overseeing its mission, the church 

also develops health ministries within the community.209 The ministry of JRM would 

benefit significantly as an organization in economic development areas. Also, JRM 

assists many participants with life skills. There is a need to learn about finances and 

health and wellness care to maintain sobriety and a healthy lifestyle. Other churches the 

thesis study identified that contribute within their society that JRM sees as a helpful 

model of care are Big Bethel African Methodist, St. Paul’s Christian Methodist Episcopal 

Church, and others. These ministries help with medical ministry, recovery ministry, food, 

homeless shelter, and community development centers. The church organizations sharing 

their ministry experience, growth, challenges, and confessions help others do the same; in 

this way, other organizations, churches, and individuals can also grow. Growing also 

 
209 Nile Harper, Urban Churches, Vital Signs: Beyond Charity Toward Justice (Nashville: 
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includes confession. In recovery a person can admit their fault of being powerless, their 

wrongs against others and in the Bible, scripture implores us to confess our burdens.  

Confession 

The practice of confession was also an essential part of the readings, and several 

authors agreed that confessing one’s sins, receiving forgiveness, and grace is a vital 

aspect of healing. Jesus is our healer and atones for our sins. Therefore, one can be free of 

guilt and shame. This freedom helps people overcoming addictions escape guilt, 

degradation, and shame and begin to heal. Adopting a relationship with Jesus Christ and 

learning to confess their sins is a healthy lifestyle resource and tool. Latini speaks of 

confession as declaring “Jesus Is Lord,” which has been the basis, yet most challenging 

confessions grappled with since the church began. Therefore, “churches have adopted 

confessional declarations, like the Apostles Creed, and Augsburg Confession 

declarations.”210 When the church adopts and participates in confession, we make a 

statement of belonging, and we live by these statements. Latini adds that our participation 

is linked to the community of saints. Therefore, we have a responsibility to be 

accountable to our Christian faith. Scripture helps to share our faith, our confession, and 

how we live. Confessions have two primary meanings in the New Testament: first, “to 

confess means to declare to ourselves and the world what we believe about God, who we 

are within the church, and how we intend to live in light of that.”211 The second is being 

honest in the ways we fall short from God’s original goodness meant for our lives. 212For 

 
210 Latini, “Confession and Healing” 36. 
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many people in recovery, confession is vital. In recovery we say admit our mistakes and 

make amends. In AA, steps 8-12 speak of admission of fault and making amends. Latini 

adds that the church, in faith, prays and receives assurance that God hears our prayers. 

Thereby, 

Honest and thorough admission of our sin occurs together with our prayers of 
petition and intercession, in which we call upon God for healing for ourselves and 
others. 

 
For God both forgives our sin and cures our diseases (physical and 

emotional).213 
 
 Again, Latini believes our confession, forgiveness, and grace frees us also from 

suffering and pain.214 
Confession is important as it connects us to Christ, who saves us 

and restores us to wholeness as we share our sins (James 5:16),215 with faith and prayer. 

Faith and Prayer 

Vital Christianity offers five ways to pray: 

1) a prayer of awareness; 2) a prayer of discernment – which directs prayers 
towards God’s mission; 3) prayers as stories – allowing one’s story to be prayer. 
For example, one might pray, “God, thank you for healing me from my fears and 
anxieties when overcoming addictions.” One can also pray from scripture and 
journal; 4) Prayer of Silence and Simplicity, quoting Psalms 46:10, “Be still and 
know that I am God,” Here one can fast from food or things. 5) Last is prayer as 
Hospitality. Hospitality is given as a service to self and others.216  
  

Pray Without Ceasing: Revitalizing Pastoral Care also speaks of various forms 

and ways to pray. Koinonia is also crucial in Prayer without Ceasing, as it speaks of the 

theology of community. Being created in God’s image (Imago Dei), we gather with one 
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another in Christ Jesus, our mediator and Savior. When the church community comes 

together, God is with them (“For where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I 

in the midst of them,” Matt. 18:20). The good news is that the church prays together with 

God. Thereby, churches and small groups can aid healing by praying together, and with 

counseling.  

Counseling 
 

Counselors help aid healing by providing counseling services. They have listening 

ears, help to hold persons accountable, assist in various growth areas, and point people to 

good healthy places. Within the church counselor’s help with meditation and Scripture 

memorization. These are all positive tools that complement the new behavior and 

promote the true self. Next, the counselee needs professional support to develop healthy 

accountability, which is essential to stay on track with what is healthy and suitable for 

their recovery. These relationships help examine wrongful behaviors, ways of thinking, 

and the mindset of the ego. It also helps to rid “manipulation, parasitic thinking, 

unhealthy sexual tendencies, misunderstandings and conflicts.”217 It also promotes 

healthy intimacy, commitments, and trustworthy relationships. Participating in support 

groups such as twelve-steps, Bible studies, and health and wellness classes are great 

assistance and help one stay accountable.  

The recovered person must always know they always have the ability to choose. 

As addiction urges and consequences can be substantial, “as long as there is life, there is 

a choice!”218 This wisdom is a gift from God; therefore, there is hope! There is the ability 
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to choose right and in knowing a positive outcome. Good professional leaders teach the 

power of positive choices, responsibilities, and assertive communication, the gift of self-

care, and mature adult behavior. This teaching will rid the defeat of guilt and shame, 

which is very important to overcome. The dance between guilt and shame can keep 

people sick, addicted, and in pain. Leaders can help people see their freedom given 

through scripture of God’s forgiveness and love. They will not feel defeated, burdened, 

and condemned, but forgiven, set free, and loved. “The resolution of shame and guilt 

involves recognition and confession of sin, acceptance of forgiveness, and a change in 

self-perception from “bad” (or worse) to “loved and accepted.”219  

Counseling thoughts and techniques are found in Vital Christianity and 

Cultivating Wholeness, where methodologies, models, and definitions of terms are given 

to assist counselors, leaders, and organizations. For example, one of the twelve steps, 

Step 2, highlights how to begin counseling with the end in mind. Thinking of the goal, 

the counselor and participant can ask questions, set goals, and then assess when treatment 

can end together.  It is called solution-based therapy.220 

Conclusion for Unit IV 

The literature readings thoroughly covered the following topics and themes: 

communion and community and small group communities that aid healing, confession, 

faith, prayer, and counseling.  Also included are the subtopics of hospitality, koinonia, 

pastoral care, and community care, counseling, lamenting, forgiveness, grace, and 

addiction; all of which point to God, Jesus, and Holy Spirit, and promote healing, 
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community, love, and fellowship. Also, evident in the reading was the church’s role in 

serving once healing and transformation have taken place. For example, a person in 

recovery can give testament to the love and healing they received from God. Thereby, the 

readings for Unit IV were enlightening and well suited for Jordan River Ministries and 

any church wanting to help aid healing. A church that is warm, welcoming, and friendly 

will be an asset in their city. The learning from the reading will be a support to the 

ministry. It will also be a helpful resource for the people connected to JRM. 

Overall, the contents of this literary review add tremendous value to the thesis 

study. In Unit I, we learned that 2 Kings 5 is not just about healing but about justice. Unit 

II highlights leadership and transformational leadership; Unit III discovers the gifts of 

hospitality and God’s Table, and Unit IV demonstrates the pastoral and communal care 

through small group communities. The literary review for the four unique units is rich in 

the spiritual disciplines that help one connect to God, live, and lead as Christ leads, and 

serve with love.  

Thus far, this thesis has demonstrated Osmer’s descriptive and the interpretive 

moves filled with case studies, testimonies, various materials, methods, and formulas for 

those seeking transformation and assistance in overcoming addictions and hardships. 

Moving forward - this thesis study considers Osmer’s normative and pragmatic moves. 

Although Scripture was shared throughout the thesis work, our next chapter gives a more 

in-depth look at the prophetic, biblical, and theological interpretation based on Osmer’s 

normative move.  
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Chapter Four- Normative Task 

Normative: Prophetic, Biblical & Theological 

Following the introduction, this chapter is organized according to the four unique 

units. We will identify and discover God’s love, healing and desire for the church, 

organizations, and individuals. Osmer’s normative task moves toward discerning the 

prophetic while pointing to what should be happening. There are three lines the 

normative task considers: “theological interpretation, which uses practical theology, 

Christian ethics, and political theology.”221 Namely, this interpretation considers 

theological concepts and focuses on the present context, circumstance, and 

occurrences.222 This task also considers interpretations of God’s judgments (justice), 

theories of divine and human action, ethical interpretation (hospitality), and good practice 

(transformational work).   

Thereby, the normative task in this unit gets at how everyone in the church is 

united. Therefore, the theological interpretation for this study stems from theologian 

Abraham Joshua Heschel, the work of biblical scholars Travis West, Tom Boogaart and 

Teresa Latini, among other great respective thinkers. Also, many scriptures from the 

Holy Bible inspire this study. Thereby, we begin our theological and biblical work with 

Unit One – the River of Life: Biblical Story and JRM Story and continue through to Unit 

Four – Cultivating Communities to discover how God speaks to the church, 

organizations, and individuals for healing and transformative living.  

 
221 Osmer, Practical Theology, 139. 
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In this project, the normative task considers what the Bible says about justice, 

ethics, and transformation. In justice, 2 Kings, Amos and Ezekiel are highlighted. This 

study looks at the Old and New Testament, Amos and Ezekiel to find justice. These two 

Old Testament prophets speak about justice; yet another excellent example from the Old 

Testament is Micah 6:8, which calls the people to love justice and mercy and walk 

humbly with God. This Scripture text indicates how the church is called to live. 

The thesis’s normative move highlights justice showing God’s concern in how the 

church treats each other as seen with Naaman in 2 Kings, which correlates with how the 

church treats those overcoming addictions and hardships, as well as those whom Jordan 

River is called to help and serve. Theologically this gets at how God identifies the 

church, members, attendees, and those called to recovery from addictions and hardships 

as image bearers.  

Additionally, scripture passages like Genesis 1:27 speak of creation, and the 

imago Dei is also emphasized. Scripture also confirms that God calls us “to be 

transformed by the renewing of our minds” (Romans 12:2). In considering how the 

church should live as image-bearers and discerning what this means, we should ask, what 

implications does this thought have on the person overcoming addictions and hardships?  

In Unit II, transformational leadership is described considering the church’s role 

in leading healing and wholeness. The church is called to live as transformed people with 

a continuous renewing of their minds. Transformation in the Greek is a metamorphosis, 

“a profound change in form from one stage to the next in the life history of an organism. 

For example, a caterpillar to pupa, pupa to adult butterfly,”223 The Greek lexicon 

 
223 Bible for America Webpage, Webster-Merriam Dictionary, accessed February 7, 2021. 
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describes the term as changing, transforming, and transfiguring.224  The project highlights 

also include Osmer’s ethical movement, getting at transformational leadership, which is 

observed in how the church cares for God’s people as seen in John 4 with the woman at 

the well. Here God speaks to this woman and does not leave her in a state of sin, but 

Jesus informs her with truth and right living. Also, in Unit II, we seek to understand how 

the issue of justice relates to addressing how churches can cultivate transformative 

change. 

In ethics, God’s hospitality reminds the church to consider how to walk alongside 

those overcoming addiction. Hence, transformation shows how God calls the church to 

good practice with transformative healing and wholeness. This love is seen mostly in how 

the church prepares its communion table. These and other biblical models show that God 

is calling the church to be ethical in its teaching, just in its love, hospitable in its 

treatment of people, welcoming them, extending grace, and being communal. Therefore, 

the Bible takes us to hospitality as seen within the work of Unit III -The Hospitality of 

God’s Table.  Unit III also explores the gifts of the church, how these gifts help to aide 

hospitality and community (koinonia) that leads to help, healing, and wholeness. We 

discover this help, healing and wholeness through the church in outreach, mission and 

ministry and through communion, and God’s Table.  

 

In the book entitled, The Challenge of Jesus, N. T. Wright says:  

The gospel of Jesus points us and indeed urges us to be at the leading edge of the 
whole culture, articulating in story and music and art and philosophy and 
education and poetry and politics and theology and even heaven help us--Biblical 
studies, a worldview that will mount the historically-rooted Christian challenge to 
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both modernity and postmodernity, leading the way, …with joy and humor and 
gentleness and good judgment and true wisdom. I believe if we face the question, 
“if not now, then when?” if we are grasped by this vision, we may also hear the 
question, “if not us, then who?” And if the gospel of Jesus is not the key to this 
task, then what is? 225 
 
Thereby, N.T Wright validated the work of the church in his writings. Okholm 

concurs and suggests that seeing God’s image involves restoration in becoming like 

Christ, as a continual process of restoration that is taking place as a community.226 Grenz 

further believes that community is the church as in Theology for the Community of 

God.227  The church is a community mainly because we are a covenant people called and 

designed by God to live together.228 

Unit IV -Cultivating Communities of Wholeness, “Cultivating Communities,” 

points to the ability of healing and wholeness to be fostered in the local church. We then 

discover how justice stands in addressing issues, and how churches develop 

transformative communities. Therefore, we explore cultivating communities of healing 

and recovery through small groups, and pastoral and communal care. The church 

participates in God’s healing and aide’s transformation through the hospitality, 

discipleship, and spiritual disciplines seen in this unit. Unit IV has three categories that 

exist in the church and each has subtopics that speak to spiritual disciplines designed for 

health and wholeness: assisting spiritually, mentally and emotionally. As we look at 

hospitality, we find hospitality that transforms which includes worship and confession. 

 
225 N.T. Wright, The Challenge of Jesus: Rediscovering Who Jesus Was and Is (Downers Grove, 

IL: IVP Books, an imprint of InterVarsity Press, 2015). 
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We also find community that transforms, which includes a brief look at counseling. Then 

Unit IV highlights pastoral and communal care, which includes the priestly role of 

healing, the history of church leaders and the mandate to heal. The unit concludes with 

small groups and care, which communicates the importance of prayer, prayer and self-

care, counseling, healing and care, counseling, faith, and forgiveness. 

River of Life: The Biblical Story and the JRM Story - Unit One: Normative 

As briefly stated in the methodological section in chapter 1, the biblical 

interpretations for this unit looked at Scriptures from Old and New Testaments that help 

to formulate Jordan River Ministries Scripture Passage and the study of Unit I in the 

doctoral thesis: 2 Kings 5, Ezekiel 47, Amos 5, and other supportive Scriptures like 

Genesis 1, 2; Jeremiah 2:13 and Psalms 36:9.  II Kings 5 is the primary Scripture that 

supports the text in the thesis study. The passage was also highlighted in the description 

of how the organization’s name, Jordan River Ministries, was derived; yet its theological 

and biblical implications from Dr. Travis West’s review and perspective are highlighted 

more distinctively and are better suited in this section. Therefore, 2 Kings 5 is elaborated 

more intensely.  

In Unit I River of Life’s Bible study, we think of water. Water was central to the 

Old and New Testaments of the Bible. God used water to heal and restore, and the story 

of Naaman helps us to see that no matter the condition of the water, whether clean or 

dirty, deep or shallow, healing is possible. Speaking of water -The Jordan River is one of 

four rivers. The Jordan means descender or the rapids. The river’s distance is 75 feet, and 

its banks vary in depth depending on the area of the water. Some areas were plush, green, 

and grassy. The river flows through Ghor’s region, where the water breaks from the lake, 
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changing along the way.229 Here, it is also said that the people had also changed 

politically during the later times and things were not the same. For example, the people 

were said to be downtrodden and oppressed, and those who had possessions were not as 

giving, indicating that humankind had changed.230  

Travis West sequenced his work of 2 Kings 5, on Naaman’s biblical story, in a 

fascinating way. In 2 Kings, a young girl was taken captive when Naaman’s Armenian 

army invaded Israel (verses 2-5). This girl served as a maid to his wife and acted as 

God’s messenger, introducing Elisha, the man of God who would heal Naaman of his 

leprosy. His servant also spoke words of wisdom to help bring about his obedience to 

God (vs. 13-14).  

West’s work is a Hebrew play, and within the climax, power is the premise of the 

theme. The premise is represented and resolved over two scenes: one being Naaman’s 

healing and the other of the maid girl’s powerful words, words fulfilled per the prophet’s 

instructions when God healed Naaman. What stands out tremendously is how the author 

states that this fulfillment “provides the space in which Naaman’s healing moved beyond 

being merely ‘skin deep.’”231 West brilliantly highlights the story’s hierarchical play of 

power, which leads from the King of the Arminian army’s confession to the man of God, 

 
229 The River Jordan pictorial and descriptive, Brigham Young University, Princeton Theological 

Seminary, (London, Edinburgh, New York: T. Nelson and Sons)1858, 
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231Travis West, Chapter 5 - The Healing of Naaman, and the Downfall of Gehazi, 22, 
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Biblical Narratives, Virje Universiteit, VU Research Portal Pub 2018). 
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Elisha, stating that the God of all the earth is Israel’s God.232 These highlights help to 

deepen the knowledge of the study of 2 Kings and the story of the Jordan River’s main 

characters. The maid girl represents all humans’ value to be utilized for all of the 

purposes deemed by God, the importance of relationships, and how all parties display 

leadership if they are open, obedient, and willing.   

In scene one, upon following Elisha’s instruction and being convinced by his 

servant, Naaman is obedient and goes to the Jordan River. West points out that Naaman 

descended, meaning he went down (vayyered). Naaman’s descent is in two ways: 

geographical and personal. It is geographical because Naaman had to go down and dip in 

Jordan’s water and personal because Naaman had to humble himself in obedience, which 

West sees as a changing posture to accept the prophet’s words.233 Naaman’s obedience 

was also in two ways: he (Naaman) listened to God and listened to his servant, someone 

under his rank. Obedience is also seen both in his giving and his receiving.  In West’s 

work, he quotes Hobbs, who says that a “double meaning may have been intentional, 

meaning Naaman’s descent into the Jordan also demonstrated his humility.”234 West adds 

Ester Menn’s thoughts that once Naaman consents not to be treated specially but takes on 

a childlike form, he receives immediate healing.235 Interestingly, West compares the story 

of Jonah and uses similar themes but an opposite application.  

In Jonah, West uses the word “arise” and shows the word used three times, twice 

by God and once by a man. Whereas, in the Naaman story, twice, the word was spoken 

 
232 West, The Healing of Naaman, 22. 
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on behalf of God and once by Naaman’s servant. In Jonah’s story, to arise is to go 

towards God, and to descend is to turn away and reject God. West says the information of 

Jonah is also personal and geographical.236 Interestingly, they are both healed by God, 

and their healing has God’s creative element of water included. West’s analogy also helps 

the readers take a closer look at the struggle with humility and obedience in both Naaman 

and Jonah. In Naaman’s obedience, he received healing, and in Jonah, Nineveh received 

forgiveness, a type of healing from God. In both cases, West concludes that the audience, 

the people, are transformed.237 

 West writes the story of Naaman as a play and positions and plays out the 

characters’ actions and intentions. One example is when Naaman asks why he was not 

requested to dip in the waters of Amana, Pharpar and Damascus. Naamans comment, 

suggests that these are cleaner waters, the best in all of Israel. West makes the correlation 

between the biblical story as told and Israel’s ways of being. At the same time, 

highlighting the seven dips into the Jordan refers to its methods of washing as ceremonial 

(washing ceremony). West goes on and poses a question asked of the washing from his 

performance group: “In what way did the healing happen, was it with each dip or all in 

the completion of the seventh plunge?”238 West believes the latter is the most 

advantageous (audacious and influential), stating Naaman had more to lose and gain with 

the last plunge.239 Losing may have cost him respect as a leader, social and emotional risk 

of embarrassment, and could add risks in losing faith if his healing had failed. Yet, 
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Naaman had all to gain; obedience, growing in faith, patience, endurance, healing, 

transformation, and trust in the God of Israel. He would also gain a newfound God story, 

the opportunity to influence those in Aram, his army, family, and community.  

Naaman’s skin was healed like a young boy, na’ar, a Hebrew word, which West 

says has feminine and masculine meaning both for boy and girl. West points out that 

more than just the healing of Naaman’s skin took place, but the miraculous happened!  

Here, the playing field has been leveled, justice has occurred, the hierarchical structure is 

removed. Naaman’s “privilege and purpose”240 has changed, power is shifted, not just 

with Naaman but also with the little girl. Healing has happened that flowed through the 

little girl’s faith and witness and brought healing and faith to Naaman. Naaman speaks 

out in vs. 15-18, where he proclaims to the prophet, the man of God in the company of all 

his army, that the God of Israel is God and that he will worship him only (vs. 15, 17-18). 

“Now I know that there is no God in all the earth, except in Israel (vs. 15).”  

Naaman’s story, as told by West, also speaks to the hierarchical order of power in 

2 Kings and references Matthew 18, a kingdom view of when the disciples ask Jesus who 

will be the greatest in the kingdom? West hints at Jesus’ intentionality by placing a child 

in their midst.241 Jesus says, “Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little 

children, you will never enter the kingdom” (Matthew 18:3).242 West concluded that 

Naaman returned to Elisha, the man of God’s house, and displayed his childlike faith, 

transformation, and gratitude. Naaman demonstrated his actions in his behaviors and 
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confessing words. West adds that though Naaman received this powerful healing in his 

body, this healing is only skin deep and just the beginning.  

When agreeing with this first scene, we discover that Naaman’s healing is still 

bringing healing and transformation in this day and age. It happens each time Naaman’s 

story in 2 Kings 5 is shared in churches, in individual Bible studies, and ministries like 

Jordan River Ministries (JRM).  Therefore, JRM speaks of 2 Kings, the story of Naaman 

as that of healing and transformation. Naaman’s action of listening to the maid girl, to 

Elisha, and his servant shows his acceptance, his humility, obedience, and faith to follow 

God. As within the story, Naaman’s sin is seen in the spoils of war (the maid girl), as 

leprosy healed, and his skin restored. Naaman possessed a prideful heart’s attitude that 

changed and thus is transformative and welcomes new beginning!  

In the church and JRM, persons overcoming addictions also grow to understand 

that they were born into sin, but, through Christ, they have been set free and have the 

power to overcome addictions. In coming to know God, they learn obedience, true 

humility, and life skills through biblical teaching. Recovered persons also come to realize 

that they are created in the image of God and have a purpose. God has a beautiful plan for 

their lives; therefore, they receive salvation, grace, mercy, and come to know that they 

are abundantly loved. The crooked places are made straight, and the mountains leveled. 

God places their feet in a spacious place and surrounds them with God’s loving-kindness. 

And like Naaman, healing is just the beginning, for God has promised eternal life in 

Christ Jesus. Those in Christ Jesus receives an advocate, a paraclete, in the third person 

of the Triune Godhead, the Holy Spirit, who leads all to the truth, to Christ Jesus, and 

God.   
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 Scene two:  For West, Naaman’s visit to Elisha’s house is the primary focus. 

Naaman goes to Elisha to receive healing, give thanks, and seeks to make payment.  Lissa 

Wray Beal is quoted saying, “Naaman’s response sheds further light on why Elisha sent a 

messenger when Naaman arrived at the door and was absent when the miracle 

occurred.”243 Beal believes that Naaman would not receive the credit in this way, but God 

would be acknowledged as the true source.244 

 Within the next four verses, 14-19, we discover through West the meaning of the 

“key thematic word to take”; Take, accept and receive as it is used to introduce Elisha’s 

jeremiad to Gehazi (Elisha’s complaints to Gehazi).”245  In the healing story of Naaman, 

“Taking is understood as a demonstration of power within the framework of kings and 

kingdoms; it is an expression of greed, and it is inherently reductionistic.”246  West 

suggests to take, accept, and to receive is used in various ways and seen throughout the 

passage.247  He adds that the chapter could be considered a “dramatic commentary on the 

practice and theology on ‘taking;’” this is because of the repetition of the use of this 

word. The repetition also points to the rejection Naaman received from the man of God. 

Elisha would not take anything saying, “As sure as the Lord lives, I will accept nothing” 

(2 Kings 5:16)! 

 Not taking any gifts or payments allows for the man of God to honor God and to 

not take any credit away from God. This action would enable Naaman’s gratitude, 
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thanksgiving and any penitence to be between Naaman and God.248 Elisha became the 

teacher by modeling a posture of humility; West calls it a “total rejection posture.” The 

prophet’s posture also models worship posture in that he is fully submitted to the Lord 

God and wants God to get all the glory. God is a healer, deliver, provider, and the one 

who receives all the praise and glory.  Therefore, Elisha rejects any compensation for 

himself, the behavior he expected of his servant. Overall, the point is that by Gehazi not 

taking; God is the one to be honored (2 Kings 5:26)”!  

West notes that Naaman does not receive his healing completely until every gift 

was denied and rejected. He needed to move past the tangible material advantages, the 

pride, the prestige, and status. This act allowed Naaman’s experience to be deeply 

personal, taking root perhaps in his heart and soul. It also enables Naaman to give of 

himself genuinely. Naaman uses the imperatives “take,” and West shows that an 

interchange happens as he switches from taking, to receiving, to giving. Naaman gives 

his allegiance and vows to worship God (2 Kings 5:18) while then asking for forgiveness 

or pardon when he goes to the house of a foreign god.249 West spends some time 

analyzing the position and posture Naaman potentially has while in the house of Rimmon 

and how he might lower himself when visiting with his master. Thereby, pardon, and 

peace is ultimately granted to Naaman as the man of God says “shalom (vs. 19).” 

Notice and of some concern was the consequences and full detail of Naaman’s 

“skin disease” that was not mentioned in the Bible and within West’s paper. The thought 

here signals an understanding that before Naaman’s healing, leprosy was thought to be 
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dangerous, contagious, and eventually meant that Naaman would be an outcast (Leviticus 

14:33-57). Therefore, questions to ponder are: was there a particular type of leprosy that 

was not contagious, and would this have meant that everyone in contact with him, 

including his army, would be affected by Naaman’s ailment? What implications does this 

have on Israel? The IVP’s Bible Background Commentary does not think the leprosy was 

dangerous, but something similar to a fungus or identical to a skin infection like psoriasis 

or eczema. Mainly, issues of uncleanliness quarantined people. However, the priest 

would prescribe a remedy to restore the infected person to health and community.250  

One can also wonder if Naaman’s healing was tied to the king of Isreal’s concern 

and outrage? Also, the Bible does mention Miriam (Numbers 12:1-10), Gehazi (2 Kings 

5:25, 27), and Azariah (2 Chronicles 26:16-21) as receiving leprosy as a punishment; 

Hence, we ask, was Naaman’s leprosy a justifiable punishment as the result of his prior 

actions? Overall, 2 Kings 5 and its characters and creation story is wonderfully 

fascinating and filled with God’s healing and wonders! Therefore, church leaders and 

people overcoming addictions and hardships would greatly benefit from the theological 

and biblical implications of the story of Naaman found in 2 Kings 5.   

The scriptures that support Unit I also are seen in Ezekiel 47 and highlight justice, 

healing, and life. Ezekiel 47:1-12 “Everything Lives Where the River Goes, is an article 

by Joseph Blenkinsopp.”251  Ezekiel 47:1-12 speaks of God’s abundant provision for life, 

be it flourishing fruit trees, the vegetation of all sorts, fish of various kinds, abundant 
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water, and healing for the people. Ezekiel, thereby, with water that rises in every cubit, 

Ezekiel speaks of water that rises and flows. “The water flowing into the temple is 

considered a direct action consequential of different cultic functions and actions (43:6-

46:24),” which returns flowing waters of kabod to inner sanctuary (43:1-5).”252 

The water that flowed with each increment eventually reached a depth that 

indicated waters so deep that could be crossed. This depth explained is the course that 

flowed “down through the Judean wilderness, into the Jordan Rift Valley, debouching 

into the Dead Sea, which, as we know but they did not, is the lowest point on the surface 

of the planet.”253 Though at its lowest point miraculously, there were on each bank fruit 

trees that bore fruit continuously, salt for medicine and food and fish of all kinds.  

Yet, the commentary explains Ezekiel in two parts. In part one, the language of 

water is described by its various waters, its temple surroundings, and its symbolism to 

God, Eden, and life. Blenkinsopp says, “The richly symbolic language of water healing 

and bringing life and fertility to the wounded earth recalls, as we saw earlier, the great 

water source that fertilized Eden, flowing out in four branches around the inhabited world 

(Gen. 2:10-14).”254 Ancient Eastern temples are associated with spring waters; some of 

its temples were buildings and mountains located in places like Egypt and 

Mesopotamia.255 It is also symbolic of where Ezekiel was positioned, like water he 
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flowed to the mountain on high, where God is and also considered Eden, according to the 

King of Tyre. The poetry that stems from it is also found in Psalms 46:4; 65:9.256 

Ezekiel 47 is different, yet it is a reoccurring story known in history throughout Jewish 

(tradition) and Christianity. Ezekiel is a prophetic and poetic text filled with imagery of 

fountains, waters, springs flowing down through the Jordan Valley and growing in 

various directions towards the Mediterranean and Dead Sea (Joel 3:18; Zech 14:8).257 

The seawater becoming fresh from the Dead Sea was considered a transformational 

miracle.258 Ezekiel speaks of the various boundaries and territories in part two, divided 

into four parts geographically. Early Christians believed that the four geographical parts 

in Ezekiel represented the four Gospels, the fourth being significant as it speaks of Jesus 

being the living water that is poured out in the Tabernacles (John 7:37-39).259 We also see 

in the New Testament the association between life-giving waters and baptism, and 

Blenkinsopp then helps us to see the Hebrew word for “ankle-deep water” (me‘apsayim), 

rendered it as “water of remission” (hudor apheseos). And, finally, the seer of Patmos 

incorporated his version in his apocalyptic vision of the transformed world which lay 

beyond the suffering and evil of the present age:  

Then he showed me the river of the water of life, bright as crystal, flowing from 
the throne of God and of the Lamb through the middle of the street of the city; 
also, on either side of the river, the tree of life with its twelve kinds of fruit, 
yielding its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the 
nations (Rev. 22:1-2, RSV).260 
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Ezekiel 47:13-48:29 is said to describe “the ideal boundaries and divisions of the 

promised land”261 as it speaks to “lands, boundaries and tribal territories”262 as mentioned 

above. Under foreign domination, the area covers 25-35 miles, and is its lands and 

boundaries are described with purpose as it accomplishes Gods will in the following 

ways: “Boundaries (47:13-21), therefore, which corresponds roughly to the Greater Israel 

of the Davidic-Solomonic era (I Kings 8:65).”263 Boundary description prepares for 

distributing land equally among the tribes (47:14) while remembering and keeping the 

promises made to their ancestors (Gen. 15:18; Deut. 11:24). The tribal people are also to 

provide for the widow, orphans, and resident alien who resided among them (e.g., Exod. 

22:21; 23:9; Deut. 1:16; 24:14, e.g., Deut. 16:11,14; 26:11; Lev. 17:8-9, 10-13, Deut. 

10:19; Lev. 19:34).264 Ezekiel and supporting scripture verses show the fruits of God’s 

provision, justice, healing, and love. These attributes are shown in right living and care 

for God’s people, especially those in need of care. 

Further, Unit I is also supported by another prophet: Amos. Amos 5:18-24 

highlights justice, and verse 24 captures the essence of the Scripture by saying, “Let 

justice roll down as waters and righteousness as a mighty stream.” Here, Amos 

demonstrates God’s desire for holiness, right living, over ceremonial religious behaviors. 

Abraham J. Heschel writes on the prophet Amos and reveals his intentions. According to 

Heschel, in his work, The Prophets, Amos’s primary mission was to encourage and 
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persuade (5:4, 6, 14, 15). Indicating that because Israel did not seek God, God will go and 

meet Israel.265 He highlights in verse 18 how the prophet signifies disaster and instructs 

and compels the people by saying, “The prophet would have said prepare for the day of 

the Lord.” As stated in verses 18-21, the day of the Lord is a day of darkness, not of light. 

It was a day meant for God to confront the people to face God’s disappointment, God’s 

vengeance, and aversion. In verse 21, “God says I hate your feasts, I take no delight in 

your solemn assemblies.”266 

Here, Heschel compares Hosea to Amos. He uses the term “death,” which 

requires complete interaction and dedication. Heschel speaks of when God engages a new 

relationship with God’s people in Hosea 2:19-20.267 God needs humanity to be in a 

continuous state of solidarity, with emotional identification and commitment. Amos 

stresses justice to be corrected, and Hosea warns against the absence of one not keeping 

God close within their hearts. In Amos, God speaks of God’s disappointments, and 

therefore, Amos goes against injustice by speaking up for the justice that God seeks.268  

God also speaks of sacrifice. 

We discover that God requires justice and right living over the people’s sacrifices 

and rituals. Again, Amos 5:24, here the theologian conveys in his writings, “Amos’ 

premise: God does not leave humanity in the dark, He (God) communicates His thoughts 

to man.”269 This communication from God is to remind the people to seek God in times 
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that seem dark. In prayer (conversation) with God, God will speak, communicate God’s 

thoughts, and lead all in the right way to go. Therefore, people overcoming the darkness 

of addiction, alcoholism, and hardship could learn from Amos that God is always with 

them to lead them to the light. Jesus is the way, truth, and the life (John 14).  

Of Amos 5, the IVP Background Commentary: Old Testament, notes that the 

people in Amos’s day were doing everything it seems but seeking the Lord! In verse five, 

there were “cult sites at Bethel and Gilgal… and then we see a shrine at Beersheba.”270 In 

verse eight of Amos, astrology and constellations become the way for interpreting the 

stars in the Egyptian Period, Persians Period, and Mesopotamian Period.271 By verse 

eleven, Amos begins to address issues around stone mansions. It seems that only the 

wealthiest of the upper class could possess these special houses made of stone. Limestone 

was used near Samaria, and a futile curse was said to keep people from their labor. It was 

also important that people did not build on stolen land.272 Amos then begins to address 

issues of justice (judicial bribes and oppression) in verse twelve. By the time we get to 

verse eighteen, Amos begins speaking of the day of the Lord! He addresses the people’s 

misuse concerning the religious feasts, stating that they bring God no pleasure. He spoke 

of their musicians, their dancers, and in later verses of their shrines and idols.273 Amos 

called them to repentance, true worship, and justice. Let justice roll down like water and 

righteousness like an ever-flowing stream (5:24)! Amos is saying there is to be right 
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living and justice continuously. This way of living is true worship that pleases God! 

Amos, therefore, encourages the church and all of God’s people in all of life to worship 

God by choosing justice.  

Other Scripture verses supporting the thesis study for unit one – River of Life, the 

Biblical Story, and the JRM story is found in Genesis 1, 2; Psalms 19:1, 2-4, Jeremiah 

2:13, Luke 5:31-32 (as seen in the doctoral introduction), Joel 3, Psalms 23, 

Deuteronomy 12:2-5. 20:15-18, Luke 15:11-32, and James 1:5. 

Becoming an Agent of Transformation – Unit II: Normative 

Theological Scriptures in Unit II- Becoming an Agent of Transformation’s work 

in the normative looks to discovering various Scriptures that speak to healing and 

transformation. The Holy Bible tells us how we live our lives; we are to shun sin, turn, 

and repent (Acts 3:19). Jesus said, “Those who are well have no need of a physician, but 

those who are sick. I have not come to call the righteous but sinners to repentance.” 

(Luke 5:31-32). Here, Jesus calls and God’s people are to come to repentance (2 Peter 

3:9). God’s people are reminded in “Bearing fruit in keeping with repentance” (Matthew 

3:8), and 1 John 1:9 says, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our 

sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” In Zechariah 1:3, God says, “Therefore 

say to them, thus declares the LORD of hosts: Return to me, says the LORD of hosts, and I 

will return to you, says the LORD of hosts.” We are also reminded that “God calls us to be 

transformed by the renewing of our minds (Romans 12:2). As previously mentioned, in 

the Greek, transformation is metamorphosis, “a profound change in form from one stage 

to the next in the life history of an organism – example: a caterpillar to pupa, pupa to 
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adult butterfly.”274 There are also many biblical examples of God’s healing and 

transformation. In John 5:8 Jesus tells a man to “Get up, pick up your bed and walk! In 

John 4:1-42, Jesus speaks to the woman at the well, and her life is transformed; she goes 

and tells everyone about Jesus. In Luke 6:43-45, a woman hemorrhaging for twelve years 

in need of healing touched the hem of Jesus’ garment and was healed. Here the Scriptures 

speak of faith, healing, and Jesus’ heart of compassion for women. Jesus also gives 

promises of healing as seen in 2 Chronicles 7:14, which says, “If my people who are 

called by my name humble themselves, and pray and seek my face, and turn from their 

wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their land. 

God will not only heal our land (2 Chronicles 7:14), but Scripture assures us that God 

“will give us a new heart and a new spirit (Ezekiel 36:26)”.  

For example, David sinned against God, coveting another man’s wife, committing 

adultery and murder. Still, David humbled himself before God, repented, and in Psalm 

51:10, David asked God to “create a new heart within him and to not take away God’s 

Holy Spirit” (Psalms 51:10-11). The Bible also highlights Saul’s healing and 

transformation, later transformed to Paul in Acts 9:1-31, with Nicodemus in John 3:1-21, 

Simon Peter in Luke 5:1-11 and Jonah 1:1-3; 3:1-3,10; 4:1-1. These Biblical characters 

all received God’s healing and were transformed with a new heart, mind, and spirit. 

Again, God also healed Naaman in 2 Kings 5, of his leprosy and sin of unbelief and 

pride. Thereby, God will also heal each person emotionally, mentally, physically, and 

spiritually! The Scriptures give assurance, saying that God wants that “no one should 
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perish” (2 Peter 3:9) and “who will have all men to be saved and to come unto the 

knowledge of the truth” (1 Tim. 2:3-4). In fact, “if anyone is in Christ, he/ she is a new 

creation, the old has passed away, the new has come” (2 Corinthians 5:17). Praise God!  

This is the Good News of Christ! All Scripture passages promote change and 

transformation! It is essential to note the many women were healed and transformed in 

the Bible. Previously mentioned examples: the woman at the well in John 4:1- 42 and the 

woman with the issue of blood in Mark 5:27-34. Also, Mary Magdalene in Luke 8:2, 

Peter’s mother-in-law in Luke 4:38-41, the daughter of Abraham in Luke 13:10-17, and 

the woman caught in adultery in John 8:1-11. These passages show that God has a heart 

of compassion, empathy, love and deeply cares for women. Therefore, women can take 

solace that God will provide healing, restoration, and transformation to them as well, 

especially women overcoming addiction and hardship.  

Additional to this work, we will delve further into how local churches and healing 

organizations like JRM foster healing and wholeness to assist those overcoming addiction 

with a recovery process? Also, Unit III - The Hospitality of God's Table, seeks to discern 

where justice stands in addressing such issues, amidst cultivating transformative 

communities of healing and wholeness?  Thereby, the unit looks at how God’s 

hospitality, worship, and community (koinonia) lead to healing and wholeness. 

The Hospitality of God’s Table – Unit III: Normative 

We begin the normative task in Unit III with the continuation of unique 

approaches to transformation, and we discover what should be as it pertains to finding a 

resource tool and a bridge for healing and wholeness. When gathering for worship, one 

often enters the church doors with a myriad of things on their hearts and minds. For 

example, this year provided the entire world with many stressors, in combating the 
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COVID-19 Pandemic, and many businesses, schools, and restaurants, have shut down. 

People work from home, social distancing, and are concerned about employment, bills, 

homeschooling, and many other factors. Thereby, entering worship through the home and 

via the internet provides an excellent opportunity to connect with God in praise and 

prayer. This way of connecting with God allows for lamenting, solitude, and refreshing. 

Worship then becomes a safe and sacred space that can aid healing and wholeness. 

Thereby, research for this thesis study ponders how healing and wholeness are fostered 

within the local church to assist those overcoming addiction with a recovery process? The 

thesis also inquires where justice stands in addressing such issues, and how churches can 

cultivate transformative communities of healing and wholeness. Therefore, The 

Hospitality of God’s Table, looks at how the church aides healing through God’s 

hospitality, worship, the sacraments of God’s Table, and community (koinonia) which 

leads to healing and wholeness. Therefore, the unit’s study looks at outreach, mission and 

ministry, and God’s communion and community. There is also a subheading that pertains 

to the hospitality and the church. These subheadings are mission and ministry and 

communion and community. Following the unit’s work, additional biblical and 

theological perspectives are also highlighted.  

Outreach in Mission and Ministry 

Many people may ponder: what is worship, and what happens in worship? Others 

may wonder about the styles and elements of worship, what is involved, and many other 

questions arise as it pertains to worship within the church and its connection to the 

Gospel? James Torrance says, “We must ask ourselves whether our forms of worship 

convey the Gospel. Are they an appropriate response to the Gospel?” Torrance goes on to 
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inquire of our worship, wondering if our worship “makes the real presence of Christ 

transparent in or obscure?”275 Torrance adds that the Trinitarian view of worship is 

inclusive of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Worship, then, through the Spirit, “is 

participating in the relationship of Jesus and Father God,”276 and participating in the work 

of Christ, the mission of God with Christ and the Holy Spirit. Therefore, God calls the 

church to be missional and hospitable. 

When it comes to the church showing hospitality and reaching out in service to 

the community and the world, we must follow Christ and partner with God in mission. 

Heidi Worthen Gamble writes about Mutual Transformation in Mission; here, the church 

embraces their call in missions and ministry while growing a deeper missional identity. 

The Missio Dei understanding is that the church is sent by God, partners with God, in 

mission and ministry.277 Churches have been known to exude the posture of a benefactor 

in mission ministry. However, there should be a mutual relationship where both parties 

are on the receiving end yet can also give. Thereby, Gamble reminds the church, 

“Whether our mission has been primarily evangelical or charitable, international or local, 

we have been culpable of operating out of a framework that has been at times 

patronizing, disempowering, hurtful, and ineffective to those we meant to help.”278 The 

church can benefit when the focus is on those we seek to serve more than the church’s 

image, outcomes, and reports. Gamble further says:  
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The mission to which we are called is God’s redemptive mission in Jesus Christ, 
who brings good news to the poor, release to captives, and sets the oppressed free. 
It is about living the kingdom proclaimed. It is love in action;  
Missions are relations with those who suffer and being willing to sacrifice on their 
behalf. Although it can be deep and powerful joy, missions are not a feel-good 
fix; rather, it is a humble emptying of oneself that disorients, disturbs, and 
confuses us. It demands reflection, humility, deep listening, self-examination, and 
questioning our assumptions, and biases. As the church, “we are invited to enter 
into God’s epic missional story of love and redemption ourselves and live into the 
mystical flow of God’s Spirit. May we engage in the intentional communal 
process of growing in our relationship with God and becoming conformed to 
Christ through the power of the Spirit for the sake of the world.279  
 
In God’s missional plan, we reach out past the church’s walls to offer the 

hospitality God extends to the church through Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. When we 

can minister in this way, we are then able to build relationships that allow us to share our 

God story and the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

There is a relationship between worship and witness that speaks powerfully to the 

church. It also speaks to Christ’s relationship with God, his disciples, and the church; 

Matthew 28: 9-10 demonstrates Christ’s heart for the people. “In considering 

relationships between worship and witness, one might consider the proclamation of the 

gospel for the salvation of humankind, the maintenance of divine worship, and the 

exhibition of the kingdom of Heaven to a broken world.”280 Because the church is called 

to witness and worship, it is important to understand that worship means to honor God, 

participate in worship, and live in community. 

To witness is to proclaim an event or fact that a person has of individual 
knowledge. Put into a Christian context, a witness for Christ is one who proclaims 
the Gospel of salvation because she has personal experience of it…When we 

 
279 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 175-176. 
 
280 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 177-178. 
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worship, we offer witness. When we witness, we are pointing to the ultimate 
worth in our lives and the lives of others.281 
 

In doing so, we can esteem people in and outside of the church’s walls. To call the church 

“missional is to claim that the church is a people who participate in the present reign of 

Christ” in such a way that “the coming completed reign of God is revealed and becomes 

effective in the present.”282 

Thereby, between heaven and earth, worship is a thin place; further, “God’s 

presence in worship molds and shapes the gathered church into representatives of the 

kingdom of God.”283 In worship, God is present, healing takes place, lives are changed, 

and community is formulated. Worship is also an act of community within the 

community.284  Therefore, the church will welcome, receive, show hospitality, and live in 

missions with God, and as we look to embrace new attendees and upcoming and diverse 

ministries. We can do so while welcoming those who are overcoming addiction and 

hardship. Then we will be able to hear the stories and testament of God’s goodness and 

all that God has done and is doing in their individual lives and ministries. 

Moreover, by hearing their stories and testaments, we can better address 

individuals, communities, and ministries' needs. Then we can begin to identify God's gifts 

given to the church and learn how communion and community help the church be 

hospitable. Aides healing and wholeness within the church, individuals, and within the 

community.  Next, we discover communion and community.  

Communion and Community 
 

281 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 179.  
 
282 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 18. 
 
283 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 19. 
 
284 Presa, Liturgical – Missional 179. 
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Many churches and communities’ welcome attendees and members into their 

congregations. The church offers many programs such as weekly worship services, 

biblical classes, Sunday school, exclusive and unique services, and events. They do so to 

incorporate teaching and preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and live out the mandate 

of making disciples, as seen in the Matthew 28:18-20. With the many invitations 

extended, the church receives many personalities, characteristics, cultures, and 

backgrounds entering worship. Many folks attend the service, and, as beautiful as they 

are, many have issues that accompany them. Some require healing, deliverance, and 

transformation. For example, when aiding folks overcoming addictions and hardship and 

being intentional to welcome people into their congregation, the church prepares ways of 

being hospitable. If the church provides such assistance to help people feel embraced, 

empowered, loved, and welcomed by providing proper assistance; change and 

transformation can happen. But it is important to note that change needs to occur within 

the church, community, and individual. Therefore, there is an additional need to provide 

ways to address, aide, and help folks experiencing hardships and combating addiction to 

feel welcomed and embraced within the church.  

There are change agents and transformational leaders found within our churches, 

and some would say, the church in the community is a place where people can find help 

and healing. Mainly because the church is called to show love, follow, and model Christ 

in mission and ministry, also because Christ healed the sick, spent time, and cared for the 

people. In displaying the love of Jesus, the church is called to welcome the stranger, show 

hospitality, and disciple the new convert so that they, too, may know the love of God 

(Matthew 28:19).   
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As mentioned previously, a young lady once came to church and found herself a 

part of the community. She had a personal need for God, to be forgiven by God and 

receive God’s help from some personal issues she was facing. This lady was in the 

church, which should have been a safe and sacred place, a place where she should have 

received love, acceptance, guidance, biblical teaching, a hug, and a prayer. But instead, 

the church women were not sure how to address her issues and may have been thinking 

of resources to refer her for help. What happened? I am sure the church wanted to 

welcome in attendance and grow to become a member, but she was sick. Again, Luke 

5:31-32 confirms, adding: “And Jesus answered them, those who are well, have no need 

of a physician, but those who are sick. I have not come to call the righteous but sinners to 

repentance.” 

Christ Jesus is our Lord, Savior, High Priest, and Physician. “With Christ, we 

have all that we need for a godly life through our knowledge of him who called us by his 

glory and goodness” (2 Peter 1:3). 1 John 4:7-21 tells us that God is love, and John 3:16 

speaks of God’s abundant love, proclaiming that God loves the world and has 

demonstrated this love in great abundance. Thereby, this love that God gives the church 

is beautiful. As we receive God, our Father, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit, we come to 

understand how God gives his Son Jesus Christ, our Savior, and the Holy Spirit, our 

Comforter and Advocate. This is a gift inclusive of supreme love, forgiveness, new life, 

grace, and double grace. 

This grace is ultimately seen, celebrated within God’s church, as we share in 

worship and partake in the sacraments (baptism and communion). We commune with 

God in worship and prayer, and as we live into community (Koinonia) with God and one 
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another. This grace and love are also God’s hospitality, an unconditional and ever-loving 

gift. God’s gift of grace is experienced through the beautiful table of God, and 

communion is God’s gift of fellowship to the church. While communing and breaking 

bread with his disciples, Jesus allows us to do the same with him.  

For I received from the Lord what I also delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus on 
the night when he was betrayed took bread, and when he had given thanks, he 
broke it, and said, “This is my body which is for you. Do this in remembrance of 
me.” In the same way, also the cup, after supper, saying, “This cup is the new 
covenant in my blood.” Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of 
me.” For as often as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord’s 
death until he comes (1 Corinthians 11:23-26 RSV).  
 
The Meal Jesus Gave Us highlights the importance of celebrating the meal’s gift 

and all that God has given us, beginning with Jesus. Therefore, we celebrate God’s love! 

The meal’s significance is that it tells the story of God’s love starting with the Jews. The 

Jews celebrate the Passover meal, giving thanks to God every year! They experienced 

God’s love of freedom from death. God rescued them from the Egyptians. In 

remembrance of this great thing God did, the Jews reenacted God’s actions and 

deliverance that day, celebrating every year. The history of the Jews and the Passover 

meal tell why they got up early to be rescued by God out of Egypt.  Therefore, every time 

we partake in this meal, we relive God’s love and God’s freedom. The church also 

reminisces about the history of why we celebrate the Passover. 

Further, as the people of God, “We share this story, God’s story, Israel’s story,” 

and the Passover meal.285 The story, which begins in the year of 56 CE, is the story of the 

one Jew, Jesus; It is Jesus’ story and the Jews! The Jews had specific ways of being, daily 

routines, and special holidays. Together as a people, they also celebrated the Sabbath, 

 
285 Tim Chester, A Meal with Jesus: Discovering Grace, Community, and Mission around the 

Table, (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2011), 9-13. 
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circumcised their boys at birth, refrained from eating certain foods, and the Jews did not 

worship other gods; like Jesus, they were utterly loyal to God.286 For example, when 

Jesus believed his Father’s house was disrespected, he turned the tables over. Jesus also 

taught large crowds who followed him all about God, his Father. In the Book of Acts, the 

Bible tells the story of Jesus, which is said to be narrated by Epaphras, who calls Jesus 

the Messiah. The story goes, the Romans crucified Jesus, but Jesus overcame them and 

rose again in three days. The good news is that “the Jews believed their Messiah when he 

comes will be Lord of the whole world!”287  

Jesus is the Host of the Lord’s Supper, the thank-you meal, and the mass; this 

meal represents God’s table, love, and hospitality! Jesus communes with his disciples and 

invites them to a meal, and he says take it (my body), drink it (the blood), and remember 

me every time you do. Further, in the meal with Jesus, the author explained a new Jesus 

meal and introduced a new covenant. Therefore, Jesus is stating in this new meal that sins 

are forgiven once and for all, no more animal sacrifices to be made with the Priest; no 

more purity codes, and, as with the Passover meal, Jesus points to a new freedom.288   

God gifted the Jews and the whole world to be free to be God’s family. Thereby, 

we all eat with this new family gathering;289 and we are all welcomed at God’s table! 

Note that the Jews believed that eating joins people with God or separates them (Isaiah 

55: 1-3).290 In the early church, a meal was fish and bread, and it was the love that 

 
286 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 20. 
 
287 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 21. 
 
288 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 15-18.  
 
289 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 19-22. 
 
290 Finger, Of Widows and Meals, 176.  
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brought them together; these meals were called Agape meals. As people begin to hear the 

story of Jesus, love filled the air – (Agape Love), including everyone. People were 

sharing gifts, food and treating one another with love.291 Love modeled by the early 

church, seen in the Book of Acts (2:43-46) can be considered a practice of fellowship 

held by the church today. Jordan River adopts this practice as well.  

Thereby, throughout the world, we celebrate meals; it is another beautiful gift by 

God. In the early days, a communal gathering was with the Essenes Community. These 

were community meals in the home. It is essential to note the conversations around 

naming the different meals. 

According to Ernst Haechen, he believes Luke adds Acts 2:43-47 and Acts 6:1 as 

daily tables, “which indicated Luke added to their community ritual meals,” which are 

different than the cup and the bread.292 Han Conzelman does see pre-Pauline as the 

Lord’s Supper, and Luke shows communal meals as ordinary. Gerhard A. Kordel sees 

Luke as highlighting mealtime as an experience, not as the time of Jesus’ bread breaking, 

which he calls the Eucharist. A regular meal is “partaking a food,” which is not 

communal.293 For these scholars, the meals are not “Jesus practice of table fellowship.”294 

 In light of this study, these meals are significant because they demonstrate 

Communion and Community. Wright says the meal is an important meal because Jesus 

shared the meal before his arrest and death on the cross. This vital meal highlights God’s 

promises and reminds the church that each time we partake in this crucial meal to do so 

 
291 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 23. 
 
292 Finger, Of Widows and Meals, 64-65. 
 
293 Finger, Of Widows and Meals, 65. 
 
294 Finger, Of Widows and Meals, 66. 
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in remembrance of Jesus. Further, remembering that we come together as a family every 

time we participate in the Lord’s meal, we are together with past, present, and future.  

Chester suggests that we are all with Christ at and within that moment of partaking.295 

The meal is considered a shared meal, says Gerd Ludemann, as in Acts 2:42-47, 

and Mary’s house in Acts 12:12. Bo Reicke, in his thoughts on the sacrament of table 

fellowship, He sees four different names for communal meals: Bread breaking (Acts 

2:42, 46), The Lord’s Supper (I Corinthians 11:20); Agape or Love Feast (Jude 12: 

Ignatius Romans 7:3-4), and The Eucharist (Didache 9:15; Ignatius Philippians 4:1-2). 

Further, it is important to recognize we still have meals that celebrate the Lord’s Table 

fellowship and communal meals; Praise God!  

A meal with Jesus highlights God as the ultimate gardener, feast giver, and lover 

of all kinds of foods. The foods are good as Genesis 2:8-9 demonstrates by saying what 

God creates, God says, it is good. Also, Acts 10: 13-15 highlights God speaking to “kill 

and eat,” noting verse 15, “not to call anything God creates as unclean.” Further, when it 

comes to food, God engages with everyone. God, a top caterer, prepared an intentional 

meal, ate barley with the poor, and broke bread with the rich.296 Also, Jesus shared in the 

same manner of His Father; the Scripture highlights, Jesus prepared the best wine to 

drink; and he ate figs and fish (Luke 21:42-43). He ate openly and publicly. Therefore, 

food is important and will always be right Chester notes, whenever people all over the 

world would gather, we do so in God’s presence. A food gift will also be a part of the 

 
295 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 23-26. 
 
296 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 72. 
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new heaven and earth; it is a feast with God!297 A meal with God helps us see food not 

just as a necessity for our physical bodies to live or as a pond for ministry but also as a 

gift from God. Food is “a central ingredient in our experience of God’s goodness,”298 and 

the church and people overcoming addictions are included in this goodness. The 

goodness is God’s never-ending promises, which provides for transformation.  

Christ points to the blessings that await God’s people, where God’s promises for a 

new life transferred bodies into a new heaven and a new earth. “In this event of 

transformation, Jesus is present.”299 Also, we are blessed with the “guarantee of our 

inheritance through the Holy Spirit.”300 The meal, this gift of bread and wine, shows 

God’s past and future.301  

  Luke tells us that we will be “warmed in our hearts by Scripture;” we will know 

Jesus in the breaking. Therefore, we must not get caught up in the debate. It is important 

to focus our attention on asking how might we gather at the table to worship together as a 

community of believers united in Christ?  Pondering, how might are identities be 

preserved and celebrated when we are gathered as one community?302 Answering these 

questions is necessary, especially of new attendees in the church, and people overcoming 

addiction and hardship as trust may be an issue. Making Room at the Table addresses the 

church’s critical issues and seeks to identify and resolve “multicultural challenges facing 

 
297 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 72. 
 
298 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 72. 
 
299 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 57. 
 
300 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 57. 
 
301 Chester, A Meal with Jesus, 58. 
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the Contemporary Church,”303 like: how can we gather respect yet, preserve and celebrate 

each culture, worship style, history, and tradition? Addressing these critical questions for 

intimacy and relationship building will help to create safe spaces for the community.  

 

The following are biblical stories of God’s blessing in community, hospitality 

and, welcoming the stranger: 

Old and New Testament stories not only show how serious our obligation is to 
welcome the stranger into our home. But they also tell us that guests are carrying 
precious gifts with them, which they are eager to reveal to a receptive host. When 
Abraham received three strangers at Mamre and offered them water, bread, and 
fine tender calf, they revealed themselves to him as the Lord announcing that 
Sarah, his wife, should give birth to a son (Genesis 18:1-15). When the widow of 
Zarephath offered food and shelter to Elijah, he revealed himself as a man of God 
offering her an abundance of oil and meal and raising her son from the dead (I 
Kings 17:9-24). When the two travelers to Emmaus invited the stranger, who had 
joined them on the road to stay with them for the night, he made himself known in 
the breaking of the bread as their Lord and Saviour (Luke 24: 13-35)304 
 
In conclusion, outreach in mission and ministry is the result that churches receive 

upon participating in worship to God. The love and hospitality of God is received and 

shared within churches, individuals, and within the community. New attendees, recovery 

recipients and folk overcoming hardships will come to know Jesus Christ, feel welcomed 

in the church, worship God, and they too will reach out in missions and ministry. 

Additionally, when expounding on The Hospitality of God’s Table, Unit-III’ problems 

and questions to which my learning unit responds missions and ministry points to God’s 

love and hospitality. The role of hospitality around God’s table shows love, unity, and 

community. Transformation happens around the table of God and koinonia as people 

 
303 Blount, Making Room at the Table, x. 
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gather together. Expounding on the blessings of hospitality pertaining to God’s table, 

sacraments and koinonia has been a joy to lead worship services once a month for the 

past several years. 

There were four special worship services around God’s sacramental and 

communal table facilitated by JRM’s worshipping community (entitled River of God 

worship Center). In learning how to enable worship around the table in various settings 

inclusive of differing groups. The author of this thesis also was the pastor hosting the 

service and was able to identify how transformational healing can begin by showing 

hospitality in having a meal together. Also discovering that gathering people in 

community, helped to share love, intimacy, and personal stories. In the group setting 

prayer requests were received, burdens confessed, and prayers submitted to God. The 

people enjoyed worship and left feeling blessed having been in the presence of God and a 

part of a community. 

Further, the sacraments impact the table beyond Sunday morning as people leave 

and live out their faith and what they have learned through the preached word, 

edification, and encouragement. Thereby, for healing and wholeness to be fostered in the 

church, hospitality, sacraments, and koinonia must be present. When they are present, 

healing and wholeness happen within the local church to help those overcoming addiction 

with a recovery process. One can also deem that justice addresses issues of addiction and 

hardship and identifies some of the ways churches can cultivate transformative 

communities of healing and wholeness? 

Further noted, this work includes the questions and elements of worship, the 

Gospel, Christ, and the Trinitarian view of worship. It also looks at the connections, and 
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ways God calls the church: To be missional and hospitable, to worship and witness, to 

nurture relationships with Christ as a witness and to identify how worship shapes the 

community and aids transformation. Also, the work is a testament of what should be 

happening; God’s gifts of unique approaches to transformation to the church were 

identified, learned, and tells the story of Christ and communion. Unit III is not conclusive 

but can add to the work that has already existed yet points to further research. 

The Hospitality of God’s Table has many Scriptures mentioned within its context. 

However, there’s more that complement the unit’s theme. Here, Jesus in 1 Corinthians 

11:23-29 (RSV) is the primary Scripture in the unit. Yet, Genesis 18:1-15 and 1 Kings 

17:9-24 are verses that highlight Christ’s actions and demonstrate hospitality. These two 

biblical verses are potent examples of hospitality and are included in notes for a Sermon 

in the Thesis Appendices. For example, xenia is the ancient Greek concept of hospitality, 

the generosity, and courtesy shown to those who are far from home or associates of the 

person bestowing guest-friendship.305 It entails being respectful as guest and or host, the 

host provides basic necessities, or if possible, the guest brings own necessities and offers 

a gift for the host, the guest will not be a burden, and but have a gracious attitude. 

Within the New Testament, the most often cited passage dealing 

with welcoming strangers is from Matthew 25: 31-40. “I was hungry, and you gave me 

food, I was thirsty, and you gave me drink, I was a stranger, and you welcomed me 

(Matthew 25:35).”  

 
305 Greek Dictionary (Strong’s Lexicon Concordance) February 8, 2021, 

https://biblehub.com/greek/3578.ht; http://www.lexiconcordance.com/greek/3581.html  

https://biblehub.com/greek/3578.ht
http://www.lexiconcordance.com/greek/3581.html
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It is important to note that hospitable actions and gifts are provided and practiced 

by both the giver and receiver. Christ is God’s gift to humanity. Christ gives hospitable 

gifts and models it for all to receive and share; the reciprocal gift is given back to God. 

Thereby, the scriptures too are a gift and Although the Hospitality of God’s Table 

displays many scripture texts, most of all, in Osmer’s Normative’s move, we focus on the 

theology of Jesus at the table, modeling hospitality. Jesus invites his disciples to the table 

for communion and community and invites all to partake, participate, and demonstrate 

this action as well. This hospitality modeled and extended shows Christ’s love for all 

people. Communion has many spiritual and theological implications that connect Christ 

with the people, both now and eternally. Thus, the following Scriptures highlight many 

passages of Jesus visiting and showing hospitality. For example, Jesus in the house of 

Simon (Luke 7:36-50), Jesus visits the tax collector Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10), The Good 

Samaritan (Luke 10:25-37), Martha, and Mary (Luke 10:38-42), The Banquet (Luke 14: 

1-35), The Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11-32), the Emmaus supper event (Luke 24:13-35) and 

many others.  In these Scriptural examples, all are invited by Jesus to show the love and 

hospitality of God. This invitation bids Christians to display hospitality in various ways. 

The following biblical passages demonstrate these ways and are also in the Bible Study in 

the Appendices.   

Isaiah 58:7 says, “Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to provide the 

poor wanderer with shelter— when you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn 

away from your own flesh and blood?” Here, hospitality extends to the person in need by 

providing shelter, food, clothing, and caring for their needs. Hospitality is also given in 

love without malice and complaints as in 1 Peter 4:8-9, which says, “Above all, love each 
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other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins. Offer hospitality to one 

another without grumbling.” God also wants us to extend this love and hospitality to our 

neighbors and visitors who dwell among us, as in Leviticus 19:33-34, which states, 

“When a foreigner resides among you in your land, do not mistreat them. The foreigner 

residing among you must be treated as your native-born. Love them as yourself, for you 

were foreigners in Egypt. I am the LORD your God.” Again, this Scripture text gets at 

the heart of who extends and receives hospitality; and JRM and participants overcoming 

hardships should receive and extend this generosity as well. Before looking to unit IV, 

here are a few additional Scriptures that are intentional about inviting people who have a 

particular need and how to be hospitable to them, Luke 14:12-14. In these passages, 

people not only witness Christ as a caring healer, but they also begin to extend the same 

care to others, and in so doing, Christ receives care. Matthew 25:34-40 says:  

Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my 
Father; take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of 
the world.  
 
 For I was hungry, and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty, and you gave 
me something to drink, I was a stranger, and you invited me in, I needed clothes, 
and you clothed me, I was sick, and you looked after me, I was in prison, and you 
came to visit me.’  
“Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and 
feed you, or thirsty and give you something to drink?  When did we see you a 
stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see 
you sick or in prison and go to visit you?’  
 
“The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of 
these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’  
 

If we need more confirmation, we can look to Romans 12:13-20, which begins, “Share 

with the Lord’s people who are in need. Practice hospitality, live in harmony with one 

another.” 
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We have discovered the unique approach to hospitality of God’s Table and 

learned what should be happening: in worship, in communion and community, how we 

treat those overcoming addictions. Also, the church should be hospitable in welcoming 

people with intentionality and being mindful in how God calls us to live. The passages 

highlight how one should live in community with one another and how to treat one 

another. Unit IV models the theme for this care in small group communities.  

Additionally, Unit Four- Cultivating Communities of Wholeness, delves deeper 

into hospitality and community that transforms, which looks at pastoral and communal 

care. While the unit explores Cultivating Communal Healing and Recovery (CCHR), it is 

networking with community leaders who advocate for health and wholeness. The unit’s 

work also examines organizational health and wellness and its impact on the success rate 

of sustainability and models’ replication.  As noted in the projects learning, the unit seeks 

to identify how the church can participate in God’s healing ministry to address 

reoccurring brokenness issues that result in healing and wholeness to individuals, 

churches, and society. And because resource tools are needed to assist in transformation, 

the research endeavors to address the unit’s questions by looking to what should be 

happening. This points toward cultivating communities of wholeness that can identify 

these resources and tools. 

Unique Approach – (Cultivating Communities of Wholeness) – Unit IV: Normative 

             Richard Rohr writes on the importance of spirituality and healing in recovery, and 

in his work, Breathing Under Water, Rohr speaks of everyone having some type of 

addiction.306 The author encourages churches in their role to assist people in recovery. He 

 
306 Richard Rohr, Breathing Under Water: Spirituality and the Twelve Steps, Cincinnati: St. 

Anthony Messenger Press, 2011), xxii.  
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is convinced that the Gospels meet with the twelve steps of recovery and that the church 

plays a powerful role in helping people get to God and healing through the twelve steps 

and Jesus. He says, “The revelation from the cross and the Twelve Steps, however, 

believes that sin and failure are, in fact, the setting and opportunity for the transformation 

and enlightenment of the offender – and then the future will take care of itself.”307 Rohr 

calls this act an economy of grace that stems from a system of restorative justice; yet, 

through this thesis work, we discover that Rohr’s view of grace is God’s gift of 

hospitality and care as seen through hospitality and small group communities, and 

pastoral care for the church and community.  

This thesis’s research ponders three pertinent questions: First, how can healing 

and wholeness be fostered within the local church to assist those overcoming addiction 

with a recovery process? Second, where does justice stand in addressing such issues? 

Third, how can churches cultivate transformative communities of healing and wholeness?  

Thereby, this unit’s design explores Cultivating Communal Healing and Recovery 

(CCHR), while networking with community leaders who advocate for health and 

wholeness. The unit also examined the practices of organizational health and wellness, 

their impact, and their success rate of sustainability and model replication. As previously 

mentioned, the project’s learning objectives seek to identify how churches can participate 

in God’s healing ministry, aiding healing and wholeness in individuals, churches, and 

society. And because resource tools are needed to assist in transformation, the research 

endeavors to address the unit’s question: Is there a transformative bridge for healing and 

wholeness? Addressing this question leans toward community leaders, experiences, and 

 
307 Rohr, Breathing Under Water, 38. 
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methodologies that can identify these resources tools. Therefore, the study will expound 

on God’s hospitality, worship aspects that aid healing and wholeness, and pastoral and 

communal care through small group communities. Each of category of unit IV has 

subheading that pertains the church, spiritual disciplines, and transformation.  

As stated previously, the ministry of (JRM) Jordan River Ministries is an 

organization that works with folks overcoming addictions and hardships. Because 

recovery attendees are encouraged to attend a church of their choosing and are also 

welcomed to JRM’s worship service, it is imperative that upon attending they are 

welcomed and loved. Thereby, as modeled after Christ and the love of God, churches 

endeavor to provide care and love to their attendees, members, and the world through 

outreach, missions, ministry services, and hospitality. We have previously touched on 

hospitality, but the study deems this significant to God and thereby elaborates on this 

topic more extensively. Therefore, we will discover the gifts and benefits of hospitality.    

 Providing care and love shows hospitality, and the church extends care and love 

to others through hospitality. Hospitality is defined as “a friendly reception and treatment 

of guests and strangers, the quality and disposition of receiving and treating guests and 

strangers in a warm, friendly and generous way.”308 The Bible speaks of many examples 

of showing hospitality; 1 Peter 4:8-9 says, “Above all, love each other deeply, because 

love covers over a multitude of sins, and offer hospitality to one another without 

grumbling;” Leviticus 19:33-34 says, “When a foreigner resides among you in your land, 

do not mistreat them… for you were foreigners in the land of Egypt, I am the Lord your 

 
308 Dicitionary.com, (Online Dictionary) Accessed February 8, 2021 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/hospitality?s=t  
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God,” and Titus 1:8 says, “Rather, he must be hospitable, one who loves what is good, 

who is self-controlled, upright, holy and disciplined.” Hospitality also includes serving, 

helping, and providing for those in need. Scriptures also tell us that God is Love (1 John 

4:7-21); and God, Christ Jesus, and Holy Spirit has demonstrated hospitality by 

welcoming and inviting humanity, and by serving and modeling love and friendship. The 

church is also called to show hospitality by seeking ways to address recurring ills and 

issues resulting in brokenness to promote healing and wholeness to individuals, churches, 

and society. Churches can begin by asking how faith communities can participate in 

God’s ministry of healing brokenness in the world in effective and faithful ways? This 

stance requires moving past relief-based approaches, individualistic approaches, and 

isolated approaches to healing and recovery.  

 We need a model in which brokenness is understood systemically, wherein 

healing happens in the context of koinonia, and where resources outside of the church 

become significant partners in this work. Therefore, we will engage God’s hospitality and 

small groups as a community for healing and wholeness.  

Hospitality 

Richard Schnase, in Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations, speaks of radical 

hospitality. Here churches have the excellent opportunity to minister the gift and 

blessings of God’s hospitality to God’s people in a beautiful, radical way. Schnase quotes 

Romans 15:7 in support of his view: “welcoming one another, therefore, just as Christ 

has welcomed you for the glory of God.” Thus, this Scripture implores that the church 

welcomes everyone as God welcomes each person, with love, acceptance, peace, joy, 

wholeheartedly, ecstatically, and freely. This way of welcome means without hesitation. 
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Schnase says, “Out of genuine love for Christ and others, their laity and pastors take the 

initiative to invite, welcome, include and support newcomers and help them grow in faith 

as they become part of the Body of Christ.”309 This welcoming consists of those churched 

and unchurched. It becomes a welcoming that introduces folks to Christ and begins their 

healing and transformation process. The church gives people a place to belong, have 

purpose, have freedom, and be all who they are destined by God to become.  

In hospitality Gods, love is demonstrated, given, and inspired. When hospitality is 

extended as God desires, newly, current, and previous attendees and members in the 

church become open, adaptable, and willing to change. They can welcome others into the 

church, address their needs, and receive their gifts. Thereby, the church can transform 

and provide ministry to those God sends that need healing, restoration, and 

transformation. The church is also able to be all God has designed it to be. While ministry 

is said to be “beyond intentional, hospitality practices the gracious love of Christ, 

respects the dignity of others, and expresses God’s invitation to others, not our own.”310 

Thereby, Jesus not only welcomes the stranger (Matthew 25:35), but he also 

celebrated with them (Matthew 28:18-19), healed, prayed, taught, admonished, 

encouraged, disciplined, and held the disciples and the Church accountable. Therefore, 

Practicing Radical Hospitality is also providing discipleship, building relationships, and 

living life together. The Bible teaches that Christ spoke life and loved the disciples and 

 
309 Robert Schnase, Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2007).    
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the church, and He always showed radical hospitality. Thus, for the church, “Hospitality 

is prayer, work, habit, practice, and initiative all for the purpose of Christ.”311  

Hospitality is also extending grace, whereby people are freely able to move past 

fears, intimidation, and past sin. They are then more apt to receive and accept Christ, 

receive God’s love, and extend appreciation while living a life of faith. The practice of 

radical faith helps people to live in love, in community, and within worship. This way of 

living is especially crucial for persons overcoming addictions. The person in recovery is 

better able to build a support network, short- and long-term relationships, and close 

friends, which is adventitious for their recovery. The gifts and purposes of the person in 

recovery are perceived, present, and are authentically displayed. Then, they are renewed, 

restored, have value, and can contribute. 

Further, with being forgiven, the person now free from addiction can offer 

forgiveness, in love they extend love, share their God story of coping and sharing how 

God blessed them to overcome adversity and become triumphant! In this way, radical 

hospitality is lived out! “Radical is arising from the source;” it is unordinary, unnormal, 

and unexpected.”312 This form of hospitality recognizes the people’s needs and exhibits 

warmth, love, authenticity, and intentionality while with open arms, welcoming all God’s 

people. This hospitality is also extended in all ministries, events, small groups, 

celebrations, and Bible studies within and outside the church. It is even preached 

periodically to encourage, esteem, and extend the love of God. Next, we discover how 

hospitality transforms.  

 
311 Schnase, Five Practices, 14. 
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Hospitality that Transforms 

Additionally, Christ’s love and hospitality are even seen and practiced amongst 

leaders, committees, and board trustees. “Churches that practice radical hospitality don’t 

merely have users and greeters; they also train them, teach them, prepare them, and make 

their service a vital ministry.”313 Thereby, they are leaders in the congregations, 

communities, and within their homes. Practicing radical hospitality “makes people feel 

welcomed, loved, needed, and accepted.”314 Primarily because God gifts the church with 

love and hospitality, the church is thereby called to reciprocate this love to God’s 

community. So, God’s church is a sign and a “prophetic witness to the world.”315 Grenz 

calls the church “a divine community of love.”316 Mainly because God, our Creator, 

designed this community with love for the people of God in mind. Therefore, God 

displays intentionality and creativity upon creating humanity. As the people of God, we 

participate “in the life of Community of Christ-followers, we are the image of God;”317 

Imago Dei (Image-bearers). Martin Buber believes communities are formed because of 

God, our creator. He adds, “because of our relationship with God who is at the center, we 

are connected.” Therefore, as we connect to Jesus, we are transformed.318 Transformation 

aids healing, and healing is said to be found in small groups communities. Healing is 
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needed, especially for the person overcoming hardships and recovering from addictions. 

“Small groups also excel at caring for church members in the midst of grief, loss, and 

personal crisis.”319 Small groups are thought to continuously bring holistic support and 

are believed to meet the church’s attendees and members’ spiritual, physical, emotional, 

and social needs.320Also, churches demonstrating holistic support and meeting members’ 

needs do so with a heart of compassion. Thereby, this demonstration is an intentional 

service of love. 

Ideally, churches implementing compassion services should consider their 

partnering with Christ and one another as a form of koinonia.321 Koinonia is a Greek 

word usually translated as “fellowship,” but whose meaning is much deeper than the 

mere good feelings among friends or companionship.” According to the Oxford Online 

Dictionary, kiononia means “Christian fellowship or communion, with God or, more 

commonly, with fellow Christians.”322 Koinonia brings Christians together and unites 

them in Christ; and as a community God designed the church to live in love and unity. 

Christ also created the church to live dependent on one another. Share mutual support and 

love; much like the church in the book of Acts in the Bible. This unity of koinonia is not 

limited; it surpasses diversity and any challenge of division. Generally, the church is 

called to be united in love with our creator God and united with Christ and the Holy 

 
319 Theresa Latini, The Church and the Crisis of Community: A Practical Theology of Small-
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Spirit. However, when the church fails to be integrated and void of mutual adaptation, its 

community may dissolve.323 Therefore, the church can find a bond and unity through 

worship.  

Worship 

Worship is an excellent way to keep the church united in Christ and with 

koinonia. When the church gathers, the body of Christ is edified; it is through this 

integration and unification in worship that relationships are formed, and Christian 

practices are developed out of the broader worshipping community. In essence, people 

learn to live life together. They participate in special events and social gatherings. 

Therefore, churches host potlucks, birthday parties, Christmas celebrations, Easter Egg 

Hunts, and many other festive occasions. Community events in Christ give life purpose, 

meaning and expands family circles. This way of viewing koinonia as community is love 

in action. Love and acceptance and Christian and many forms of dialogue transpire, and 

challenges and conflicts are resolved in this authentic setting. Healing, deliverance, and 

transformation happen in worship as sins are confessed, and grace is extended. Also, 

Latini quotes Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who speaks to the importance of confession. As he 

writes in Life Together, “We often do not experience authentic fellowship in the church 

because we do not break through authentic confession in the presence of one another.”324 

Therefore, through worship, the church can offer ways to build real relationships and 

form authentic communities so breakthrough can happen. 

 
323 Latini, The Church and the Crisis, 109. 
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Further, in worship, Latini believes, small groups help build koinonia, providing a 

place and space for confession, thoughts, beliefs, and mindsets. Behaviors are recognized 

and challenged, and feelings are confronted and embraced. Then prayer is extended, and 

people can have accountability.325 When close genuine relationships with people are 

formed, there is a sense of freedom, safety, and positivity. There is also no risk in being 

vulnerable and letting people in your inner circle; this setting is where confession is 

made. Next, we revisit our thoughts on confession.  

Confession 

Confession is essential and can be demonstrated in a variety of ways within the 

church. This expression allows the public to see the church’s humility before God, and 

repentance is thereby modeled. Thus, the church displays leadership and guides the 

public to take action in doing the same. In the church, confession and repentance are also 

taught and learned. This modeled teaching and learning is incredibly powerful for the 

recovering person, as it lifts heavy burdens of guilt, shame, and degradation. 

Additionally, faith, trust, and forgiveness are received, yet also seen and learned 

when participating in the sacraments. Here we are reminded of our baptism. With grace, 

we are free from our guilt and shame. Latini believes our confession, forgiveness, and 

grace frees us also from suffering and pain. Confession is also important as it connects us 

to Christ who saves us and restores us to wholeness as we share our sins with one another 

(James 5:16). Latini adds, “Each breakthrough occurs by the work of Jesus Christ, in and 

through his body and the church.” Therefore, we confess, we are forgiven, we receive 

grace and a new life.  
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Confession is good for the soul, and within our small group community, as we 

confess one to another, we learn that we can always know our confession can be made 

boldly unto the Lord. We cry out “Abba, Father,” with the assurance that God hears our 

prayers and God cares. Lamenting is the term we use when we cry out to God with our 

concerns, complaints, and cares. Thereby, in faith, the church prays, and “honest and 

thorough admission of our sin occurs together with our prayers of petition and 

intercession, in which we call upon God for healing for ourselves and others.
 
For God, 

both forgives our sins and cures our diseases (physical and emotional).”326 

 Thereby, as the church determines that God forgives them, they too can extend 

mercy. The hurting and recovering person receive forgiveness, and they, also extend 

forgiveness and grace.  

In her work on confession and healing in small groups, Latini says this: “Small 

groups are a distinctive marker of the religious landscape in twenty-first-century 

America. In 2002, 25 percent of all Protestants and 53 percent of Evangelicals in the 

United States attended a small group.” Discipleship, care, and mission often occur in 

these settings. In Latini’s work and research of small group communities in six 

congregations, a survey noted that each small group “practices communion with a 

personal God. It also provides intimacy and friendship, among other ministry help.”327 

And the groups’ ministry contributed to the church in three pertinent ways. Small groups 

are essential to congregational care. They team up to provide love, care, and nurture for 
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each other. They live life together, holistically providing emotional, spiritual, and 

financial support. When an illness or crisis occurs, the groups are designed to respond 

first, providing compassionate and genuine service. They also offer meals, transportation, 

consultation, a shoulder to cry on, and so much more. 

For example, a small group functions as a family with the benefits of a wealth of 

professionals from various backgrounds. “Small groups meet basic human needs, for 

belonging trust and intimacy.”328 Small groups share the love of Christ in the community, 

and they provide a social component needed in a church community, which can aide and 

enhance a person’s life. They become blended families, close companions, friends, and 

life partners. Lastly, small groups become a safe place and sounding board where people 

can talk through their ailments, receive advice, and share their burdens and cares. People 

can be their authentic selves with freedom and vulnerability and can “tell their personal 

stories of loss, trauma, failure, and disappointment to one another,”329 And thereby 

receiving love, grace, and support.  

Hence, it is in this small group, community setting, where people can openly 

admit their sins, inadequacies, fears, hopes, and dreams. Additionally, with God’s 

assurance of forgiveness, people “are restored to greater wholeness, that is, greater 

emotional, spiritual, and relational well-being.”330 The recovering and newly changed 

persons are held accountable for their actions, rid of self-centeredness, selfishness, and 

self-defeating behaviors, and anger. Again, confession is good for the soul, and small 
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groups are care communities that can promote healing and wholeness. This stance on 

confession and small group care communities is a perfect example of why people 

overcoming addictions and hardships can receive healing restoration. It is important to 

note that, although small groups can encourage and nurture healing, their work points to 

Jesus, who is the author and agent of change, the deliverer and restorer who brings 

complete healing in every way.   

As the people of God, we can lament, as Wolterstorff, author of Lament for a Son, 

did when lost his son to a tragic death. Though he mourned, he used his pain and 

suffering to help others see Christ. Wolterstorff chose to live on and honor his son with 

his living. Latini says, “Wolterstorff simultaneously breaks through to the community. In 

reviewing his work, we understand and hear this theologian amid his agony, fear, anger, 

and confusion. In witnessing the depth of his grief, we come to know him, and we also 

commune with him, as authentic confession leads to genuine fellowship.331 In worship 

and small group community, we, too, share our pain, suffering, and failures as we gather 

for prayer, and though vulnerable, we receive love, acceptance, and assurance. We are 

then drawn closer to God, and we receive healing, wholeness, and community.  

          Author Peter Block begins his work in Community the Structure of Belonging by 

mentioning invitations he received from churches to formulate a new worship service in 

an area in need of the community. Block writes this second edition to encourage and 

empower community building within small groups. Because of the need to restore and 

grow, communities are becoming more noticeable and demanding. Then, the community 

is asked to participate in institutional and democracy projects, cooperative movements, as 
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well as civil concerns. Churches and institutions are moving their “attention and faith 

efforts” beyond the church building into the community, clubs, ordinary homes, parks, 

and storefronts. Many great works to revitalize and renew communities are also taking 

place, especially to disempower crime, poverty-stricken crisis, and community. For 

example, The Structure of Belonging and other works have written on how small groups 

can be highly effective and transformational. 

 Small groups then provide a place of belonging; belonging is powerful as it helps 

eliminate isolation and individualism. Thereby, people won’t need to feel like they are 

abandoned or an island, and that they must accomplish their goals all on their own. 

Especially people who are in recovery from addictions and trying to change old habits 

alone, while facing loneliness and isolation.  As participants in small groups, the person 

will not be alone with thoughts weighing on their hearts and mind; they can share their 

life thoughts and seek support. The participants will feel wanted, loved, accepted, 

welcomed, and as they belong. Thus, if a person feels lonely, has dire circumstances, and 

is a recovered person, that person can be encouraged; they are always a part of a broader 

community.  This broader community is one that transforms. 

Community that Transforms 

Small groups also aid transformation, helping people to have renewed thoughts 

while creating a safe, healthy place and space to grow and transform. Therefore, to speak 

of transformation is to address the isolation and create a caring, connected place that 

becomes a community. This change means not focusing so much on the problems but on 

ways that extend hope, faith, and a positive view of how a community could look and 

what it becomes. It is also suggested that bringing collective community knowledge and 
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accepting “the importance of social capital into community life will bring 

transformation.”332 Here the person in recovery learns to be an active member in society 

and obtain tools and skills that aid them in life. Also, people in recovery learn to work 

through challenges, and fears with a sober mind, not isolated but within community. 

A person’s fears and lifestyles also play a part – whereas if people are concerned 

about safety, people will develop safe bubbles and boundaries to keep their families and 

children safe. Note, here concerns of displacement, detachment, and disconnection also 

are considered. One example is a person in recovery residing or working in a high crime, 

drug-infested area, which would place them in a continuous “state of transition;”333 

community is the answer. “Community offers the promise of belonging and calls for 

acknowledgment of our interdependence.”334 Each person needs to be welcomed as an 

“investor, owner, and creator of a place;”335 no one should be a stranger, and we all 

should work to bring and to promote safety and comfort. Also, having community would 

provide support, dialogue for solutions, and access to aid and resources.  

          Although communities have benchmarks, we, the church, should be careful of 

thinking we can create one community to look like the other. We must be hospitable, 

making room for authentic community to form. Thus, there is a real need for community. 

Each community will have its own identity, niche, and culture, as “community offers the 
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promise of belonging.”336 Thus, each community should display the same hospitality that 

God provides. 

          These examples help the church to be hopeful of change and give ideals and 

models of what ministry and small community could be, and how it can help people 

overcome hardships and addictions. However, these examples welcome and encourage 

each church and group to ask great questions like, what is unique about our community? 

How does our community plan to address reoccurring ills and issues resulting in 

brokenness to promote healing and wholeness to individuals, churches, and society? Is 

there a transformative bridge for healing and wholeness? Again, questions like these are 

the overall focus of the thesis and help in formulating recovery groups. Pondering these 

questions means determining the method and theory that best fits your group. Chapter 

one Blocks’ book highlights that the social fabric is considered as an insight into 

transformation. This insight is primarily due to realizing the value in things we see daily 

and, or how we take for granted the precious little things in life. Block says it is “seeing 

the power in the small things.”337 Here groups imagine how a community is formed in 

light of everything. It is also finding value, love, and honor in everyone and everything, 

and shifting our thinking to embrace current and future groups’ well-being. Here, the 

recovered person learns that they are an intricate part of the group and they also make an 

important contribution for current and future groups.  

Initially, as we become aware of our wholeness in the church, we begin to live in 

“community,” and we are then nurtured and transformed. Therefore, “Christ calls the 
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church to a ministry of service.”338 This service is a great way to share the love of Christ, 

share personal god stories, encourage one another, and introduce people to Christ. In this 

way, they can also receive healing transformation through God, the church community, 

and healthy relationships. The service and thought is mainly, because “churches edify its 

members by serving as a community of memory and hope.”339 By remembering God, and 

all that God has done is doing and will do, sparks hope. This remembering is also a great 

way to encourage and share hope and love in the church, strengthening people recovering 

from addictions and hardships. In strengthening is also important to add counseling. 

Counseling 

As we grow as disciples, we, the church, come to know God as Gardener. 

Thereby we follow God’s example by taking care of ourselves and others. “Gardeners are 

community counselors and caregivers,”340 and as we participate as caregivers and 

counselors, we grow in our faith and knowledge as Christians and can better help others. 

Thereby, the church must embrace the role in small communities as well as the 

congregational life. What is important to note is that God is already at work, providing 

what we need for healing. God’s provision comes in many aspects, such as authors and 

theologians, books, music, and many other sources and forms. For example, Kornfeld 

provides principles that guide healing and wholeness, and we can discover in these 

exemplars here:  

People are whole, mind, body, psyche, and spirit are integrated into that whole; 
people need each other. We live in systems; we are connected to one another, to 
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the environment, and to the universe; As we develop more flexible ways of 
thinking we are also learning to love with ambiguity.341 
 
 Therefore, the church must also understand their responsibility for caregiving. 

Using the tools to help and counsel means providing theory, practices, suggestions, 

resources, referrals, and networking.342 Also, solution-based methods of therapy are 

introduced and recommended.  In faith, “Jesus affirms the power of prayer and religious 

belief, and people were also made well through their faith (Mark 5:34).”343 

Summary 

In summary of hospitality, a small group community can provide social 

components that aid healing as participants are welcomed, accepted, and loved. These 

attributes can be seen in fellowship, building healthy and lasting relationships, providing 

a place to belong and, it promotes social health as it rids isolation and loneliness. Small 

group communities embracing hospitality, strengthening the church while becoming a 

place of refuge. Thereby, the church can address reoccurring ills and issues resulting in 

brokenness to promote healing and wholeness to individuals, churches, and society 

through small group communities. In communities that are hospitable, display communal 

care and where they come to know God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit. As previously 

noted, a resource tool is needed to assist in transformation. Is there a transformative 

bridge for healing and wholeness? Yes, God has provided many resources! These 

resources are found in worship through confession, prayer, fellowship, small group 

communities within the church, and organizational ministry and services. Thereby, 
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Jordan River Ministries seeks to be a bridge for transformation, healing, and small groups 

as we offer support groups and worship services that point people to God and the church 

and nurture their faith. Next, we discover how pastoral and communal care aids healing 

for individuals, communities, and organizations through worship and the disciplines of 

the church. Which can include caring, through pastoral and communal care. 

Cultivating Communities of Wholeness - Pastoral and Communal Care 

Churches, especially those within an urban context, need to develop healing 

ministries. However, there were persisting challenges that became barriers. These 

challenges and obstacles have prevented full and successful access to the tools and 

resources that aid the development of healing ministries. The universal church has been 

known as a home of prayer, a refuge, a safe place, and a place to know Jesus, God, and 

the Holy Spirit. As a house of prayer, Jesus says, “My house shall be called a house of 

prayer for all the nations (Mark 11:17),” as a place of refuge, Jesus said “Appoint the 

Cities of refuge (Joshua 20),”; and further true worshippers will come to know God and 

“worship God in Spirit and in Truth (John 4:23-25),” this is a safe place, a place of 

worship. Churches advocate for justice, discipline, and welcome people to gather for 

worship. However, people come full of their humanity, so their goodness, as well as their 

brokenness, accompanies them to church. Therefore, churches will need to address a 

myriad of challenges as they become better equipped to minister to the people of God.  

Besides offering services of worship, Sunday school, biblical classes, and 

preaching, the church will also have to be a place of healing. A therapeutic place similar 

to a spiritual hospital, rehabilitation, and a social service organization all in one. 

Congregations must provide more than change agents and transformational leaders; the 

church is called in its entirety to be communities of wholeness and healing. Mainly 
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because the church shares love in action, by providing a form of pastoral care while 

welcoming the stranger and new attendees amidst church members. They also show love 

in action by being better equipped to minister to the needs of those gathered and coming 

to worship. Luke 5:30-31 speaks of sinners called to repentance and assistance of the sick 

and those in need. For example, consider the young lady in need mentioned in our thesis 

intro, who was coming to church looking for a community; God led her to the church. 

She needs assistance to overcome addictions and needs to know God and the entire 

congregation welcome her. How will the church address her and many others’ 

brokenness and assist them in transformational healing and wholeness? Here, we seek to 

identify ways the church can provide such care. Thereby the succeeding topics and 

subtopics will be inclusive of the following areas: the church’s history in healing, 

theology of pastoral care, healing ministries, and the priestly role of Christ. We also 

discover the importance of anointing and laying on of hands for healing, and the mandate 

to heal the sick. Along with confession, the prayer that leads to self-care, addictive 

behaviors, generational healing and forgiveness. Overall, these categories will briefly 

explain the importance of healing and care for those within the Church and in recovery 

ministries.  

The History of the Church, Pastoral Care and Healing Ministries 

Evans, the author of The Healing Church: Practical Programs for Health 

Ministries, agrees that the church will have to be equipped for healing ministry. She 

states, “Society no longer can rely on an acute care model that emphasizes disease and 

illness.”344 Evans continues by adding that, churches will need partnerships with health 
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organizations, health care leaders, health care programs, education, positive healthcare 

promoters, and willing participants.  

Theology of Pastoral Care, written by Edward Thurnoysen, concurs and has a 

similar view that pastoral care has a place within the church. Thurnoysen says, “The 

concept of the individual, in distinction from the whole of the Christian community, 

appears in all definitions of pastoral care.” Further, Theodosius Harnack says, “Usually 

the concept of pastoral care is defined to mean a spirituality edifying activity and 

influence relating to the individual.”345  

However, as we look further into the needs that require care, history shows the 

Church and society’s movement in addressing the call. Evans also believes that the 

Church’s historical commitment to health and healing still exists but is not fully practiced 

due to fear and abuse.346 The history of health care within the church stems into four 

parts: “sacramental healing in the Roman Catholic Church and Anglican churches, the 

development of hospitals beginning in the monasteries, the medical mission work of later 

centuries, and the rise of contemporary health ministries.”347 These models highlight the 

history of healing, and the last three models combined point to JRM’s view of healing. 

However, it is more important to note that Jesus Christ is the head and source of all 

healing. 

Yet, the ministry of healing can be divided into many areas, namely: The ministry 

of healing of Jesus Christ, the founding of hospitals, medicine and religion split, and the 
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movement of the medical mission. Jesus’ ministry was to heal the sick, cure diseases, 

deliver from demons, and from death. For example, Mark 6:7 shows “Jesus sending the 

disciples to cast out demons with authority.”348 Mandates to cure diseases, heal, proclaim 

God’s Kingdom is also demonstrated in Matthew 10:1, 25:36, and Luke 9:1-2. Also, 

scholar Evelyn Frost points out that healing also extends to non-Christians and because 

healing ministry is important to Jesus, it, too, ought to be relevant to the church. 

Priestly Role, Anointing in Healing 

Morris Maddock says Jesus’ healing ministry in the early church “evoked faith in 

Jesus’ ministry of death/ resurrection and so led to a belief in Jesus as Savior and 

Lord.”349 For example, in the book of Acts, there are nineteen recorded healings and the 

birth of anointing oil to heal the sick, as noted in Mark 6:13. The book of James also 

speaks of anointing with oil to heal the sick; here, James is referring to the Elders. Also, 

note that James 1:27 addresses each person on how to have perfect religion-- visit the 

sick, elderly and shut-ins-- thus, showing love and care. When the anointing is applied, it 

refers to strength, power, healing, and sustaining.350 Also, churches generally anoint with 

oil during baptisms for healing purposes, ordinations, weddings, and pre-death and 

funerals. Note that in the Patristic period, it was common to anoint to cast out demons. 

Still, in healing ministry, the anointing oil is used in a spiritual, symbolic way to pray for 

and consecrate the person needing healing. This healing method also activated their faith 

and aided recovery as in Mark 6:13. In the past, the priest atoned for the peoples’ sins and 
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prayed for healing. With Jesus Christ’s work and ministry on the cross, death, and 

resurrection, Christ is the high priest who forgives and atones sins, heals, anoints, 

delivers, and gives salvation and eternal life.  

History of Church Leaders and Church Mandate to Heal: 

At one point in care history, health and salvation went hand in hand. They were 

called twins, referring to body and soul, and if you defile one, the other was also 

contaminated.351 Many theologians during the historical era spoke to the healing ministry; 

i.e., Irenaeus (ca. 130 – ca. 200 c.e), Origen (ca 185- ca. 254c.e.), Tertullian (160-220 

c.e.), Justin Martyr (ca. 100-ca 165 c.e) and many others. They dealt with understanding 

wholistic health in many ways, through charismatic gifts and healing. Deacons were then 

appointed to seek bishops to pray, not just for the church, but to go into homes and heal 

the sick. Deacons’ “healing took place by prayer, the invocation of God’s name, signing 

of the cross, exorcism, laying on of hands, anointing with oil, and visits from the Bishops 

to a sick person’s home.”352 Next, we had monastic hospitals built, infirmaries who 

served food and provided shelter for travelers, strangers, and the sick. Then the 

medicine’s mission movement to heal and save was birthed. This movement later turned 

to wholistic health care, including “medical mission, behavioral mental health care, 

primary health care, counseling, spiritual analysis, and prevention of illness, including 

addiction.”353 Wholistic ministry also included inner healing and healing in relationships 

for forgiveness, which is key to recovery. CPE (Clinical Pastoral Education), along with 
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counseling, was also active and is still practiced and provided within the church. Frost 

also notes that Jesus’ ministry was to the unchurched and those who are sick. It is further 

discovered that because healing ministry was important to Jesus, it is also relevant to the 

church. Jesus gave the mandate to cure disease, heal the sick, and encourage the believer. 

Therefore, the word of faith believes that the anointing would break every yoke (Isaiah 

10:27 and Matthew 8:13). The anointing is also displayed in the laying on of hands (Mark 

16:18) and, as previously mentioned, Matthew 10:1; 25:36 and Luke 9:1-2. 

It is, therefore, imperative to provide preventative care, especially for addiction. 

Evans mentions Henri Nouwen’s The Wounded Healer as it interprets Jesus’ ministry in 

light of care and healing. The church’s call is to model Jesus’ ministry in providing a 

caring community of acceptance and ministry of presence. Yet, Nouwen says this 

concerning being present and caring for others: 

More and more, the desire grows in me simply to walk around, greet people, enter 
their homes, sit on their doorsteps, play ball, throw water, and be known as 
someone who wants to live with them. It is a privilege to have the time to practice 
this simple ministry of presence. Still, it is not as simple as it seems. My own 
desire to be useful, to do something significant, or to be part of some impressive 
project is so strong that soon my time is taken up by meetings, conferences, study 
groups, and workshops that prevent me from walking the streets. It is difficult not 
to have plans, not to organize people around an urgent cause, and not to feel that 
you are working directly for social progress. But I wonder more and more if the 
first thing shouldn’t be to know people by name, to eat and drink with them, to 
listen to their stories and tell your own and to let them know with words, 
handshakes, and hugs that you do not simply like them, but you truly love 
them.354 
 
Yes, the church has a call to care for others, as did Jesus, and this care cannot be 

done without the help of the community found within the church. Therefore, God has 
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commissioned the church to participate in missions and ministry to provide love in the 

form of service to the people of God and God’s church. Service, care, and love are 

essential within the church, especially when giving care to people experiencing hardships 

and overcoming addictions. The church is designed to respond to members who may 

need healing, support, and prayer. It is vital for health reasons that specialized healing 

support for recovery services and people battling hardships or dire circumstances are 

cared for and provided intentional support, healing services, anointing, and prayer. 

Scripture says, “For by His stripes; we are healed” (Isaiah 53:5). But, I will restore you to 

health and heal your wounds,’ declares the Lord” (Jeremiah 30:17), and “Nevertheless, I 

will bring health and healing to it; I will heal my people and will let them enjoy abundant 

peace and security” (Jeremiah, 33:6). Jesus’ promise of healing through Scripture is 

powerful. However, through Scripture, we discover that prayer and visits from the elders, 

deacons, and small group support are also necessary for health, wellness, and healing. 

Therefore, this great work of caring and serving can and should be implemented through 

small group ministry.  

Small Groups are Care Groups 

Small groups are a great way to implement and display pastoral care in the 

church, especially for persons overcoming hardships and recovering from addictions. 

“Small groups excel at caring for church members in the midst of grief, loss, and personal 

crisis.”355 It is also thought to bring holistic support continuously and endeavors to meet 

the spiritual, physical, emotional, and social needs of the church’ attendees and 
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members.356 Latini suggests that small groups assist in providing Christian fellowship, 

discipleship, education, and spiritual growth within the church. We then discover that 

pastors and leaders help teach, model, and display a spiritual way of living. They model 

the way of Christ, who teaches through Scripture the way of the cross. Simultaneously, 

caring our burdens to a loving and merciful God who cares and who can lift our heavy 

burdens (Psalms 55:22; Matthew 11:28-30; and Isaiah 41:10, 13).  

          In his work in Community the Structure of Belonging, Block proposes that people 

care enough to help bring folks together with a greater purpose to eradicate isolation and 

advocate for unity and trust. Creating a culture of cooperation is what he endeavors to 

accomplish. People need places to belong; platforms inclusive of various voices should 

also be allowed; partnerships and trust should also be implemented within the 

community. Therefore, Block writes this second edition to encourage and empower 

community building within small groups. The work seems to bring people out of isolation 

and into restoration.  Block’s work, and others like his prove that the church has a huge 

role and responsibility for the precious lives that enter the church. We are called to be in 

community, sharing the private and personal content of attendees’ and members’ lives. 

The church is also invited to love and extend forgiveness and grace, just as we received 

so abundantly from God. Therefore, “when we are known concretely in our sin and 

suffering, we experience a fellowship through which God heals our contemporary 

loneliness and fragmentation.”357 Thus, the church must acknowledge and confess our 

trespasses and sins. 
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Confession and Forgiveness 

Therefore, the Bible tells us to confess our sins one to another (James 5:16). I 

John 1:9 assures us that, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us 

our sins and purify us from all unrighteousness; and Psalms 32:5 says, then I 

acknowledged my sin to you, and you did not cover up my iniquity. Therefore, I said, “I 

will confess my transgressions to the Lord.” And you, Lord, forgave the guilt of my sin. 

The gift and blessings of Scripture help us discover the beauty of confession. Confession 

acknowledges our shortcomings in light of God’s good for our lives. “To confess is to 

admit openly those things that we deeply regret having said or done (or not said or 

done).”358 Also, the Word of God helps us see our shortcomings, and the Holy Spirit 

brings conviction, confess our sins in repentance, and through Jesus Christ receive 

forgiveness and grace; and, as we confess unto the Lord, we may do so formally or 

informally. We confess formally, as in the Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6: 9-13 or in 1 Peter 

5:7, and informally, as in conversation with Christ. We conversate through many formats, 

like journaling, singing, Scripture reading, walking the Labyrinth, meditation, silence, 

and many other forms. But most of all, we want to make our confession to the Lord and 

the best way is in prayer! When we confess, we do so in faith, trusting that God hears our 

prayers. We have the assurance of God in Scripture. James 5:13-16 implores a prayer of 

faith, stating:  

Is anyone among you suffering? Let him pray. Is any cheerful? Let him sing 

praise. 14 Is any among you sick? Let him call for the elders of the Church, and let 

them pray over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord; 15 and the 
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prayer of faith will save the sick man, and the Lord will raise him up; and if he 

has committed sins, he will be forgiven. 16 Therefore confess your sins to one 

another and pray for one another, that you may be healed. The prayer of a 

righteous man has great power in its effects. 

The Importance of Prayer 

Prayer is a powerful and essential aspect of the church. Talking to God allows 

people to know God, to cry out to God with their cares and concerns. Therefore, the 

person recovering and overcoming hardships will also discover that in making a petition 

for God’s help lets them know they can trust and depend on God. Also, giving thanks 

allows the church to extend gratitude. Therefore, giving thanks to our creator, who, 

through Christ, makes all things possible is commendable. Christ is the church’s great 

intercessor who prays for the wellbeing of all! (Hebrews 7:25; Romans 8:34; and I John 

2:1, 2). Hence, we learn from Christ, and the church begins interceding and presenting 

others to God, and the love and teachings that Jesus demonstrates are displayed. The 

church community is also where people can learn to pray, as stated in Pray without 

Ceasing, adding that pastoral care is the entire community’s work.359 The communities’ 

work also quotes Karl Barth, 

Barth writes through Jesus Christ, the spirit, as the spirit of Christ – who makes 
good that which we of ourselves cannot make good, who brings our prayer before 
God and therefore makes it possible as prayer, who in so doing makes necessary 
for us. For Jesus Christ is in us through his Spirit, so that for his sake, praying 
after him as the one who leads us in prayer, we for our part may and must pray, 
calling upon God as our Father.360 
 

 
359 Deborah van Deusen Hunsinger, Pray without Ceasing: Revitalizing Pastoral Care, (Grand 
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Prayer, therefore, is vital to our spiritual wellbeing, and Jesus teaches us to pray the 

Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6:9-13. The church is also instructed to pray Psalm 23 and 

other passages, like Psalm 51:7, 10-12; Ephesians 3:14-20; John 11:42, and many others. 

Another important aspect is that prayer can be accomplished in many forms and styles, 

like meditation, the prayer of petition, intercession, and thanksgiving. As previously 

mentioned, pray as within types of prayer like, journaling, singing, poems, silence, and 

other forms. Prayer is also vital for the person in recovery as it allows the person to come 

to know God. Prayer is a safe space and place to cry out to God, “Crying Abba Father,” 

as in Galatians 4:6, to share fears, concerns, and personal and communal prayer requests. 

Prayer is also to have gratitude, celebrating joys and victories. God’s Scriptures confirm, 

“Come to me, all who are heavy laden, and I will give you rest” (Matthew 11:8), and 

Philippians 4:6 says, “Have no anxiety about anything, but in everything by prayer and 

supplication with thanksgiving, let your requests be made known to God.”  Jeremiah 33 

also confirms God promises to hear our prayers. Therefore, as we learn God’s Word 

through Scripture, we also know God’s promises. We also learn in prayer that we can talk 

with God. God is available at any time of the day and on any occasion. So, if a person in 

recovery or hardship needs wisdom, they can ask God. Overall, prayer is the best way to 

care for self and others.  

 

Prayer Leads to Self-Care 

The church can add to pastoral and health care through prayer, confession, and 

many other ways. In addition to healthcare services and professionals, God has created 

natural methods of healing. This healing is found within nature, faith, and spiritual 
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practices, which is also found within the church. For example, taking care of health, 

drinking water, exercising, and resting are all nature-oriented, physical things a person 

can do to aid healing and maintain good health. However, the church also teaches and 

disciples on how to be spiritually fit and well. This spiritual regime would include 

studying God’s word, meditating, praying, repenting sins, and forgiving oneself and 

others. It also includes participating in worship, fellowship, being at peace with one 

another, and having a peaceful and healthy environment. These physical and spiritual 

items help to care and nature the mind, body, and soul (mental, physical, and spiritual) 

along with other factors, like having faith, living stress-free, and eliminating worry; all of 

these are critical to our health and wellness. The Godhead is essential to our spiritual 

wellbeing as our healer, savior, intercessor, and advocate! Therefore, participating in 

worship is vital! Worship draws one closer to God, to Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. Next we 

discover counseling and healing.  

Counseling and Healing 

An additional form of healing is counseling. Healing for the City counsels people 

who live in an urban community. It aims to address dysfunction, suffering, and 

brokenness among city dwellers. Its goal is to guide professional counselors, leaders, 

social workers, Christian and spiritual directors in helping clients with prevalent urban 

issues overcome their challenges. They promote recovery from addiction issues, such as 

divorce, sexual abuse, and single parenting. Also, addictive behavior is present not just in 

chemicals, like cocaine, nicotine, alcohol, opioids, and marijuana. Addiction is also seen 

in overeating, shopping, exercising, relationships, engaging in soap operas, and many 

other habitual actions. Dependencies can be very dangerous when people cross lines, 
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losing control as they are addicted to power, pornography, sex activity, and other pain 

and pleasure-seeking acts. This dependency happens when people feel instant 

gratification and or seek to alleviate stress.361 Ellen and Maynard say, “Addictive 

behaviors are persistent attempts to produce a desired mood change through an emotional 

attachment to an object, event, person, or experience.362 The addiction begins due to the 

behavior bringing a temporary solution and feelings of release and euphoria, and of 

freedom,363which overtime becomes psychologically entrenched. Addiction is dangerous 

as it causes a biochemical change aided by actions and mood elevation. Thus, the 

persistent pattern turns into obsession, and the habit can also lead to loss of control in 

thoughts and actions. The habit can also cause hurtful and deep painful feelings as well as 

shame and loss of esteem, self-respect, confidence, love, self-discipline, and other self-

defeating thoughts and actions.364 Identifying addictive behavior is the first start of the 

healing process. However, once healing begins, it is crucial to know the history of where 

addiction begins. If addiction is within the family trait, where did it start? This 

information and knowledge help with long term recovery and preventative work. It will 

also help others in the family and prevent multi-generation addiction. Thereby, 

generational family systems of healing begin and sustains. The church can help those 

addicted to look to God, Jesus Christ and Holy Spirit for help; this care also comes from 

pastoral and communal care.   

 
361 Craig W. Ellen and Edward S. Maynard, Healing for the City: Counseling in the Urban Setting 
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Healing through Pastoral and Family Care: 

There are many other examples of addictive behaviors that turn “dysfunctional 

throughout multigenerational family systems.”365 However, once a person can examine a 

family genogram and recognize the patterns of addictive behaviors and dysfunctional 

outcomes, they can set goals, transform, and project outcomes. A transformation then 

begins with an analysis of self and family behaviors. This analysis helps identify which 

affects sensation, imagery, cognition, interpersonal behaviors, drug biology, and spiritual 

outcomes. Next, we discover that setting goals and strategies help in overcoming 

addiction. 

Further, professionals within the church and community support to provide a 

service of care. Therefore, pastoral care has a place within the church. “Pastoral care 

exists in the Church as the communication of the Word of God to individuals. Like every 

legitimate function of the Church, pastoral care springs from the living Word of God 

given to the Church.”366 The identifying issue within pastoral care lies within the 

theological and ecclesiastical basis. At the same time, the intent of practice is not seen as 

sure and delivered with force.367 This stance leads to practical theology. Here we begin to 

question pastoral care’s place within the church and the community. For example, The 

Jordan River Ministries works with people overcoming addictions with the church and 

within the community. Therefore, we must discover pastoral and community care is 

needed for all walks of life, both inside and outside the church’s walls. Thereby, 
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consideration can be given to people facing pain, and grief, and having trouble 

overcoming hardships; especially those re-entering the community from rehab and jail; 

much care is needed.  

Care, Counseling, Faith, and Forgiveness: 

Pastoral care also speaks of faith and forgiveness. Matthew 6:33 says, “If we seek 

God, all things will be given to us.” This is a call to repentance. It is through Jesus Christ 

that we have forgiveness and God’s comfort. Comfort comes from Jesus Christ’s death 

and resurrection. “Comfort assuredly also means to communicate the ‘protection’ which 

the sinner enjoys in the hands of the gracious Lord.”368  Here, the pastoral counselor 

gives assurance that comfort, help, and salvation comes from God,369 and with Jesus 

Christ, victory over sin and death (John 9:3). Therefore, recovery from sickness is a sign 

of God’s faith, love, and forgiveness. Faith sees in all illness (and in all healing as well), 

quite apart from natural causes and natural developments, a powerful pointer to God the 

creator, reconciler, and redeemer. Pastoral care then most seriously fixes its eye on the 

footprints and trails so tangibly traced by sin in the form of illness.”370 Here we discover 

that pastoral care is a treatment of affliction and sickness. Thus, it points people to Christ, 

our healer, and God, who extends healing, forgiveness, mercy, and grace. The church, 

therefore, has a considerable task in pastoral care! When people come for healing, the 

church should not judge; instead, the church’s “task is to examine the natural event of 

healing and illness in light of faith.”371 
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As demonstrated, pastoral care is the theme for Unit IV, and Latini looks at 

pastoral care through small group communities. Small group communities can become 

communities of healing. The Bible shows Jesus caring for the masses. Jesus modeled 

love, care, and healing and gave the church and followers the mandate to care for one 

another. Unit IV presents many scriptures that demonstrate this care, love, and biblical 

instructions. Therefore, in this normative, theological section, Unit IV highlights a few 

additional biblical passages to illustrate how Jesus cares for each person. Christ, in 1 

Peter 5:7 bids all to “cast our cares upon him because he cares for us.” Again, Jesus 

shows how we, his followers, should also care for others. This care is for those we know 

and love and those who may be strangers. 

Christ bids us to also extend hospitality by “welcoming one another; therefore, 

just as Christ has welcomed you for the glory of God” (Romans 15:7). Jesus not only 

welcomes the stranger (Matthew 25:35), he revels in them and celebrates with them 

(Matthew 28: 18-19). Scripture also highlights Jesus promises to be with you, to help, 

heal, and strengthen. Christ promised to support and never leave His people. A few of 

these scripture passages, paraphrased are Cast your care upon Him, and he will sustain 

you (Psalms 55:22); Come all who are heavy and laden, and I will give you rest 

(Matthew 11:28-30); and I am with you, I will strengthen and help you (Isaiah 41:10,13). 

Unit IV is also dynamic. The unit highlights over fifty Scriptures that speak to Jesus 

advocating for change, teaching wisdom, and healing. Mark 2:22 validates the change 

Jesus expresses. Therefore, it is vital to note that there are many dynamic examples of 

healing; teaching and wisdom are two forms. However, Mark 6:7 shows “Jesus sending 
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the disciples with authority to cast out demons, with a touch, and they went”; Also, a 

mandate to cure disease and to heal the sick was given (Matthew 10:1). Additionally, 

they were to proclaim the kingdom of God alongside healing, as seen in Luke 9:1-2 and 

Matthew 25:36. This proclamation and healing showed that, as people come to know 

God’s kingdom principles, they too will be changed.  

For example, the book of James speaks of anointing with oil to heal the sick. 

Here, James is referring to the elderly shut-ins. However, this anointing can also apply to 

those in need of services and healing. When the anointing is applied, it refers to strength, 

power, healing, and sustaining. All attributes that are beneficial for folks overcoming 

addictions and hardships. Morris Maddock says Jesus’ ministry in the early church 

“evoked faith in Jesus’ ministry work of death and resurrection and so led to the belief in 

him as Savior and Lord.”372 

Jesus spent time with people, caring about their spiritual well-being and their 

eternal soul. Not wanting any to perish, He taught, rebuked, healed, and called people to 

repentance. The Bible speaks of Jesus healing and caring for people, like healing the 

blind man (John 9:1-11), Peter’s mother-in-law Luke 4:38-40, the women caught in 

adultery (John 8:1-11), and the woman at the well (John 4:1-26). Christ’s healing and 

teaching brought transformation through knowledge, community, wisdom, and love. The 

Bible also speaks of Saul, who was persecuting God’s church, had the wrong theology, 

yet received transformation, and became the Apostle Paul (Acts 9:1-19; 13:9). David’s 

repentance and recognition of possibly losing God’s love led to his repentance and prayer 

in Psalm 51. Therefore, we find the spiritual disciplines Christ taught and practiced 
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within this section of the thesis. These disciplines include worship, prayer, repentance, 

confession, and forgiveness for all while practicing hospitality in community and small 

groups. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, in light of the goal for churches to meet the needs of new and 

current attendees and new and existing members, the church seeks to learn how to 

address reoccurring ills and issues resulting from brokenness, with a need for healing and 

support; especially when thinking of people who are overcoming addictions and dire 

hardships. A resource tool is needed, and this study deems pastoral and community care 

as one of the tools available to build a transformative bridge for healing and wholeness. 

When love and community care is provided, the church can model and lead people to 

Christ, and introduce spiritual disciplines of confession, prayer, faith, and forgiveness. 

These disciplines help to aid transformation that promote healing. In this way, these 

models become helpful resources, gifts, and tools in the lives of recovered persons and 

those in need. These tools, resources, and talents will have a powerful healing effect for 

the recovered person, family, and generation. The person in recovery will take these 

beautiful attributes and become an influential participant in the church, in their 

community, and within their families. The church can then model love and care through 

Jesus Christ as the church community partners with God in missions. Therefore, the 

church becomes a catalyst in a spacious place and a spiritual clinic that provide help, 

care, and preventative work. Thus, leading the person in need of Jesus Christ in the right 

direction is a winning solution. We have therefore discovered what ought to be going on 
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in the church and community. Next, we point to analysis, recommendations, and speak of 

ways we might we respond! This help is what Osmer calls the pragmatic move.   
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Chapter Five – Pragmatic Task 

Offering Help 

 

Pragmatic- Servant Leadership 

As stated in the project proposal of this thesis, Osmer's pragmatic task seeks to 

provide the planning, strategies and action to address problems, and give models with 

solutions for change. The pragmatic task also provides three forms of leadership: Task 

Competent, Transformational and transactional.373 Here we ask the pertinent question of 

“how might we respond?”374 Of the four questions presented, the pragmatic is the last. 

Also, servant leadership is a big and important service for the pragmatic as it is the 

priestly model. Thereby, casting vision and creating urgency helps to bring change for 

any organization, especially for individuals overcoming addictions and hardship. Here 

Chapter 4 begins with recommendations from Chapter One unit I, an analysis from Unit 

II, with initial responses from interviews, testimonies and analysis from the 

methodological research, including initial responses and analysis from vital churches. 

Then presented is JRM’s initial response, educational objectives, how can we help 

recommendations and thesis worker overall learning.      

Recommendations 

Based on the learning of Unit I, which was River of Life: The Biblical Story of 

Healing and Wholeness. Through Unit I, a Bible Study resource was developed to 

provide a:  recommendation for churches, communities and individuals to engage the 

Bible study based on the healing of Naaman (2 Kings 5). This is the passage that helped 
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to formulate JRM and to encourage the thesis study. The study elaborates on the gifts, 

and the attributes that speak about justice and the Temple Tradition of the Old and New 

Testament. This study includes a template and interacts with the work of Boogaart, West 

and others and is highlighted in the Appendices. The study can be utilized by churches, 

individuals, and communities. The theme centers around healing and is titled The 

Creative Plan of God: The Temple Tradition of God as Seen through Water for Healing, 

Salvation, and Justice. The 4-6 week Bible Study is based on 2 Kings 5:1-15; Ezekiel 47; 

and John 4:1-30, 32-34 and includes Amos 5:18-24, Genesis 1-2 and other supporting 

scriptures. It includes a participant and leaders manual.  

Unit II – Transformational Leaders 

Overall, Unit II looked to determine if transformation and transformational 

leadership combined contribute to individuals, communities, and organizations? The 

resources utilized in this study mainly reviewed organizations' leaders, their methods, 

formulas, and theories. Of the fifteen organizations examined, only two spoke 

specifically to organizations and individuals, and only three-spoke specifically to 

individuals. Most wrote about leaders, what they do, and how they function, but their 

findings did not explain one specific way how to become a leader but gave many 

examples of what leaders do. The analysis mostly given of organizational leaders and 

materials shows what is needed for organizational leaders to function. Organizations will 

require planning, management, thinkers, and leaders who provide reports, and other 

administrative tasks. However, none of the interviewees spoke much about finances, 

budgets, and other financial dynamics needed for all successful organizations—also, 

nothing on start-ups, or how organizations came to exist. The review did focus a lot on 
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addressing issues, concerns, and managing multiple changes. There was also 

encouragement on providing reports, emphasis on the importance of duplicating what 

was working, and reproducing successful organizations. What would have been helpful is 

providing preventative conversations, ideas, and models that prevent possible failure, 

which would have provided examples of what not to do for organizations. Overall, the 

review highlights leadership as an answer to assist healing from an organizational point 

of view, as it looks at transformational leadership as addressing multiple changes. It also 

shows a correlation to transformation, and the models and formulas aiding the healing 

process. However, examples analyzed from a biblical point of view discovers that 

transformation is much stronger when scriptural models is considered. Again, more 

research on individual health and wellness, models for healing and wholeness is needed 

and would be beneficial, especially for successful wins for communities and individuals.  

Still, when we consider leaders and their styles, along with the transformational 

process, we discover a transformational bridge that can be provided through leaders' 

development. This bridge is also, provided with organizational and transformational 

leaders who facilitate the transformational process. This process is through the utilization 

of organizational models, their best practices, formulas utilized, and biblical examples of 

teaching and discipleship. 

Initial Response from Church Interviews 

Evergreen Ministries, Hudsonville, MI 

 Pastor Tom Kragt gave great encouragement when he spoke about the importance 

of staying with the ministry because of the crucial work needed and how the work helps 

to change lives. It helped to address the burden yet clarified the call. Evergreen 
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Ministries’ focus on helping people overcome addiction is commendable and a strength 

to the church. Jordan River Ministries began as a recovery ministry to support recovery 

recipients, to walk alongside them to help create some positive wins in their lives. We 

also endeavor to advocate for recovery support services and relapse prevention. 

Therefore, JRM and ministries seeking to provide recovery service and support would 

highly benefit further from learning from connections with churches and ministries that 

also have a heart for providing similar family and group services and who are veterans in 

this field of work such as Evergreen Ministries.   

70 X 7, Holland, MI 

 The ministry of 70 x 7 is an excellent example of transformation. The ministry 

implemented a change to provide a service that matches their unique calling. The 

ministry started with giving recovery services the first year of ministry and transitioned to 

serving incarcerated individuals and their families by providing a reentry program. 70 x7 

can network and partner with other ministries and churches, providing restorative 

churches and recommending their participants to recovery resources within their 

communities. Their voice speaks to those individual, churches and organizations of the 

importance of walking alongside people to assist in connecting to churches. Thereby 

helping people reenter society “freed to make an impact that is positive. ”375 Therefore, 

ministries focusing with intentionality as 70x7 would also be successful in their 

endeavors in providing a helpful service that promotes healing and wholeness. 

 

 
375 70 x 7, Grand Rapids, MI: Accessed February 8. 2021  

https://www.70x7liferecovery.org/impact/  

https://www.70x7liferecovery.org/impact/
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RU Recovery, Rockford, IL 

           RU Recovery offers programs of service like housing, discipleship, and recovery 

classes. They are a faith-based, international, and recovery ministry focused. The help 

they offer is not just for the person in recovery but also their families. Like Teen 

Challenge, RU Recovery teaches on the sin factor, conviction, and freedom through 

Christ Jesus. As discovered in this thesis work, they believe that each person has to take 

responsibility in their recovery by doing their part. Yet, the church has a role to take as 

well. Also, RU Recovery’s website gives pertinent information as to why the need for 

recovery is so great and the vital impact faith-based ministries play in recovery. This 

ministry is one that JRM would gladly model, support, partner with, and recommend to 

churches considering working with people overcoming addiction and hardships. These 

ministries lead to healing and wholeness. RU Recovery has a proven track record of 25 

plus year and 28 locations, demonstrating their ministries is experienced, can be 

reproduced, and has success. Ministries seeking to provide a faith – based ministry would 

also benefit from following this model and will hopefully find success.  

Initial Response from Testimonies: 

Both Herman and Ralph are joyful, confident in their recovery and their faith in 

God. Although they both shared their struggles and journey to recovery, they are blessed 

to have long term sobriety and serve God’s church. Their testament to God’s love and the 

ability to overcome addiction demonstrates that it is possible to accomplish one’s 

recovery goals and be instrumental in God’s church.  
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Initial Response from Teen Challenge Interviews: 

 There were sixteen interview surveys from Teen Challenge participants and six of 

the interviews are highlighted in the Appendices, they powerfully speak of the 

importance of faith, God and support for long term sobriety. Some participants speak of 

their churches offering a recovery program and being supportive of their journey to 

sobriety, others stated their church never had recovery support and a few said their 

church tried but the group did not work out. Yet, many did give testament of how the 

relationship with Jesus Christ has greatly impacted their being clean and sober. Some 

share their pain, struggles and successes. Many are tired and weary from the journey and 

would like to be free from addiction. Although they are in TC, they pray to find peace 

and rest and are hopeful of longstanding sobriety. The interviews premise highlights the 

need for recovery support, faith and God from the participants view. It also demonstrates 

the need for organizations, church communities and individuals to network together to 

combat addiction and create places of healing support. 

  Initial Responses from Vital Churches: 

The church does offer many other excellent services within the community to 

show action. However, JRM would do great to model their faith and longevity by 

obtaining numerous volunteers, partnering with organizations to provide services, 

existing as a satellite or housed within a church, and providing mini-sites within several 

churches throughout the community. 

Similarly, JRM was operating out of Christ Memorial Church in Holland, 

Michigan. The ministry had one leader who lived in the women’s graduate home, a 

director/ pastor who cast vision, partnerships within a church, and connection with 
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community organizations other partnerships throughout the area. Therefore, by returning 

to a similar model. mirroring the ministries highlighted in vital churches, staying faithful 

and connected would help Jordan River Ministries serve the church and community all to 

the glory of God. 

Vital churches provided a sample of churches that experienced transformation and 

are successful in ministering to their communities. The churches are a model and 

example to JRM and other churches who endeavor to provide services to people 

overcoming addictions and who maybe experiencing hardships. Vital churches 

demonstrate what is currently happening within the church. Therefore, JRM can learn 

from St, Paul Baptist church while building on the strengths and experiences obtained to 

become a sustainable and stable ministry.   

JRM and similar ministries would also benefit and learn from the Shiloh Baptist 

Church’s strengths in numerous ways. Four ways are highlighted here: Shiloh has a large 

congregation with a long ministry tradition that is creative and open to addressing 

challenges and changes.  The church can also build on history while formulating new 

ministries. Their leaders and ministry were proactive as they engaged and listened to the 

community. The church has charismatic, creative Pastoral leadership that is talented and 

committed with many volunteers who support the ministry. Their leader delegates and 

conveys a vision that was developed out of faith. As demonstrated Shiloh’s leaders 

advanced from having a positive attitude and strong pastoral leadership, churches 

following Shiloh’s example will also benefit.  

Church and Social Analysis 

In researching the churches and ministry outlined the thesis work, a history of 

churches that overcame challenges and created thriving ministries that served their 
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community was found and reviewed. The church, community, and leaders' talents and 

commitments were evident and seen in their decision to engage in renewal, justice, and 

new developments. The church's love for God and the people created passion and 

purpose to meet the community's needs and address the people's cries.  Thereby resources 

of many kinds were accessed, recruited, utilized, and distributed. The results were 

valuable for the community.  

In reviewing the mission and ministry of JRM highlighted throughout the thesis 

work, and in light of the reading and study of other organizations, it is evident that a 

recovery ministry of JRM's kind would be beneficial for a community, church, and for 

individuals’ healing. JRM is a ministry that needs passionate, devoted, vibrant, and 

compassionate partners, leaders, and volunteers. The study’s reading and data bear 

several things for the success and livelihood of the ministry. First, as demonstrated in 

Unit II’s Transformational leadership learning, the leader would benefit from conveying 

the vision and keeping it vibrant in the community's eyes, its volunteers, partners, leaders, 

and participants. Second, Bible study and worship services are vital to community, 

participants, leadership growth, and JRM does this well. Third, operational, 

administrative, and financial plans are imperative for a healthy and thriving ministry. 

Although JRM had a strong board of directors with financial advisors, the ministry would 

have benefited from having strong mentors, coaching for its new director(s), networking, 

and staying connected with successful ministries to ensure building a strong financial 

backing and business plan. Lastly, leaders and volunteers must be knowledgeable in 

recovery ministry, possess people skills, be professional, have a positive attitude, be 

biblically versed, and understand and be willing to learn non-profit organizational life 
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and function. Leaders and volunteers should also have a heart for people who can lead 

and make the right decisions while helping and holding recovery participants 

accountable. As an organization, JRM should always be unapologetic in how God has 

called and designed the ministry. Therefore, their focus on recovery ministry should be 

robust, relentless, and filled with assurance, as is God's Word! Overall, the experience 

will help build non-profit administration’s effectiveness and address major recovery 

issues found within the surrounding community. A copy of the ministry’s historical 

timeline can be found in Appendices of this study.  

Theological Reflection 

Jordan River Ministries has several Scriptures that speak to the mission and 

ministry God has called this ministry to, and many are shared throughout this case study. 

However, a few are beneficial to the church, ministry, and recovery participants; 2 Kings 

5 speaks of healing, obedience, justice, and new life. When we are following the 

instructions of God, healing and renewal are possible.  

Psalms 46:4-5 says, "There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, 

    the holy place where the Most High dwells. God is within her; she will not fall; 

    God will help her at the break of day."   

The psalmist states that God makes God's home "within her"—that is, within the 

city. God's presence within the city is the life source of the community. God's presence 

means that the city "…will not fall; God will help her at the break of day." Here, God is 

concerned about the well-being of the city, which means God is actively involved in 

human affairs.  If God's concern is the city's welfare, then the church and JRM as an 

agent of God's kingdom also ought to be concerned about humanity's welfare.  Therefore, 
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we are to partner with God in all things! God entrusts the work of compassion, mercy, 

and justice to the church.  That work makes love, peace, and unity a reality amid the city.   

And Isaiah 61:1-3, Christ calls the church to be His hands and feet, "thereby 

seeking those who are bound that they may be truly set free." As taught and modeled by 

Christ Jesus, the River of God believes that discipleship is mandated, tangible, and 

replicable. Therefore, we accept our call by Christ to be a missional community that will 

provide a place to know, love, and worship God the Father, Christ the Son, and God the 

Holy Spirit.  

Research Analysis Summary & Recommendations: 

The overall thesis work highlights interviews with people in recovery from three 

months to thirty years and participants with Teen Challenge three months to six years. 

Some graduates remain in the TC program to assist others in their deliverance and 

sobriety for a long-lasting clean lifestyle that changes generations.  Some participants had 

no relationship with God or church, but most believe that faith in God has helped them 

tremendously. They testify to not being clean or successful without God. Many also have 

had recovery ministries like Celebrate Recovery within their churches. The research 

study has confirmed that the church does indeed have some resources that assist people in 

recovery. This answers the question, is there a bridge to health and wholeness? Yes, there 

are bridges seen in Evergreen Ministries, RU Recovery Ministries, Teen Challenge, and 

ministries like Celebrate Recovery and JRM. However, there is still an overwhelming 

demand of active addiction within our communities. Which demonstrates that helping 

people become clean and sober is so great that other ministries, newer methods, 
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strategies, and research are also needed. Therefore, JRM's work would be an additional 

asset to the church to assist people overcoming addictions and hardships. 

Further, based on the thesis study work, healing and wholeness are fostered within 

the local church to assist those overcoming addiction with a recovery process through 

leadership, and various models that can be implemented and adapted. It is also 

demonstrated in the Holy Biblical Scriptures, hospitality, and small groups within the 

church. The work can also be seen in leadership, discipleship, spiritual disciplines, and 

small group communities that provide care. The Bible offers and teaches many ways to 

live out justice, love, and hospitality. The spiritual disciplines demonstrate a model that 

allows for self-care, pastoral care, and communal care for churches, organizations, and 

individuals. Thereby, following these methods, formulas, and examples encourages and 

propels those who help others, and also need help finding ways that assist in their quest 

for change and transformation.  Therefore, the four unique categories that make up each 

unit demonstrate how God calls the church, organizations, and individuals to live and 

assist those overcoming addictions and hardship.   

Workshop and Helping Guide 

Because analysis for the thesis work have been demonstrated, I recommend that 

the thesis project creates a workshop that will provide a consultant manual for 

transformational leadership for churches, communities and individuals overcoming 

addictions and hardship stemming from addictions, especially those who seek to model 

holistic ministry like Jordan River Ministries. The training workshop will provide the 

JRM story and testimonials from churches, organizations, and individuals. It will also 

address addiction solutions, preventative suggestions, and look at models that can be 
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engrafted into their church, all while providing opportunities for a personal consultation 

for their ministry, community organization and, or church.  

A brochure, business card, and overview of a manual will be available for 

 each participant. The duration of the workshop will last up to four hours. 

The manual will include: How to Formulate and Oversee Recovery Ministry  

An overview of what a recovery ministry should offer using the JRM renewed model: 

• Present a workshop using a brief synopsis of the thesis study 
 

• Bible Study Support Group overview 
 

• Consultant service – Consult churches on how to begin a support group, assist with 

resources to get into a rehabilitative Program 

• Relapse Preventions Class 

• Coaching Services 

• Recovery Organizational Service 

• Resources for recovery help from drugs and alcohol   

• Support Groups/ Provide tools and resources for groups (see below) 

• Community Survey– Survey their area to assess the need for recovery ministries. 

• Coaching Service / One on One; and group Service (zoom and in person) 

• Relapse Prevention Classes/ Booklet 

The manual also recommends Churches to collaborate and network within their 

communities for assistance in providing recovery ministry aide. This aide helps to identify 

leaders and churches working to formulate partnerships and point to those who will be 

directly involved to lead groups. (Groups can function like small groups, cell, or life 

groups). Groups may provide light refreshments, pens and pads for participants.  

• Organize logistics –  
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Meeting time, Space, Leaders and Plans. 

Includes describing terms used in the group, rules of Groups–  

Emergency Plan 

 Resources that can be used – The Creative plan of God Bible Study.  

Other resources – Like Teen Challenge Leader and Study Manual 

  

• Administrative plan; Materials; Marketing 

• Recovery Ideas 

Recovery Celebrations Special Events designed for People in Recovery 

Recovery Plan for Holidays, Celebrations and Family gatherings 

• Invite workshop Participants questions, thoughts, and ideas 

Recommend  

• Churches and Organizations interested in this vital work to visit Recovery Groups: 

AA, NA, Codependency Groups to learn more about the work that is being done to 

further assist those overcoming addictions. This Work is beneficial for the 

individual, their families and the community.  

• Hire and create a ministry team within your church that works directly with 

assisting people overcoming addictions and special circumstances. 

• Send letters to Recovery Groups, Hospitals City Constituents, County and 

Churches to let them know your service is available and to build vital partnerships.  

• Any resources and information needed about the group; include board members, 

volunteers. 
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• Also, it is important to provide Program rules for meetings, a time for meet and 

greet, a time for prayer, sharing and explaining anonymity.  

Recommended Models: – The workshop will review a few models identified within the 

thesis study and explains the models JRM ministry uses.  

• Other models that can be used are The Jordan River Ministries: 

Women’s Graduate Home - Rule and Regulations 

Bible Study Support Groups – Format and Model 

Sermon – The Hospitality of God 

Manual for formulating Ministry – Nonprofit Recommendations 

Recommended Life Skills Classes - Job and Financial Readiness 

 

Again, this thesis project has demonstrated Osmer's pragmatic task by providing 

ways of planning, strategies, and action to address problems within an organization while 

presenting models with solutions for change. The thesis paper discerned the pertinent 

questions Osmer presented, like what are the goals and mission? “What is going on? Why 

is this going on? What ought to be going on? and How might we respond?”376 Also 

demonstrated various ways to help bring transformational leadership and change for any 

organization, especially for individuals overcoming addictions and hardship.  

Therefore, this thesis project responds by presenting plans for creating a 

workshop that will provide a consultant manual for transformational leadership for 

churches, communities and individuals overcoming addictions and hardship stemming 

from addictions. A format and model to help address addictions, provide solutions, 

 
376 Osmer, Practical Theology, p. 4 
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preventative suggestions were also presented. Along with presenting models that can be 

engrafted into any church, again, there are highlights of the Jordan River Ministries plans 

to provide opportunities for a personal consultation for each ministry, community 

organization and, or church who attends the workshop.   

The thesis project has brought a significant learning for the director in discovering 

many models that exists for recovery in and beyond the walls of the church community, 

like RU Recovery and Evergreen Ministries. Learning is also demonstrated through the 

resources the church provides through worship, discipleship, prayer, communion and 

leadership that aid communal and pastoral care. Learning is also seen within the power of 

hospitality and small group communities. Further demonstrating that church, faith, and 

God are vital to any person overcoming addiction.  When looking to the thesis questions, 

one stands out in the learning the most, as mentioned before a transformative bridge is 

found in the church and through the recovery ministries interviewed in this thesis work. 

The unique approaches to transformation from each unit has been instrumental in 

demonstrating how healing and wholeness can be cultivated. Therefore, through the 

thesis study and in my learning, I propose the recovery model of 1). Being grounded in 

the biblical River of Life tradition, 2). To focus on transforming leaders, 3). Connect with 

God through worship, communion, and spiritual disciplines, and 4). Cultivate love, 

community and care. 2 Kings 5 is a powerful story that connects people in helping to 

bring healing, justice and restoration. Many people are involved in various ways and each 

have a part to play and all parts are needed. Justice is found in how we treat one another, 

leadership is vital to the church, people in recovery and within the community. Practicing 

hospitality, love, worship, faith, confession and communal care all aide healing and 
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wholeness.  In conclusion, the thesis project will be a unique gift to the church, 

community and individuals overcoming addiction and hardships. The project will also 

assist in allowing Jordan River Ministries to Equip Churches with A Recovery Ministry 

Model to change hearts and transform lives, as stated in the thesis project. As the thesis 

writer, I believe the project’s work will aide in changing hearts, our mindset that will 

further develop, promote, and transforms lives.  
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Appendix A 

Bible Study Leader, Lesson Guide and Song List 

  

 

Figure 3 "Mackenzie Falls - soft flowing water" by avlxyz is licensed 
under CC BY-SA 2.0 

 

 

 
THE CREATIVE PLAN OF GOD                    

The Temple Tradition of God as seen through 
water for healing, salvation and justice.        

Facilitator’s Guide 

ABSTRACT 
 

Patricia Simmons 
Bible Study A Four - Six week Bible 
Study based on 2Kings 5:1-15;Ezekiel 47; 
and John 4:1-30, 32-34;Including  Amos 
5:18-24 & Genesis 1-2;other Biblical 
Scriptures 

 

The Healing Waters of God 
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Intro: 

From the beginning of time water has been a significant and intricate part of 

creation. From Genesis to Revelation, God used water to create, correct, teach and to 

recover. Water is also used to heal, to restore and to advocate for justice. Water’s 

significance is seen in cleansing, baptism, healing and in justice. Water speaks to the 

vitality, the overall significance of life and of the giftedness of God’s creation. Water is a 

helpful source for life.  

Christ Jesus gives this living water and is the “living water,” therefore, our study 

will take a significant look at the Temple Tradition as seen in the Old Testament passages 

2 Kings 5: 1-15 and Ezekiel 47 and John 4: 1-26, 39-42 in New Testament. The 

Scriptures are also supported by Amos 5: 18-24, Genesis 1-2, Jeremiah 2:13 and, Psalm 

36:8-9. These Scripture passages help God’s people with identifying God’s call through 

Scripture and to receive the life-giving water that only comes through Christ Jesus. 

Through Christ, we receive life giving water that heals, restores and compels us to be 

mindful in living as good stewards and caregivers for God’s people. In this way, we can 

truly live out Micah 6:8, which says, “He has shown you O man what is good, and what 

does the Lord require of you but to act justly, to love mercy and to walk humbly with 

your God. 

Week I – Water Flowing in the Lives of People:  

                  Discover the role water plays in our lives. 

Week II – Water Flowing from the Heart of God: 

In the Bible water is a metaphor for the loving and life-giving power of God, 

(Jeremiah 17:13 and Psalm 36:8- 9).              

Week III – Water Flowing from the Temple of God: (Justice), Ezekiel 47 & Amos 5:18 

– 24. 
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                    Review and summarize how God uses nature and people as agents of Justice.  

Week IV – Water Flowing from the Jordan (Restoration), 2 Kings 5:1-15 

We learn how God heals and renews in the story of Naaman, the captain of 

the Armenian army, and we identify God’s restorative work in our own lives. 

We also hear stories of God’s restorative work in the lives of others. We are 

then introduced to Jordan River Ministries- a recovery ministry helping men, 

women and teens overcoming addiction.  

Week V – Water Flowing from Jesus  

        (Salvation & Healing Waters), John 4: 1-26, 39-42 

Focus and discern how God uses water to bring healing. Identify how we as 

agents of God can be advocates for healing and discuss our need for living 

water as our bodies (temples) cannot exist without water or without Jesus.      

Week VI – Water Flowing from our Temple (God’s Creation), Genesis 1-2; John 7:38 

Review our need for water and God. We are created in God’s image; we are 

the temple (of God), a vessel flowing with water.  
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Week I – Water Flowing from the Lives of People  

 

Figure 2 Flowing Water 386 

 

 

 

 

 

Week I – Water Flowing in the Lives of People: 

                  Discover the role water plays in our lives. 

Notes: Greeting - Please greet and welcome all participants; Announce Music- Sounds of 

water (creation). Invite everyone to pray(er). Participants are encouraged to meditate and 

center their minds and hearts on the sound of the water in silence. The leader is 

recommended to wait a few minutes for the Spirit’s leading, then pray for the study. 

(Leaders can use the suggested prayer below or choose one that will support the weekly 

theme).  

reeting- Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week I – Water Flowing in the 

Lives of People: Discover the role water plays in our lives. 

 

Introduction or Ice Breaker (Have participants state their name and invest time to meet 

and greet one another).  

Prayer- “Creator God, you made all that is, both seen and unseen. You made us in your 

image, both male and female, that we might reflect your goodness, wisdom, and love. 

 
386 “Flowing Water,” Leaders can add pictures of water.  

 

 

Leaders can insert pictures of flowing water in this space. 
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God, as we gather around your Word this day, may our faith be renewed, that we may 

serve you.  Amen.”387 

 

Notes: (Relaxing Music of Water from Meditation Relax Club is 3 hours – only play a 

few minutes) or you may choose a song from list provided and/ or include one of your 

own.  It is suggested to choose music that will complement the targeted group of people 

in your study. 

 

Song of Worship  

• Relaxing Music of water- meditation relax club. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkFm1jmJemU 

 

Notes: Inform participants that we will be interacting with reflective notes prepared by 

Rev. Patricia Simmons from the article When Justice Like A River by Dr. Tom Boogaart, 

and other reference material throughout today’s lesson. Allow Participants 2-3 minutes to 

ponder and write their answer on their note paper. 

 

Bible Study  

Participants complete the following statement -Water is 

______________________________? 

What is water, why is it needed, how is it utilized? Why is water found in the Scriptures; 

and what does it mean to God; what is its meaning for you and me? 

 
387 Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, The Worship Source Book, (Grand Rapids: Faith Alive 

and Baker Books, 2004), A.1.4.3. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkFm1jmJemU
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Notes: On a white board list three categories- under the title Water: What is it?  How and 

why is it used? and Where is it seen in the Bible? Write their answers under each 

category.  

List some of its ways: 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

 

Notes: The following are examples that can be identified as ways waters are seen in 

heaven:  

The Heavens and earth are made of water and our bodies are also made of water. 

We need water to drink; water cleanses; water heals; water restores; water 

refreshes and soothes; water speaks of end times and new beginnings; water is 

symbolic of justice. Feel free to share with participants or list a few on board.  

Read Scripture: Genesis 1-2 demonstrates how God uses water. What other Scriptures 

can be identified that pertain to water?  

 

Notes: Some Scriptures on water: Ezekiel 36:25; Psalms 65:9; Proverbs 25:25; Jeremiah 

2:13, 17:3; Mark 9:41; John 4:13-14; John 7:38; Hebrews 10:22; Rev 22:122 
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List three or more ways God is using water in the Scriptures? 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

 

When Justice Like A River  

 An article written by Dr. Tom Boogaart speaks of God’s creation, water and justice. He 

says “God spoke the heavens and earth into existence, and therefore the world speaks 

to us of God.”388 Genesis 1-2 and Psalm 19:1 also proclaim that “the heavens declare(s) 

the glory of God’s work” therefore, in the world we see God’s wonder and beauty. I 

would also add verses 2-4a!  “Day and night they keep on telling about God. Without a 

sound or word, silent in the skies, their message reaches out to all the world” (Psalm 19: 

3-4 TLB).389  

Notes: Have someone to read vs 2-4 above. 

Dr. Boogaart says that the beauty of God’s nature and creation is spiritual.  

Would you agree?  Yes or No; If so why?  -

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

He goes on to makes a “connection between geography and spirituality” quoting 

Kathleen Norris, in her now famous book, Dakota: A Spiritual Geography and speaks of 

 
388 Tom Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, (Lecture, Western Theological Seminary) p. 1  
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how this beauty of nature and creation has formed her writing, her growth spiritually and 

has made her a human being.”390 

Do you feel the Scripture has changed you in some way? Making you feel spiritual? 

Would you say that this feeling speaks to your humanity? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Water is our life: The earth’s surface is covered by 70-80 percent water, the earth 

has 326 million cubic miles of water, and “it is estimated that earth’s oceans contain 

some 36,614,237,300,000,000,000,000 gallons of water. Isaiah 40:12 declares that God 

has measured the waters in the hollow of his hands.”391 An average person’s water usage 

is 80-100 gallons a day and although we are told to drink 8 glasses of water a day, a 

healthy person can drink 48 cups or 3 gallons of water a day!392 Water is essential to the 

body, helping to aid healthy weight, leads to increased energy levels, helps to decrease 

the risk of cancer, reduces joint pain, alleviates and prevents headaches, aids a healthy 

digestive system, and is the primary vehicle that circulates nutrients throughout the body. 

393  Amazingly, God has created our bodies to be made up of 75% water.  Ezekiel 4:11 

says “The water you drink shall be the sixth part of a hin by measure, you shall drink it 

 
390 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 1 
 
391 Jane L. Fryar, Loved Beyond Measure, Daily Devotions, CTA, 2014, p. 28. 
 
392 (USGS Science for a Changing World), Accessed February 10, 2021, 

  https://water.usgs.gov/edu/qa-home-percapita.html 
 

393 Allaboutwater.org 
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from time to time.” Dictionary.com defines hin as “an ancient Hebrew unit of liquid 

measure equal to about one and one-half gallons (5.7 liter) gallons.”394 

Our lives literally depend on water and remarkably, it seems, the more we drink 

the thirstier we become.  Without water, our throats and bodies become dry and we 

experience a drought. Without water we will experience fatigue, dehydration, sickness or 

even death.  Think of the times when you felt extremely thirsty or desperately dry from a 

lack of water; The Bible shares a time when Jonah experienced a drought as well! He was 

called to go to Nineveh and, while Jonah waited for the people to die, he sought the shade 

to keep cool. Jonah was so hot, God created a plant to cover and comfort him and then 

caused it to shiver. You see, Jonah became angry because God spared the people of 

Nineveh; But, God allowed Jonah a lesson that helped him to see his spiritual and 

physical drought. Scripture says in Jonah 4:8, “When the sun rose, God provided a 

scorching east wind, and the sun blazed on Jonah's head so that he grew faint. He wanted 

to die, and said, "It would be better for me to die than to live."395 

There were many times, like Jonah when I have experienced the need for water, to 

drink, to be wet or simply to be cooled from the scorching heat.  Can you describe a time 

when you were desperately thirsty, a time when water quenched your thirst or a time 

when God has comforted you for the scorching heat and/ or from a dry thirst?  Did God 

allow you a significant lesson?  Has there ever been a time when you felt hopeless as did 

Jonah?  

 
394 Dictionary.com, Unabridged Based on The Random House, Random House, Inc. 2021. 

www.dictionary.com/browse/hin 
 
 

http://www.dictionary.com/browse/hin
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I remember what it’s like to be cleansed and saturated in God’s healing waters. It 

was   during a time in my life when I struggled with addiction.  I had left home with some 

friends and was gone for a couple of days and longed for my home, my shower, my bed 

and my personal surroundings. In this time of struggle, I would pray, not knowing when or 

if I would ever return home.  This was most definitely a spiritual drought for me. Upon 

reaching home, I would shower for what seemed like an hour, crying, repenting and 

praying. I would also be soaking and absorbing the water like a sponge and thanking God 

for bringing me home safely and asking God to cleanse me in his life giving, healing and 

refreshing waters.396   

Therefore, I resonate, immensely with the words of the author of When Justice 

Like a River, “We stood in the rain and let it soak our bodies like sinners being 

baptized.”397 I concur; as I felt blessed to find recovery, restoration and reconciliation to 

God.  I am reminded of God’s healing and restoration in my life and how God brought 

healing through water: Once when I was in Teen Challenge, I went on a boat with a 

group of ladies, and I was so blessed that I totally moved passed my fear of deep water 

and felt God leading me to go tubing with all the ladies. It was dynamic, miraculous and 

life giving, and I was tremendously moved by God. Another powerful time that was life 

 
396 Rev. Patricia Simmons; Personal Story 
 
397 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 2. 
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changing in God’s healing waters was just several months after my tubing experience, 

when I was on the ferry in New York City.  I felt God leading me to the very front of the 

ferry and I watched God part the waters. The experience for me was as powerful as when 

God parted the Red Sea in Exodus 14; for while the sun glisten upon the waters, the Son 

shined beautifully within my heart.  It was as if God was speaking to me, telling me of 

God’s love for me and assuring me of God’s power; “Nothing is too hard for me” 

(Jeremiah 32:27)!  I was in awe of God’s power and I rejoiced!  I will never forget my 

time with God on that ferry boat, I received another level of healing and it was “all” 

demonstrated by God with water; I knew I was healed!”  

I have also witnessed communities enjoying the flooding of waters rushing from 

an open fire hydrant that is normally used by fire fighters to extinguish fires. These 

hydrants are opened in this manner when temperatures are extremely hot and places 

where there are no swimming pools or large bodies of water to cool the people off.  The 

open hydrants allow people to be refreshed, to delight and to have fun it the beauty of 

water while their body temperatures are reduced.  What a blessing to see the children, 

youth and adults of all ages enjoy the waters flowing from the fire hydrants.   

I believe that God loves to see God’s children blessed when we are refreshed by 

living water and when we long to be in God’s presence. In fact, all of creation longs for 

God and God’s refreshing waters! 

Psalms 42:1 speaks of how the “deer longs for streams of water.” Listen attentively to 

this song… 

 

Song – As a Deer Pants for the Water 
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How does the Deer’s action and longing for water speak to you? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you long to worship God as the deer longs for water? How is your passion for God 

seen? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Our article, When Justice Like A River, speaks of a “young woman looking 

heavenward, in a posture of praise to God while standing in the rain after a long drought 

with her eyes closed and her arms raised for him. “It was an instinctive act of worship to 

the God who had blessed us with living water.”398  The author, Dr. Tom Boogaart, helps 

us to see that rain and water for people in the Bible, both Old and New Testaments, are 

often rare, precious, and sacred. “It’s not like the rain and water we receive in our Western 

culture today, where its use is as a commodity for investments and its rain water not 

(utilized as an eco-system) saved and recycled by everyone.399  

Water was valuable, it had spiritual significance, It was a visible sign of God’s 

invisible presence in the world.”  Water in any form, signifies the overarching love 

and care of God in and for the world.400  

 

 
398 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 1. 
 
399 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 2. 
 
400 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 2. 
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Notes: Have the participants gather in groups of three and consider if they agree with the 

above quote. If so, why? Discern and discuss what the statement(s) means personally to 

you and what implications it has for the world.  

 

HOMEWORK  

In preparation for Week II Study lesson, our homework is to conduct a study on water. 

Turn on the water and listen for as long as you like, preferable 3 to 5 minutes or longer. 

Listen to the sound of the water, what comes to mind? Observe, noticing as you see the 

water flowing, how it feels, its touch in your hands, and then take a drink. Identify 

anything new, different or significant that happens for you as it pertains to water. 

Describe in a few sentences your observations, bring to class and be ready to share your 

thoughts with your Bible Study group.  

 

 

Notes: 
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Week II – Water Flowing from the Heart of God: 

In the Bible, water is a metaphor for the loving and life-giving 

power of God (Jeremiah 17:13 and Psalm 36:8-9). 401 

     

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

Notes: Greeting - Please greet and welcome all participants; Announce 

Music- Sounds of water (creation). Invite everyone to pray. Participants are 

encouraged to meditate and center their minds and hearts on the opening 

song. The leader is recommended to wait a few minutes for the Spirit’s 

leading, then pray for the study. (Leaders can use the suggested prayer below 

or choose one that will support the weekly theme).  

 

Greeting- Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week II – Water Flowing 

from the Heart of God.  

 

Introduction or Ice Breaker - (If new participants are present, take time to meet and 

greet one another. Sing a worship song together. Choose a song from list provided or 

include one of your own. It is suggested to choose music that will complement the group 

of people in your study). 

 

 

 
Webpage Creative Commons is recommended 

Figure 3  

Leaders Can Insert Images (hearts or heart of God) 

 

 
 

Insert 

Picture 

in this 

space 
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Prayer- Loving God, please hear our prayer from Ephesians 1:3-14: “Blessed be the God 

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in Christ with every spiritual 

blessing in the heavenly places, just as he chose us in Christ before the foundation of the 

world to be holy and blameless before him in love.  He destined us for adoption as his 

children through Jesus Christ, according to the good pleasure of his will, to the praise of 

his glorious grace that he freely bestowed on us in the Beloved. In him we have 

redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches 

of his grace that he lavished on us. With all wisdom and insight, he has made known to us 

the mystery of his will, according to his good pleasure that he set forth in Christ, as a plan 

for the fullness of time, to gather up all things in him, things in heaven and things on 

earth. In Christ we have also obtained an inheritance, having been destined according to 

the purpose of him who accomplishes all things according to his counsel and will, so that 

we who were the first to set our hope on Christ, might live for the praise of his glory. In 

him you also, when you had heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation, and had 

believed in him, were marked with the seal of the promised Holy Spirit; this is the pledge 

of our inheritance toward redemption as God’s own people, to the praise of his glory. 

Amen.” 

 

Song of Worship  

• Love You Forever-Tasha Cobb, Gospel song that speaks of River (6:06 minutes), 
2nd  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuXMbWoPuPg&feature=player_embedded 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuXMbWoPuPg&feature=player_embedded
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Notes: Reflective notes are prepared by Rev. Patricia Simmons from the article, When 

Justice Like A River by Dr. Tom Boogaart, and other reference material throughout 

today’s lesson.  

 

Bible Study  

When thinking of water, what is meant by the lesson’s title of Water flows through the 

heart of God?  What are your thoughts on this flow and what are some ways water flows?   

List some of its ways:  

_________________________________              ________________________________ 

_________________________________              ________________________________ 

_________________________________              ________________________________ 

 In what ways do we see God’s love (flowing)?  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Read Scripture: Psalms 36:8-9; Jeremiah 17:13  

Psalms 36: 8-9 speaks to the knowing of God in all of God’s goodness. Knowing 

God’s righteousness, faithfulness and steadfast love. When we say we know God, we 

look past our own inabilities. We come to know Gods hesed402 love! I John 4:8b says that 

God is love; God’s love is steadfast, unfailing, unmovable and faithful! Our Scripture text 

highlights metaphors that express God’s love: i.e. River of delights, Fountain of life, 

 
 
              402 Abraham J. Heschel, The Prophets, Harper Perennial, Harper & Row, 1962, New York, NY, p. 75 
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Feast in the abundance of God’s house. The author is meaning God’s love is the fountain 

of life that flows exuberantly and in great abundance.  God is present in all of creation 

and cares for all of humanity including the earth and all animals.403  Further, when we 

think of hesed, which can be translated to mean solidarity, fidelity, loyalty, and justice. 

Hesed also speaks to God’s covenant love.404 

What do you understand about God’s covenant love? In what ways have you experienced 

this covenant love?  

Scripture also says that God creates water with water Gen 1:2, 6 – 7; God 

provides water and abundance Psalms 6: 9-13, 104:13-15; God watered the Garden and 

the face of the earth 2:6,10-14; God visited the earth -Psalms 65:9 and even provided 

water in wilderness -Gen 16:7.  

Water is a blessing from God for the earth -Isaiah 55:10 and reveals God’s wonders- 

Psalms 107:23-32, Miracles- Psalms 77:14, and Psalms 86:10; 106:8.  

 

 If you could write about God’s love in your life what would you write?  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

 
403 Webpage, hwallace.unitingchurch.org.au/webOTcomments/epiphanyc/2psalm.htm 
 
404 David L Bartlett and Barbara Brown Taylor, Preaching the Revised Common Lectionary: 

Feasting on the Word Year C, vol. 2 (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2009), 193. 
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

What are some metaphor’s or love words that describes God’s love as seen in your life?  

_________________________-____              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

 

Jeremiah 17:13 says:  

O LORD, the hope of Israel, all who forsake thee shall be put to shame; 
those who turn away from thee shall be written in the earth, for they have 
forsaken the LORD, the fountain of living water. 

 

Jeremiah 17:13 and Psalm 36:8-9 both identify, highlight, and magnify God’s love 

flowing from the heart of God to all of creation and humanity. The beauty of God’s 

faithfulness, loyalty, favor and covenant love.  However, in one aspect they also call 

attention to the behavior and lifestyle of followers of God. The concern for their personal 

and corporate sins, the unwavering of their faith and their sick and unrepentant hearts.  

With God is healing from a sin-sick heart and conscious and salvation for the soul.405 

This is why it is imperative to give praise to God with a heart of thanksgiving and 

gratitude for the wonderful things God has done and is always doing. God’s love is 

hesed; a fountain of living water always flowing from the heart of God! 

 

How can God heal your heart and conscious?   

 
405 Bible Hub Commentary, February 10, 2021, http://biblehub.com/commentaries/jeremiah/17-

13.htm,; Henry Matthews, Matthew Henry’s Concise Commentary, Third, Place of Publication not 
identified: Millennium Press LT, 2020. 

http://biblehub.com/commentaries/jeremiah/17-13.htm
http://biblehub.com/commentaries/jeremiah/17-13.htm
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

HOMEWORK  

In preparation for next week’s study, pray to God, ask God’s Holy Spirit to reveal areas 

where your heart and conscious needs healing. When revealed, repent, pray, ask for 

forgiveness, and believe and thank God for your healing. Remember God’s hesed love 

and rejoice for there is no condemnation in Christ Jesus (Romans 8:1). When God heals 

and sets you free, you are free indeed (John 8:36)! Make a list of Scriptures of God’s 

forgiveness, healing, promises and assurances to you and be willing to share a few with 

the class.  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Notes: 
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Week III – Justice    

 

Week III – Justice   Figure 4 Justice and Peace406 

 

Week III – Water Flowing from the Temple of God: (Justice), Ezekiel 47 & Amos 5: 18-

24. Review and summarize how God uses nature and people as agents of Justice.  

 

Notes: Please greet and welcome all participants, make announcements, and ask for 

prayer requests, then invite everyone to prayer. Participants are encouraged to meditate 

and center their minds and hearts on the sound of the water in silence. Leaders are also 

recommended to wait a few minutes for the Spirit’s leading and prayer for the study. 

(Leader can also use the following prayer below or choose one that will support the 

weekly theme).  

 

 

 

 
406 Recommend Creative Commons for Picture of Justice and Peace  

JUSTICE 
AND 

PEACE 
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Greeting - Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week III – Water Flowing 

from the Temple of God: Discover how God uses nature and people as agents of Justice. 

Ice Breaker  

Introduction or Ice Breaker (If new participants are present take time to meet and greet 

one another. Sing a worship song together. Choose a song from list provided or include 

one of your own. It is suggested to choose music that will complement the group of 

people in your study). 

 

Prayer 

God of beauty and justice, we pray for the earth – for restoration of soil, air and water. 

We pray for all people you have created - for restoration of dignity and hope. We pray for 

our nation and community – for restoration of our sense of responsibility in service. We 

pray even for ourselves – for restoration of our resolve to love you and the world you 

made. Through Christ, our Lord. Amen.407 

 

Song of Worship 

• Something in the water- Carrie Underwood, (4:00 minutes) 
       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mH9kYn4L8TI 

 

Read Ezekiel 47 & Amos  

What stands out in this Scripture passage? How is water portrayed?  What does water 

symbolize? In what other ways does this story speak to you? What message or lesson 

does it teach? How does Ezekiel speak to justice? 

 

Notes:  Spend time discussing the river in the Scripture text, its meaning and function. 

Help participants identify healing, restoration and justice (its meaning) in the scripture 

 
407 CICW, The Worship Source Book, A.4.4.4.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mH9kYn4L8TI
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text. Inform participants that we will also be interacting with reflective notes prepared by 

Rev. Patricia Simmons from the Article When Justice Like A River by Dr. Tom Boogaart 

throughout the study of Ezekiel and Amos.  

 

When Justice Like A River  

An awesome quote, found in “When Justice Like a River” says that in the Old 

Testament times “every source of water was a holy place, and every act of drawing water 

was a ritual, and every drink was a sacrament.  When drinking water, every person, animal, 

or plant was drinking in the love of God.”408 This is beautiful, and its history as seen in the 

Bible speaks of love and life. In this occurrence, we learn of God’s love, how it flows and 

how it is utilized. The prophets taught of God’s love. It is recorded in the Old Testament 

Scriptures from “Genesis’ Garden of Eden to the House of God in Revelation.”  

The Scriptures and our article help readers to learn that love flows like the river of 

God, and that God’s prophets did the recording (Ezekiel, John and Amos).409  We also learn 

that from Eden the rivers were divided into four parts and watered the entire world.410 The 

article, “When Justice Like A River” speaks of a river that flowed from God’s house411 and 

the prophets Ezekiel and John witnessed, which also tells us that “Wherever the river goes, 

every living creature that swarms will live, and there will be very many fish…” (47: 9).412  

The river is referred to as the water of life. John writes, “Then the angel showed me the 

 
408 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 2. 
 
409 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 3. 
 
410 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 3. 
 
411 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 3. 
 
412 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 3. 
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river of the water of life, bright as crystal, flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb, 

through the middle of the street of the city” (Revelation 22:1).413   

This life-giving water is seen in the Bible, and Dr. Boogaart calls it “the river of 

life tradition” and says that the Prophet Amos’s words in 5:18-24 should be heard and 

understood in this light. 

The prophet from Tekoa who condemned worship in the nation of Israel. The 

people delighted in solemnity of their assemblies, their sacrifices, and songs; 

rituals of what God did not desire…The prophet Amos called out: “Let justice roll 

down like waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.414  

The prophet Amos advocated for justice “referring to the river that flowed from 

the house of God.  He was reminding the people that the river of God was not made of 

water, was never really about water.  The river of God was made of people.”  Solemn 

assemblies, sacrifices, and songs were supposed to transform hearts and move people to 

acts of justice and righteousness.  Every single person was a tributary, and everyone 

together was a river.” 415  

 

What does the latter statement mean to you and how would you live into being a river of 

God? Thinking of the Prophet Amos. What are some of the issues in our community 

where we would apply the statements listed above? Where is justice needed and 

supplied?  

 
413 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 3. 
 
414 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 3 
 
415 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 3 
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_________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

The premise our article helps us to see that worship consists of people who are 

just and righteous; And just as water flows, we too, are to flow fluidly from the sanctuary 

to the world as a source of life, nourishing, blessing and satisfying thirst. With God’s help 

we’re able to worship in this way.  When Justice Like A River further identifies that Jesus 

carries forward Amos’ understanding of the river of God being made of persons.  How is 

this portrayed and recognized in the Scripture text? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________ 

 

Can it be that Amos points out that God is concerned with the people’s righteous and just 

acts?  

In John 4 

Jesus identifies himself as the living water and says to the Samaritan woman: 

“Everyone who drinks of [Jacob’s well] will be thirsty again, but those who drink 

of the water that I will give them will never be thirsty.”416  Then he adds, “The 

water that I will give will become in them a spring of water gushing up to eternal 

 
416 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 3 
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life” (John 4:13-14).  The living water flows from Jesus through us to the world.  

Again, every person is a tributary and everyone together a river of life.417 

Both Amos and Jesus give us a remarkable image of what it means to be called 

and ordained by God.  In our life together, in our resting and in our working, in 

our solitude and in our communion, in our being and in our doing, we are a river 

of life.  Jesus opens in us springs of water gushing up to eternal life.  Our lives 

flow along distinct channels and then flow together like a river.  Our acts of 

justice and righteousness are water in a dry and thirsty land.418   

 

How can we be encouraged from what we have heard from the article and its teaching on 

justice from the Prophet Amos? Where do we identify the need to live out its teaching? 

List three ways. Also, in what ways can we provide justice and righteousness in the areas 

God calls us to? 

___________________________________________________________________-

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Those of us in ministry and all Christians are encouraged to keep Christ’s image of 

justice before us as we live into our life and ministry. We are to consider what Amos 

meant in his challenge to Israel’s people to let justice flow like a river. When Justice 

flows like a River challenges us to move beyond worship that looks inward to self but, 

 
417 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 4 
 
418 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, p. 4 
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worship that takes our focus and actions outward with others. We are then challenged to 

find ways of not being stagnant, but rather, being a gushing river of love, of life 

overflowing with justice and righteousness.419  

 

Identify ways we can live into the justice that Jesus speaks about in Amos’ time and from 

what we notice happening in our world today? 

List some of ways of justice and right living:  

_________________________________              ________________________________ 

_________________________________            _________________________________ 

_________________________________              ________________________________ 

Within the church we are called to have the mind and heart of Christ to help 

people and to meet basis needs by helping to navigate, advocate amidst and against the 

mindset of “economic and political structures in the world that advance the interests of 

the rich and not the poor.”420  Working to bring about a more just world, we are 

challenged to work to discern “how do we sustain our indignation over the injustice in the 

world, and how do we sustain our commitment to justice?”421  

We are boldly asked if wisdom can be sustained and if there are ways to commit to 

justice?422  When Justice like a River demonstrates that justice can flow like a river by 

offering a few suggestions: 

 
419 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 4. 
 
420 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 4. 
 
421 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 4. 
 
422 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 4. 
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First, in quoting the author of The Prophets, Abraham Heschel, Dr. Boogaart 

speaks of justice and righteousness that steeps from our hearts that stems from the 

unbearable, deepest pain, humility and weakness we experienced when we allow Jesus to 

mend our hearts; Jesus only can heal, deliver and comfort. “Abraham Joshua Heschel 

tells us that God loves the world fiercely and feels the pain of those in distress.  As we 

bear our cross it is here we gain the strength and determination to confront injustice and 

the evil that causes it.”423 

Question: How do you confront injustices and the evil works that it may cause?  

The work of Christ and love of God in our own healing births compassion and 

compels us to advocate for justice. Just as God’s unconditional love, assurance and 

forgiveness is always extended, Boogaart says Jesus prompts us to open our hearts just 

the same and trains us for justice.424 This experience brings spiritual growth and can be 

considered a spiritual discipline.  

Second: Justice and righteousness flow from persons who open their hearts to 

their own pain.  We are given a powerful analogy of God’s love, exuberance and joy as 

seen in children, in how loving and trusting they can be of others and of the world. They 

are freely open until they are betrayed, hurt, and learn that the world is not always safe.  

Like these children, we all get wounded and are often offended!  In this hurt and offense, 

we hide, we are naturally inclined to protect ourselves and thus are closed to the world. 

Unfortunately, offences may turn to hurt, rage and pain. Therefore, we should be aware 

 
423 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 5. 
 
424 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 5. 
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that this pain prevents us from “being a river of justice and righteousness in the world, 

instead, we become rivers of aggression and anxiety.”425 

Dr. Jaco J. Hamman, in his book When Steeples Cry, speaks on the importance of 

opening up and working through one’s hurt and pain to obtaining healing; which leads to 

growth. Dr. Hamman encourages this approach even in one’s grievance. (28-29).426 

Take a moment to think about a time when your own hurt, pain and grievance were 

present, how has that pain hindered or helped you and or effected your surrounding in a 

negative way? What could you have done to change things in a positive way? In the 

future, how will you remember to respond positively?  

 Thirdly:  Justice and righteousness will flow from each person as we seek God.427  

When this happens, God is seen as a parent, who not only loves and cares for God’s 

children, but, as Psalms 23 describes, God is a provider, sustainer, protector, and 

shepherd. God is always with us, no matter our state or circumstance. Therefore, we need 

not to be afraid, for with God, we will have peace that surpasses all understanding.  

Dr. Martin Luther King experienced God’s peace and love in the midst of his 

ministry and work, and Dr. King in When Justice Like A River further states that he is 

“convinced that the universe is under the control of a loving purpose and that in the 

struggle for righteousness man has cosmic companionship” (Hope, 40).428  The Bible 

confirms his thoughts on peace and companionship in Galatians 5:22, 2 Kings 5:19; 

 
425 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 6. 
 
426 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 7. 
 
427 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 7. 
 
428 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 7. 
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Hebrews 12:14; 1 Peter 3:11; James 3:18; Philippians 4:7; Romans 12:18; Psalms 29:11, 

Proverbs 27:9, Proverbs 18:24 and 1 John 1:3. 

Before closing his article When Justice Like A River, Dr. Boogaart shares another 

story of his time with a friend he cut roses with, Andreis, in the village of Nes Ammim in 

Israel/Palestine. He and Andreis were hiking, dry and thirsty, they decided to visit the 

lush canon oasis that was ahead of them. The oasis was a steady stream of concentrated 

water that developed into a deep pool within the desert. Dr. Boogaart “felt like a man 

reborn…”429 This is an experience of rebirth and is further described to be similar to what 

Amos may have had in mind when he called for “justice to roll down like waters, and 

righteousness like an ever flowing stream (Ezekiel).” After engaging both the author’s 

experience and Amos’ quote, we can equate and summarize this article with this eloquent 

description “Our small acts of justice and righteousness fall like drops of rain on the desert.  

They may seem insignificant, but they seep through the layers and flow together into pools.  

All those tired from the journey can stop and refresh themselves.”430 

When have you ever felt reborn, refreshed and/ or brand new? Write a brief description of 

your experience. 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Read the following quotes: 

 
429 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 7. 
 
430 Boogaart, When Justice Like A River, 7. 
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Considering our study, how does the following quote speak to you?  “The Lord’s people 

will thrive no matter where the Lord plants them. Regardless of the condition of the land, 

because He Is the Living Water.”431  

 

Closing Song 

God of Justice – Tim Hughes 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/god-of-justice 

HOMEWORK  

Think about the last three lessons and write a brief account of your spiritual journey; 

Bring to Study lesson IV, be prepared to share with your group.  

Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
431 Dr. Marie Rice, Facebook Quote, ““Maranatha,”” Accessed February 10, 2021, 

https://www.facebook.com/marierice. 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/god-of-justice
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Week IV – Restoration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The God of 
Restoration432 

 

Week IV – Water Flowing from the Jordan (Restoration), 2 Kings 5:1-15 

We learn how God heals and renews in the story of Naaman, the captain of 

the Armenian army, and we identify God’s restorative work in our own lives. 

We also hear stories of God’s restorative work in the lives of others. We are 

then introduced to Jordan River Ministries - a recovery ministry helping men, 

women and teens overcoming addiction.  

 

Notes: Greeting-Please greet and welcome all participants; Music- All Who Are Thirsty 

– Kutless. Ask for prayer requests and invite everyone to prayer. Participants should 

meditate and center their minds and hearts on the study. The leader should wait a few 

minutes for the Spirit’s leading and pray for the study. (Leader can use the following 

prayer below or choose one that will support the weekly theme).  

 

 
432 Recommend Creative Commons for Pictures of Restoration. 

 
Restoration 

(Add Picture of Restoration) 
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Greeting- Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week IV – Water Flowing 
from the 
 
Jordan: Discover the role water plays restoring our lives.  
  
 
 
Ice Breaker (Begin your study with allowing time, preferably 3-5 minutes for a few 
people to share their spiritual journey with the class).  
 

Song of Worship 

❖ All Things New –Hill Song Worship; Ben Fielding, Dean Ussher (4:10 minutes).  

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-things-new-hillsong-worship 

 

Prayer 

“Holy God, we give you praise for the many blessings you give to us each day, we can 

never match the wondrous measure of your mercy, our lips can never express the depth of 

gratitude that our hearts feel.  In your providence we have been kept, of your bounty we 

have received, and under the shadow of your wings our souls have learned to rejoice. 

You have led us through each decision of our lives. Your goodness and mercy have 

followed us all our days. By green pastures we have been led. In the dark valley we have 

not walked alone. Our comfort has been in your rod and staff. We thank you that we are 

made to be dependent, that none of us can live without you. But most of all we thank you 

that you are dependable, naming us one by one, knowing each of our needs, and 

supplying all that we require and more, out of your eternal mercy. Hear us, O God, as our 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-things-new-hillsong-worship
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hearts at their best and at their humblest, give you the glory that belongs to your name. In 

you we find our steadfast and unfrightened hope through Christ, our Lord. Amen.”433   

Notes:  Spend time discussing healing and justice and ponder if you think that justice is a 

form of healing. Help participants grasp the significance of healing, restoration and 

justice and its meaning in the Scripture text. Inform participants that today’s lesson 

credits interactive study notes prepared by Rev. Patricia Simmons and reflective notes 

from a written performance by Dr. Travis West entitled The Healing of Naaman, and the 

Downfall of Gehazi 2 Kings 5: 1-27.  

Read 2 Kings 5: 1-15 

Allow time to ponder and discuss formulated questions and thoughts from our Scripture 

text: What stands out for you, what have you heard and what do you remember 

concerning this Scripture passage? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the climax of the Biblical story? 

What is Naaman expecting from the man of God? 

Who are the main characters and which character do you identify with and why? 

What is significant about the Jordan’s water?  

How is power displayed?  

Where is justice seen and how can we live into this justice? 

 
433 The Worship Source Book, Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, Faith Alive, and Baker Books, 

3004, p. 402-    403 (C.1.4.2). 
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How is justice seen in former times and what are some views of justice today? How do 

they differ?  Note a few forms of justice and healing and list 4-6 ways this Biblical story 

speaks to the creative plan of God through healing waters. 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

 

The origin and story of Jordan River 

Ministries.   

Jordan River Ministries was 

originated out of the power of God as 

seen in my healing and deliverance from 

addictions. In 1999,  

God blessed me to enter a discipleship / 

rehabilitation program called Teen challenge.  

 

 

 A program began by David Wilkerson the author of the Cross and the Switchblade in 

1962. Wilkerson’s book and program were for teens overcoming addiction and gang 

activity, but his work reaches countless adults.  In Teen Challenge, I cried out to God and 

received healing, restoration, and reconciliation with God's self and family. I was 

discipled and dedicated my life back to God.  

Figure 6 Jordan River Ministries  
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At Teen Challenge, I heard the story of Naaman in 2 Kings chapter 5; Naaman, 

the main character is a man of valor. God spoke a powerful word through a little maid 

girl and through those in Naaman’s life to bring healing and restoration. Naaman had 

leprosy but learned obedience when he humbled himself and followed the directions from 

Elisha, the Prophet and Servant of the Lord. Thus, Naaman dipped seven times in the 

Jordan River and Scripture says that Naaman was made whole (II Kings 5: 1-27). God 

blessed me to see that obedience and healing comes from God and Naaman was healed 

by God! Today, God is still healing through Jesus Christ, God’s Son, our Savior; 

especially when we humble ourselves, receive instruction from God through the Holy 

Spirit’s leading, and are obedient to the things of God, we too, are healed! For Jesus says, 

“by His stripes we are healed” (Isaiah 53:5)! Jordan River believes the person 

overcoming addiction can receive healing through Christ Jesus and, just as God spoke to 

Naaman, God speaks to us through the Word of God, through our friends, people placed 

in our lives and through our circumstances. Therefore, it is important to be a part of the 

things of God; i.e. church, Bible study, godly friends etc. 

 God blessed me to birth the Jordan River in 2003, we (friend and mentor Mrs. 

Esther Lowerse) began by meeting at different homes to host a Bible Study for women 

seeking healing from addictions; so they did not feel ostracized but, rather, safe, accepted 

and secure in a space designed just for them. We later moved our meeting in a church and 

then hosted the study in two other locations throughout Holland, Michigan. On behalf of 

JRM, as the founder and director of JRM, I (Patricia Simmons) by God’s grace also 

preached in the city mission for over eight years and represented JRM to coordinate 

services in the county jail. God also blessed us to open a women’s graduate home, to 
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provide a safe place for women completing a rehabilitation program for drugs and 

alcohol, or women with special circumstances who needed support. The home provides a 

clean and sober environment, a support system, biblical study, relapse prevention work 

and life skills classes, and much more. JRM is a place and space that allows those 

overcoming addictions to build a positive, healthy support network and gain some wins in 

their life. We also offer Bible study support groups within our community. In 2015, JRM 

began hosting worship services and has partnered to provide a worship center called 

River of God Worship Center.434  

 

 

Therefore, we find healing and restoration in and through Jesus and the Word of 

God! A few Scriptures that speak to water, healing, restoration and life: Scriptures of 

restoration: Rev 21:6, 22:17; Scriptures of Cleansing: Ephesians 5:26, Ezekiel 36:25; 

Scriptures of Healing; Scriptures of miracles: John 5:4, 9:7, and 2 Kings 5:14; Scriptures 

of Eternal Life: John 4:14 

 

Closing Song 

Redemption Song 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/redemption-song 

 

 

 

 
434 Simmons, Personal Story of Jordan River Ministries  

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/redemption-song
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Notes: 
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Week V – Salvation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Woman at the 
Well435 

Week V – Water Flowing from Jesus  

        (Salvation & Healing Waters), John 4: 1-26, 39-42 

Focus and discern how God uses water to bring healing. Identify how we as 

agents of God can be advocates for healing and discuss our need for (living) 

water as our (Bodies) Temples cannot exist without water and/ or without 

Jesus.      

 

Notes: Greeting- Please greet and welcome all participants; Musical suggestion: Come to 

the Well- Casting Crowns. Invite everyone to pray. Participants are encouraged to 

meditate and center their hearts and mind in preparation for the lesson. The leader is also 

recommended to wait a few minutes for the Spirit’s leading and to pray for the study. 

(Leaders can use the suggested prayer below or choose one that will support the weekly 

theme).  

 

Greeting -Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week V – Water Flowing 

from Jesus: Discover Jesus healing and salvation in our lives. 

 

 
435 Recommend Creative Common for inserting pictures of the women at the well. 

John 3:16 
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Intro Ice Breaker 

Introduction or Ice Breaker (Play a game that helps participants talk their week). One 

suggestion is to allow participants 5-10 minutes to get to know a person in the room and 

upon returning to the group introduce the person they meet.   

Prayer  

All –knowing and all-loving God, we gather this day drained by another week. We are 

like a parched desert, empty and in need of replenishing. Visit us with your presence, 

saturate us with your Spirit, and bathe us in your streams of living water that our lives 

might acknowledge and worship you to the praise and honor of Jesus Christ. Amen!436 

Song of Worship (Music – Theme Song for Jordan River Ministries website:  

You Will Never Thirst Again by Anointed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tIGtmP4yBA 

Read John 4: 1-26, 39-42 

Why do you think Jews and Samaritans dislike each other?  

What questions, if any, do we have with the story of the woman at the well?  

What is the story’s central theme?  Listen to this Song on Salvation. 

 

Song 

Salvation Is Here  

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/salvation-is-here 

What do you believe about Salvation? How does our Scripture passage John 4 speak to 

Salvation? Describe the time you received salvation. Describe a time when you felt that 

God saved you from something. 

 
436  The Worship Source Book. (Grand Rapids: Calvin Institute of Christian Worship. 2004), 556. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tIGtmP4yBA
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/salvation-is-here
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What are your thoughts on salvation, and of baptism? Read Acts 2:38- 41, 16:31, 22:16; 

Romans 10:9, 10:13; Ephesians 2:8 and I Peter 3:21; Colossians 2:12; Mark 1:4-5. How 

would you describe its connection? What is your understanding of baptism?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

Personal story; When as a young girl, I grew up periodically attending different churches. 

I remember attending with relatives, friends and when the community church bus came 

around. We children would decide which church to attend. However, I loved Christ Jesus 

so much, that I would accept Christ whenever invited. Not fully understanding that it was 

an alter call, and, depending which church I was attending, upon receiving Christ I would 

be baptized. Therefore, I came to believe that if I sinned, I needed to repent, be saved and 

be baptized. I was baptized at least four times as a child. I share this story for others who 

may have had a similar experience. Please note that we only need to receive salvation and 

be baptized just once. We need always to ask for forgiveness of sins and repent always. 

Thankfully, God blesses us and cleanses from all sins and sprinkles our hearts clean 

(Hebrew 10:22); extends grace upon grace (John 1:16) and wipes our sins a way. In JRM 

we believe, with God once saved we are always saved. If you feel you have fallen way 

from God, you may rededicate yourself, but there is no need to be rebaptized!  Salvation 

and baptism are connected to Christ Jesus! With both we receive forgiveness of sins, 

justification, and are transformed and are reconciled to God; Praise God!  But, in baptism 

we are cleansed by God’s water and spirit. We are dipped or sprinkled in or with water 

and we are a new creation in Christ Jesus. We are united to Christ and one another, the 
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church and the world as the family of God. We also receive grace, the promises of God 

and eternal life. In baptism, we are reminded that we are redeemed, set free and have new 

life because of Christ’s love for us and the saving work Christ did on the cross.437 “Christ 

died, was risen and Christ will come again.”438 

 

Let us pray! 

Closing prayer (Leader should invite others to participate by reading the bold letters). 

Blessed are you, gracious God, creator of the universe, ruler of heaven and earth. You are 

the source of light and life for all creation. In your goodness you give us the sign of 

water.  

Glory to you forever and ever.  

At the beginning your Spirit was at work, brooding over the waters of creation’s birth, 

bringing forth life in all its fullness. Through the gift of water you nourish and sustain all 

living things.  

Glory to you forever and ever.   

In the time of Noah, you destroyed the wicked and cleansed the earth through the waters 

of the flood. By pillar of cloud and fire, you led Israel through the waters of the Red Sea 

out of slavery to freedom in the promised land. 

Glory to you forever and ever. 

 
437 James V. Brownson, The Promise of Baptism; An Introduction to Baptism in Scripture and the 

Reformed Tradition (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2007). 
 
438 Wikipedia, Eucharist Prayer, Accessed February 10, 2021,  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorial_Acclamation 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorial_Acclamation
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In the waters of the river Jordan, Jesus was baptized by John and anointed by the Holy 

Spirit. He is the never-failing spring, who has promised that all who thirst can come to 

the living water.  

Glory to you forever and ever. 

Therefore, saving God, we bless you for the water with which you bless us. We pray that 

coming to the waters of life, we will live in your grace, sharing in the death and 

resurrection of Jesus. Send your Holy Spirit upon us, that all who are gathered under this 

sign may be one in Christ.  

Glory to you forever and ever.  

We give you praise and honor and worship through your Son, Jesus Christ, our Lord, in 

the unity of the Holy Spirit, now and forever. 

Blessed be God forever and ever.  439 

 

Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
439 The Worship Source Book, (Grand Rapids: Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, 2004), 273-

274. 
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Figure 8 Temple of God440 

 

Week VI – Water Flowing from our Temple (God’s Creation), Genesis 1-2; John 7:38 

Review our need for water and God. We are created in God’s image; we are 

the temple (of God) a vessel flowing with water. 

 

Greeting- Welcome to God’s Creative Plan for Humanity; Week IV – Water Flowing 

from our Temples: Discover God’s Creation and Temple in our lives. 

 

Introduction or Ice Breaker - (If new participants are present take time to meet and 

greet one another. Sing a worship song together. Choose a song from list provided or 

include one of your own. It is suggested to choose music that will complement the group 

of people in your study). 

 

Prayer- “God sent Christ into the world not to condemn the world, but that the world 

might be saved through him. God’s Love endures forever. God is our refuge and 

strength, a present help in trouble. Therefore, we will not fear though the earth should 

change, though the mountains shake in the heart of the sea; though the waters roar and 

foam, though the mountains tremble with its tumult. God’s love endures forever.  

Amen.”441 

 
440 Recommend Creative Commons for Images of the Temple of God. 
 
441 Book of Common Worship, Westminster/ John Knox Press, Louisville, Kentucky, 1993, p. 831 
(104). 

 
The Temple of God 
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Song of Worship  

• Spring of Life – Kristian Stanfill, (4:50 minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/spring-of-life 

 
Notes: Reflective notes are prepared by Rev. Patricia Simmons from the Article When 

Justice Like A River by Dr. Tom Boogaart, and other reference material throughout 

today’s lesson.  

Read Scripture:  

Genesis 1-2; John 7:38 

Bible Study  

Genesis 1-2 demonstrates how God creates; How God creates out of water. Based on our 

study, how are we created in God’s image and What happens when God creates?  

 

List some of its ways:  

______________________________              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

______________________________              ________________________________ 

Scripture gives many examples of how God creates and use creation: i.e. water for: 

drinking, washing, animals, vegetation; Water is also used to Ordain- Exodus 30: 18-20; 

Washing / cleanse -Exodus 40:7-32; Purification -Exodus 19:10; Baptism -Acts 8:36-39; 

and Sanctification -Ephesians 5:26 

Not only do we see water flowing from the Temple in Ezekiel 47, but we see the 

water flowing from God. God is the Temple where love flows. If we are created in God’s 

 
 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/spring-of-life
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image and John 7:38 says that living water will flow from us? Where do you see living 

water flowing from within your life? How are we temples of God/ vessels flowing of 

water?  

How are our temples made in today’s time?  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

2 Corinthians 6:16b says “For we are the temple of the living God; as God has said, “I 

will live in them and walk among them, and I will be their God and they shall be my 

people””!  

Wrapping Up 

(Leaders Notes: Spend time with the questions and allow participants to share from 

each questions or any last words they would like to share concerning this study)   

Things to Ponder 

• In what ways have you seen God’s healing power?  

• How can the healing waters of God wash over you? 

• What will you take away from this study and how will you apply it to your life; 

and share with others?  

Next 

❖ If you could add anything to our study on the Creative Plan of God: Healing 

Waters of God, what would you add? What would you remove and why?  

❖ On a scale of 1-10 and 10 being the highest good, how would you rate this study? 
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Take Away  

❖ What stood out for you: has encouraged, inspired or move you the most?  

❖ What 3 things will you take away with you and why? 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Authors Notes:  

There is this fascination and spirituality about water, which I recognized 

but was not able to describe until reading When Justice Like a River. I love water, 

showers, baths and I love to swim. Most always, when I am with my 

grandchildren we swim, because water brings us together. My grandchildren love 

the water as well, and each has learned to swim! I enjoy watching them dive, play 

games and learn new swimming techniques. I love the joy, freedom and fun they 

have in the water.  

As I reflect upon it, I admit, I have watched my grandchildren grow up 

swimming, and it has become a tradition we partake in whenever and where ever 

we gather. This tradition has happened because, for almost 16 years, I lived in 

another state and had to travel to see my family. We would meet and go 
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swimming, for birthdays, holidays and just simply to have fun and spend time 

together.  I pray that one day soon, I will get to share with them and with the folks 

I am blessed to lead, what I have learned from Dr. Boogaart’s teaching on When 

Justice Like a River.  I pray that they will grasp the significance and the beauty of 

this life-giving water God blesses us to have. This water has shaped us, provided 

community, healed, cleansed, refreshed, restored and brought joy to our family. 

God used water to bring reconciliation and restoration in my family.  I pray that 

God and water will continue to be a source that connects us to God, to Christ and 

to one another.442 

In conclusion, I am blessed to celebrate thus far 19 years of deliverance, 

restoration and a reconciled life in Christ- Praise God! I have been set free, redeemed, 

washed in the blood and given new life. Today, I seek to help others come to know our 

Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and endeavor to do the work God has called me to do --to 

preach the Gospel, to teach and live out God’s mandate to love and to make disciples of 

all nations! I pray with God’s help, I will accomplish it all to the glory of God! I pray that 

you enjoyed this study and that you will be blessed beyond measure! May God bless you 

to accomplish great things in the name of the one who loves us most – Jesus Christ!  

Let Us Pray 

“Mighty and merciful God, you sent Jesus Christ to heal broken lives. We praise you 

that today you send healing in doctors and nurses and bless us with technology in 

medicine. We claim our promises of wholeness as we pray for those who are ill in 

 
442 Simmons 
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body or mind, who long for your healing touch. Make the weak strong, the sick 

healthy, the broken whole, and confirm those who serve the as agents of your love. 

Then all shall be renewed in vigor to point to the risen Christ, who conquered death 

that we might live eternally. Amen”443  

“By your power great God give new hope to the hopeless,”444 justice to those needing 

vindication, and bless we pray to be vessels of living waters, so that others will 

received new life through Christ. We are thankful dear God, humbled and always in 

need of your love, mercy and grace.  Therefore, we ask that you continue to with us 

and bless to always stay anchored in you; in the wonderful name of Jesus we pray.  

Song List for God’s Creative Plan Bible Study  

 

Gospels 

• Love You Forever-Tasha Cobb, Gospel song that speaks of River (6:06 minutes),  
 
2nd verse says: “Lord you’re like the river that never runs dry, My heart is your  
 
temple living inside Lord you are the air I breathe to keep me alive; Lord I need  
 
you close please stay around” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuXMbWoPuPg&feature=player_embedded 

• You Will Never Thirst Again- “Anointed,” Steve and Da’dra Crawford, (4:27 
minutes). 

This Gospel Song by sibling’s, is the theme song for JRM’s. It speaks of the 

women at the well who Jesus sees her need and invites her to drink from the water 

Jesus provides and she will never thirst again. It a song that tells the Gospel story 

 
443 Book of Common Worship, Westminster/ John Knox Press, Louisville, Kentucky, 1993, p. 831 

(104). 
444 Book of Common Worship, p. 988 (2) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuXMbWoPuPg&feature=player_embedded
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of John 4: 1-30; 39-42. The song also promises that in all that we search for in 

life, the only fulfillment is found in Christ Jesus. This song was chosen 

specifically for JRM as an invitation to people struggling with addictions to come 

to know Christ – “the living water” as only Christ quench the thirst in life and 

make one healed and whole.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tIGtmP4yBA 

A young lady dances to this song and does a wonderful job, (5:01 minutes)! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-vLmdfx698 

Contemporary Gospel 

• All Who Are Thirsty – Come to the Waters – Kutless (4:13 minutes). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCwDtSFMjdw 
 

• Come to the Well – Casting Crowns  

            http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/the-well 

Spirituals  

• Wade in the Water – Fisk Jubilee Singers, John Wesley II and brother Fredrick J 

Work. A Negro Spiritual that helped to ease the pain Negro people experienced 

during and as they overcame slavery (3:04 minutes). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXqMQfpNSes 

Vine Music  

• Baptized in His Name – Michael A Schmid, (3:50 minutes). 

http://www.truevinemusic.com/baptized_in_his_name.htm 

• Let The Little Children Come – Michael A Schmid, (4.27 minutes). 

Let the little children come by water and spirit; you love the children you call 
them to come… to receive the kingdom of God.  

http://www.truevinemusic.com/let_the_little_children_come.htm 

• Streams of Living Water- Written for Faith Chapel for St. John’s Lutheran 

Church, (video 2:56 minutes). The background of this song finds an invitation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tIGtmP4yBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6-vLmdfx698
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oCwDtSFMjdw
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/the-well
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXqMQfpNSes
http://www.truevinemusic.com/baptized_in_his_name.htm
http://www.truevinemusic.com/let_the_little_children_come.htm
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from Jesus in John 7:37-38 that give promise of eternal life. “He (Jesus) quenches 

our spiritual thirst with the gift of the Holy spirit, welling up like a never-failing 

stream within.” 

Lyrics of Verse I 

If anyone thirsts, Let him come to me and drink, 

if anyone thirsts let him come to me and drink  

Whoever believes in me, As the Scripture has said  

Streams of living water will flow from within him 

http://www.truevinemusic.com/streams_of_living_water.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxsMGxswvmE 

By your Streams of Living Water, Joy F. Patterson 

http://www.hymnary.org/text/by_your_streams_of_living_waters 

 
• Welcome without End – Michael A Schmid, (3.24 minutes) 

“To feed in green pastures along quiet waters” 

https://soundcloud.com/truevinemusic-1/welcome-without-end?in=truevinemusic-
1/sets/new-songs  

 

 

Hymns 

• Wash O God Our Sons and Daughters- Sam Batt Owens, (3:28 minutes). 

This hymn requests God’s cleansing in Baptism and speaks of cleansing flowing 

waters. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fPDFa8-Hjc, (Sing A New Creation page  
 
239). 
 

• Take Me To The Water- AA Spiritual; Horace Clarence Boyer, (7:35 minutes). 

http://www.truevinemusic.com/streams_of_living_water.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxsMGxswvmE
http://www.hymnary.org/text/by_your_streams_of_living_waters
https://soundcloud.com/truevinemusic-1/welcome-without-end?in=truevinemusic-1/sets/new-songs
https://soundcloud.com/truevinemusic-1/welcome-without-end?in=truevinemusic-1/sets/new-songs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fPDFa8-Hjc
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1xWFo8xEu8, (Sing A New Creation page 

236). 

• Crashing Water at Creation- Sylvia G. Dunstan Text, W. Walker’s Southern 

Harmony. 

http://www.hymnary.org/text/crashing_waters_at_creation, (Sing A New Creation 

page 237). 

• Come to the Water- John B. Foley 

http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/SNC/234, (Sing A New Creation page 234). 

• As the Deer In Want of the Water- Louis Bourgeois; harm. Johann Cruger 

http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/PsH/42, (Sing A New Creation page 97). 

• God of Justice Ever Flowing- Kathleen R. Moore; harm Columbian Harmony 

http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/SNC/101, (Sing A New Creation page 101). 

 
Instrumental  

• All Who Believe are Baptized- Thomas Hansen Kingo, (2:05 minutes). 

Music states that Believers are baptized.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4NpQD8G7pU 

• Relaxing Music of water- meditation relax club, (3 hours). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkFm1jmJemU 

Country 

• Something in the water- Carrie Underwood, (4:00 minutes). 

       Speaks of faith and being changed. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mH9kYn4L8TI 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1xWFo8xEu8
http://www.hymnary.org/text/crashing_waters_at_creation
http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/SNC/234
http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/PsH/42
http://www.hymnary.org/hymn/SNC/101
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4NpQD8G7pU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkFm1jmJemU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mH9kYn4L8TI
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R & B 

• Water under the bridge- Adele, Love Song (4:29 minutes). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIgKHiFfB0k  

Christian Pop 

• Walk on water – Britt Nicole (3:47 minutes). 

Speaks of faith that you can walk on water too!  Matthew 14:22-33 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wddc8UzNiG8 

• God of the City- Chris Tomlin (4:55 minutes). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEFGr1S8SkA 

Additional Music 

Worship Together (Music Website) 

• All My Fountains – Chris Tomlin, Christy Nockels, Daniel Carson, Nathan 

Nockels, (5:11 minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-my-fountains 

• Spring of Life – Kristian Stanfill, (4:50 minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/spring-of-life 

• Salvation Is Here – Joel Houston, (4:53 minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/salvation-is-here 

• God of Justice – Tim Hughes (5:23 minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/god-of-justice 

• Redemption Song – Douglas Kaine Mckelvey, Marc Byrd, Sarah Hart (3:52 
minutes). 

http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/redemption-song 

All Things New –Hill Song Worship; Ben Fielding, Dean Ussher (4:10 minutes).  
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-things-new-hillsong-worship445 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIgKHiFfB0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wddc8UzNiG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEFGr1S8SkA
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-my-fountains
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/spring-of-life
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/salvation-is-here
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/god-of-justice
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/redemption-song
http://www.worshiptogether.com/songs/all-things-new-hillsong-worship
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445 Notes: The current song list was created to compliment the Bible Study 

entitled God’s Creative Plan for Humanity: The Healing Waters of God. Engaging music 
as a wonderful therapeutic teaching source can be great for the work of transformation. 
Various types of music and Genres were embraced in creating this list. The use of 
Hymns, Old folk Spirituals, Gospels, Contemporary Gospel and therapeutic and 
meditative instrumental music has helped to delve into Scripture both auditory and visual 
and was infused into the writing. Thereby, from research and listening sessions, a short 
list of music was developed. Some of the music includes links to the web for a visual and 
audio experience, a few lyrics to capture the verses that has inspired the writing and a 
brief word and summary for most of the music was also added. Music was captured from 
various media sources like websites via internet, YouTube, Hymnals and Song Books. It 
is with great hope that persons participating in Bible Study will be informed, inspired, 
and enthusiastic about Scripture, moved by God’s Word and God’s Spirit and thereby be 
healed and transformed. This list is a suggestion, the leader or group can choose to add 
other musical selections.  
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Appendix B 

Definitions  

Addiction – The Quality or state of being addicted, compulsive need for and use 

of a habit-forming substance (alcohol or heroin etc.)446 

 Anonymity- Of unknown or undeclared origin or authorship.447 

Clean & Sober -Clean – free from dirt or disease; sober – temperature in the use 

of liquor; not drunk.448 

Drug Runs – When you go out of your way to meet up somewhere sketchy to 

obtain product.449 

Sobriety – The quality and state of being sober.450 

 Sponsors – Guarantor, surety; one who takes responsibility for some other person    

or thing,451 (Similar to a mentor for recovering persons). 

Recovery Groups – Recovery - to gain normal health, poise or status. To make up 

for or reclaim452; Groups – to associate in groups, community of interest.453 

Using Dreams – The act or practice of using, 803; A dream like vision; emotions 

occurring during sleep. 236 

 
446 Merriam-Webster Incorporated; The Merriam-Webster Dictionary, Springfield, Mass., 

p. 27 
447 Merriam-Webster, 46. 
 
448 Merriam-Webster, 690. 
 
449 Urban Dictionary, https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=drug%20run 
 
450 Merriam-Webster, 690. 
 
451 Merriam-Webster, 702. 
 
452 Merriam-Webster, 615. 
 
453 Merriam-Webster, 333. 

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=drug%20run
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 Leadership – To direct activity, operations activity or performance, to guide. 423 

Authentic leaders. Leaders who (a) know who they are and what they believe in; 

(b) display transparency and consistency between their values, ethical reasoning, 

and actions; (c) focus on developing positive psychological states such as 

confidence, optimism, hope, and resilience within themselves and their associates; 

and (d) are widely known and respected for their integrity (Walumbwa, Avolio, & 

Gardner, 2005). 

Authentic leadership. A pattern of leader behavior that draws on and promotes 

both positive psychological capacities and a positive ethical climate, to foster 

greater self-awareness, an internalized moral perspective, balanced processing of 

information, and relational transparency on the part of leaders working with 

followers, fostering positive self-development (Walumbwa et al., 2008). 

Cognitive agility. The capability to rapidly and efficiently adapt mentally to 

changes in one's environment by using multiple constructs, schemata, and scripts 

to interpret, understand, and then search for alternatives (Pisapia, Reyes-Guerra, 

& Alfred, 2015). 

Laissez-faire leadership. Avoidance or absence of leadership (Bass, 1998). 

Trait leadership approach. Leadership identified as the interaction of an 

individual's specific personality traits with those of a group (Northouse, 2015). 

Transactional leaders. Leaders who approach followers with a desire to 

exchange one thing for another (Burns, 1978). The exchange dimension of 

transactional leadership is common and can be observed at all levels in all types 

of organizations (Northouse, 2015). 
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Transformational leaders. Leaders who motivate others to do more than they 

originally intended and often even more than they thought possible. They set 

more challenging expectations and typically achieve higher performance (Bass, 

1998).454 

 

 

 
454 Elizabeth Pratt, Exploration of the Relationship Between Authentic and Transformational 

Leadership in Female Leaders, Dissertation, Bradman University, Irvine California School of Education, 
November 2015, 14. 
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Appendix C 

JRM’s Timeline 

2000- Vision and Discussion of support group and ministry 

2001 – 1st Support Group meeting in homes, then began meeting at Holland First 

Assembly of God 

2001- Ministry within the community (Mission, Jails, Churches, and other recovery 

facilities) through 2011 

2003 – Incorporated JRM Ministries 

2003 - Formed Board of Directors 

Open 2nd Support Group, Downtown Holland 

2007 - 2010 Hosted Ministry Conferences 

2008- Began working towards renovating Graduate Home 

2010 - Graduate Home 

2011 - Rev. Simmons moved to Syracuse New York; location of 3rd temporary support               

Group 

2013 – Closed Women’s Home in Holland, MI  

2015 – Rev. Simmons Moved to Georgia; Began Planters Interviews 

2015 – Jordan River Ministries Incorporated formulated in Georgia 

2016 – Began River of God Worship Center (Worship Continues periodically until new 

location is acquired) 

2017 – Planter Training; Partner with World Impact 

2018 – New Ministry Coach obtained 

2019 - Continue with building partnerships and planning ministry revisions through work 

with Doctor of Ministry at Western Theological Seminary 
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2020 – Host Online Worship/Planning, Marketing and Ministry Services   

2021 – Plans to host fresh Expressions gatherings and recovery service  

 

Appendix D 

Teen Challenge Interviews 

TC Interview One – When I think about the differences between recovery based on Faith 

verses everything else the first and most important must be the mindset and attitude of the 

program. What I mean by this is most recovery programs try working through admitting 

defeat “Hi my name is, I am an alcoholic.” The constant reminder of that never brings 

positivity but talks about what you did wrong. With faith-based programs like Teen 

Challenge, you automatically feel the difference in the atmosphere because instead of 

living in constant defeat, I live in victory through my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. I am 

not always thinking about not drinking but instead I am thinking about what I can do to 

strengthen my relationship with God.  

TC Interview Two - How long has the church had a recovery program? Six years, 

Celebrate Recovery (CR). Within our church, CR is accepted as an integral ministry. It is 

not separate. I gauge the effectiveness of programs by retention and the number of 

newcomers that enter. Until I came to and surrendered control of my life to God, I 

continually ran to drugs or other idols to soothe me. Having experienced Christ’s love 

and living in acceptance to the principles laid out in the Bible, I can say honestly; I’ve 

learned to love myself and my true father, God. My new relationship with Jesus has been 

the most effective tool yet. The Holy Spirit, in my opinion, is the best medicine, and the 

recurring contribution he brings us gives me constant hope and conviction to stay clean 
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and sober and be developed into a new leader for my family. Prayer and fellowship 

amongst my brothers here have helped me more than anything. True love works. The 

Detox phase was painful and long without medicine in here, but by God’s grace, we pull 

through and learn to rejoice from our sufferings that we endure to create perseverance 

and character.  

TC Interview Three – My church has had a Celebration Recovery Program for around 

eight years. There are men’s and women’s groups active in my church to assist people 

needing recovering assistance. My church financially supports and also supports Teen 

Challenge in prayer. I have tried many times to get sober on my own and always fell after 

a short time never making it more than a few months sober. But through the help of the 

Holy Spirit and putting my faith completely in God, I have been sober for 13 months and, 

with the Lord’s help, will remain sober until He comes again. I also believe intercessory 

prayer from my church and loved one played a large part in my recovery success.  

TC Interview Four - Our church has been involved in a program for about five years. 

Accountability brothers, and sisters, prayer groups, and Celebrate Recovery meetings 

twice a week. The need made known to the public about the importance of God in 

recovery is very highly known. Our little church is a country mountain church. People are 

very close and willing to help each other. Hospitality and Pastoral care are considered 

facts of life there. It’s taught as normal hours there. The people being saved and lives 

changing determine the success of the program, which is in God. Truly submitting myself 

to God and beginning to grow a relationship with Him is the only fix to the life of sin I 

was living. Recognizing that God is the only fill to the hollow hole that was in my soul 

was the blessing The Holy Spirit used to fix me. The closer I get to Jesus and my love 
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grows toward Him. The more I am obedient and the less I want to do any offense toward 

Him. 

TC Interview Five - My faith has been strengthened in recovery by my church because 

they have been so behind me as I am here in Teen Challenge. God has been working in 

me. Here there is so much Scripture in my mind I can hardly think! But it is a good 

weapon to have. They have pledge to send me to Kuyper, Hope, or Calvin College for 

Youth ministry Leadership. I never seen myself doing any of this, but God has saved me.  

TC Interview Six - Once, my church tried to get one started (Recovery Group), but it 

never made it. Try it live, no meeting ever; I am only in Teen Challenge Now. I came 

here after I had to find recovery, because I had run into a brick wall. And messed up 

everything my hand and life touched, including my family. My child, drugs, took over 

my life. I had nothing else I wanted to live for, but now after being here for three months, 

I have a different outlook on life. God is so good and wonderful! I’m plan on being here 

until I graduate, but the devil keeps throwing attacks at me. But I will pray the devil off, 

God is way more powerful than him. I am in love with how my mind and body feels now.   

 

Appendix E 

JORDAN RIVER MINISTRIES: 
 EQUIPPING CHURCHES 

 WITH A RECOVERY MINISTRY MODEL 
TO CHANGE HEARTS AND TRANSFORM LIVES 

 

 Interview Consent Form  
You are invited to participate in a study on Recovery ministry models and support for 
churches, community leaders and individuals promoting healing and wholeness to change 
hearts and transforms lives. You were selected because your church has services that 
support people in recovery from drugs and alcohol and or hardships that stem from 
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addiction, and or you have participated in a recovery program, overcoming hardship that 
stems from addictions. The overall project is a study to equip churches with a recovery 
ministry model that will promote transformation, healing and wholeness for people 
recovering from addictions and hardships. This study plans to explore various recovery 
ministry models as seen within the churches, the role in the church as it pertains to 
caregiving, embracing and extending hospitality and the church’ role in transformational 
leadership. These interviews are an important way of capturing key insights of recovery 
ministry and churches who support them. Therefore, Interviewee names will not be 
mentioned in the data being reported and information collected may include audio 
recording, written transcripts and a recorded reflection of the interview.  

You are invited to participate in an interview and have been chosen based on your 
affiliation with churches with a recovery ministry and/ or your recovery from addictions, 
or hardship as a result of your addiction. You will be asked various open-ended questions 
about your church’s recovery ministry program and /or about your church participation, 
faith and spiritual connection to a church.  If this face to face, the interview should last 45 
– 60 minutes. If you are not able to attend due to an emergency, the interview will be 
rescheduled. In special circumstances, if not able to attend, an interview will be sent via 
email or US Postal mail; please return within 10 days.  No compensation or benefits will 
be given for participating in the interview. 

Please note, if at any time during the interview you would like to stop or pause the 
recording, please feel free to request; your decision will not be taken personally. Grace 
will be extended and your relationship with Western Theological Seminary will not be 
affected.  

A copy of the interview will be available for participants is will receive, in addition, any 
files, transcripts or data will be archived, stored and accessed at Western Theological 
Seminary. Also, any raw data remaining will be eliminated by December 2021.  

Thank you for your willingness to participate in an interview and /or survey. By doing so 
you are agreeing to freely participate and agree to the terms of this consent form.  

Please contact Patricia Simmons if you have any questions concerning research; 
participants and or would like to recommend a church or participant for the study. If you 
believe any rights have been violated and or would like to make a report, please do not 
hesitate to phone or email revsimmonsp@gmail.com; 616-405-2185. Advisor John 
Brohan 616 

(Available upon request, are copies of the abstract and dissertation proposal). 

             
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature         Date 

mailto:revsimmonsp@gmail.com
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Videotaping and audiotaping may or may not be utilized during the interview; Please sign 
to give permission. 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature        Date 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Interviewer       Date  
 
Please note: Signatures are not required if you would like tour interview to be 
anonymous.  
 

Appendix F 

The Hospitality of God Sermonette - I Corinthians 11:23-29 (RSV) 

“For I received from the Lord what I also delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus on the 

night when he was betrayed took bread, 24 and when he had given thanks, he broke it, and 

said, “This is my body which is for[a] you. Do this in remembrance of me.” 25 In the same 

way, also the cup, after supper, saying, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood. Do 

this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.” 26 For as often as you eat this bread 

and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes.” 

Recently, I celebrated a birthday and was blessed with a surprise dinner on this special 

day by my Son, Grandson, and Nephew. It was a fabulous meal that I truly enjoyed. I am 

fortunate that my Son has always hosted me a special gathering, a dinner, and or Birthday 

Party. Last year he traveled for work and thus could not organize. Yet, God so graciously 

blessed my roommate at the time and another co-worker to host a pool party. It, too, was 

a beautiful, welcoming, and enjoyable event. The wow and highlight of the party was that 

a host of children attended. I enjoyed seeing their smiles, laughter, and sheer joy. If you 

were there, you would have thought it was each of their own personal birthday party. One 

of the children kept asking, where is the birthday cake? As the cake was still in the house. 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+Corinthians+11%3A23-29&version=RSV#fen-RSV-28602a
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Once we went inside the house, they cheered loudly with great excitement; therefore, we 

all joined in cheering and celebrating.  It was indeed a birthday celebration I will always 

remember.  

There is something about celebrations, history, tradition, and remembering.  

We all have in common the birthdays we celebrate; This is a gift from God! God has also 

given us another celebration that is a beautiful, significant, and wonderful gift! The 

advantage of God’s hospitality is seen in our worship around the table. The gift of 

partaking in Communion is a celebration that is seen and inclusive of all who participate 

all over the world. Its history is brilliant and brings past, present, future together in the 

celebration of God’s love and hospitality. It’s the story, history, and tradition of the 

family of God. It begins with God’s love for us all; With God entering the World and 

blessing us with Jesus. Scripture describes The Jewish family celebrated the Pesach – 

Passing over; It is “the meal that makes us all one” (P.11); It reminds us of who we are as 

the people of God; What God did for us, did not condemn us, but passed over, with 

forgiveness, freedom and new life. God rescued from the Egyptians. So, the Jews 

celebrated their freedom and victory. We all share this story; God’s story, Israel’s story, 

and the Passover meal.  

Then God blessed us with another meal that was the ultimate freedom- many call this 

meal the Eucharist, the Sabbath, the Last Supper, the Thank you meal, the Communion 

meal, and the Mass – God sends us to go and make disciples and welcomes us to the 

Lord’s feast.   
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Yes, Jesus invites us to this meal, this celebration- where Christ is the Host -saying take 

eat, and as often as you partake- do this in remembrance of me. This meal so wonderfully 

invites us to remember all that Christ did! Christ broke bread and gave the cup in order to 

bring a new covenant, healing, the forgiveness of sins, salvation, new life, freedom, and 

eternal life. Paul describes the meal as “proclaiming the death of the Lord.” Here the 

Christian story is birth- It’s Jesus’ story!  

Jesus’ story is the story of the Jews, their rituals, celebrations, history of freedom, and 

their loyalty to God (p. 20). It is the story of Christ’s last meal with his disciples and his 

crucifixion. We remember -They hung him high, Nailed Christ to the Cross, He died 

taking all of our sins away and gave us freedom from eternal death and hell. Christ the 

Messiah rose on the third day with all power in his hands. Christ gives us God’s 

promises, God’s Holy Spirit, new life, freedom, joy, everlasting joy, and unspeakable joy, 

and this is the Good News of the Gospel! 

I love this song – 

Living he loves me; dying He saved me; Buried He carried my sins far away, 

rising He justified freely forever, one day he’s coming back o glorious day!455 

This meal is meant to bring the whole church together- in one movement, we celebrate, 

remember, and partake in God’s Kingdom. Past, present, and future happening as we all 

come to the table as one body -this ought to be a Holy and honorable celebration!  The 

family of God! God is our Host, and God Is showing hospitality! 

 
455 Glorious Day (Living He Loved Me) – Casting Crowns [With Lyrics] 

https://www.youtube.com › watch 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FBRaK_uDJc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_FBRaK_uDJc
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From the very beginning, God shows love and hospitality – from the Garden. to the table, 

and to Gethsemane. Through Jesus and Holy Spirit, we see God’s graciousness, love, and 

provision. This is God’s hospitality! 

Hospitality has been viewed as a term that means to welcome someone in our home, as 

seen in Genesis 18: 1-15 and I Kings 17:9-24. 

Xenia (Greek: ξενία, romanized: xenía, meaning “guest-friendship”) is the 

ancient Greek concept of hospitality, the generosity, and courtesy shown to those 

who are far from home and/or associates of the person bestowing guest-

friendship. It entails being respectful as a guest and or host, the host provides 

basic necessities or if possible, the guest brings own essentials and offers a gift for 

the host, the guest will not be a burden, but have a gracious attitude. 

Within the New Testament, which Christians read in continuity with the 
Hebrew Bible or “The Old Testament,” the most often cited passage dealing 
with welcoming the stranger is from Matthew 25: 31-40. “I was hungry, and you 
gave me food, I was thirsty, and you gave me drink, I was a stranger, and 
you welcomed me.”456   

 

When we think of hospitality from the view of hosting in our homes or the guest we 

receive, we can also give blessings by helping to prepare the meal, set the table, or help 

with the clean up after dinner. We can ask if there is anything we can help with; make or 

strip the beds; remove any trash and tidy up the room. In this way it helps our host not to 

 
456 Web blog, Reforming Hell (Definition of Hospitality), November 9, 2016 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=g
od%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-
ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-
wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-
Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=god%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=god%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=god%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=god%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CAFB_enUS636US636&ei=tsNFXaTKL_GMggeokquoCA&q=god%27s+hospitality&oq=god%27s+hospitality&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l2j0i22i30l5j0i22i10i30j0i22i30l2.19014.27146..27477...1.0..0.219.1415.17j0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i67j0i131i67j0i131.qU_YKNl3-Gg&ved=0ahUKEwik_e6snOfjAhVxhuAKHSjJCoUQ4dUDCAo&uact=5
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be burdened with a lot of extra housework. We participate and show gratitude and 

appreciation.  

In his work Reaching Out, Henri Nouwen points out that hospitality is not only 

showing love to our guests, but it is also careful not to be ambivalent or estranged to our 

guests. In this way we eliminate fear, hostility and rid assumptions, which makes room 

for liberty. People will be authentic while being open about their concerns, struggles, 

limitations, and frustrations. Nouwen says the quest can be open, enter a welcoming 

space, declutter their hearts and minds and be at peace. The guest won’t feel like an 

enemy, but they will become a friend. Thereby church would be able to introduce them to 

Jesus, provide discipleship and grow with them spiritually. 457  

Nouwen suggests three meaningful relationships – Parents and Children, Teacher 

and Student, and healer and patient. Affirmation, support, encouragement, and a safe 

environment that is not critical are essential in these relationships. It’s all about healthy 

relationships, freedom to grow, love, and learning that’s reciprocal;458 Both host and 

guest contribute somehow, even if it’s just enjoying each other’s company. The host or 

quest should not feel used or manipulated. Nouwen teaches that everyone is a healer, 

though there are many forms of healing – it is important not to abuse or misuse your 

power – when providing a service. “Suppose you are working in a professional healing 

position. In that case, you have a responsibility to create relationships, not silos with 

those whom you serve, especially with the fear and vulnerability of those you are 

serving.” Lastly, hearers, it is important to be great listeners, which is one of the highest 

 
457 Nouwen, Henri, Reaching Out, 49-51. 
 
458 Nouwen, Reaching Out, 62-64. 
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forms of hospitality, as it aids the right diagnosis and brings effective healing. Healing 

fosters empathy, sensitivity, and the ability to see their truth and story and identify with 

the pain and suffering heard in someone else’s account. Both healer and healed then can 

best tell their story and appreciate and accept Jesus’ story.  

“Luke portrays the life and ministry of Jesus as a divine “visitation” to the world, 

seeking hospitality. The One who comes as visitor and guest becomes the host 

and offers hospitality in which the world as a whole can become truly human, be 

at home, and know salvation in the depths of their hearts. In this new edition 

of The Hospitality of God, Brendan Byrne, SJ, provides to-the-point commentary 

on those parts of Luke’s gospel that bring home to people a sense of the 

extravagance of God’s love for them.       

The Hospitality of God approaches Luke’s gospel through the interpretive key of 

“hospitality.”   looks at the gospel as a whole, yet lingers upon scenes where the 

theme of hospitality is particularly prominent, such as the infancy stories, Jesus at 

Nazareth.”459 

 Jesus shows hospitality and models this love for all people - thus 

 Jesus in the house of Simon, Jesus visits the tax collector Zacchaeus,   

 The Good Samaritan,  Martha, and Mary, The Banquet 14: 1-35, The Prodigal Son 

The Emmaus Event and many others biblical stories.  

 
459 https://www.amazon.com/Hospitality-God-Reading-Lukes-Gospel/dp/0814649505 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Hospitality-God-Reading-Lukes-Gospel/dp/0814649505
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Church, we are all invited to show the love and hospitality of God and here are a few - 

Ways we the church can show hospitality: 

Provide foster care or caring for widows 

Embracing people with God’s eyes and showing the love of God 

Loving God and loving people  

Celebrating the love of God, the gift of Christ and all that God blesses us with 

when we partake in Holy Communion and in communing with our family, 

neighbors, and those within our community that God places in our lives. 

How we as Christians should display hospitality (chose two to three of the following 

Scriptures and one quote as a prayer to read in closing).  

 Isaiah 58:7 Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to provide the poor 

wanderer with shelter— when you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn away 

from your own flesh and blood? 

  I Peter 4:8-9 Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a 

multitude of sins. Offer hospitality to one another without grumbling. 

Leviticus 19:33-34 “‘When a foreigner resides among you in your land, do not 

mistreat them. The foreigner residing among you must be treated as your native-born. 

Love them as yourself, for you were foreigners in Egypt. I am the LORD your God. 
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Luke 14:12-14 Then Jesus said to his host, “When you give a luncheon or dinner, 

do not invite your friends, your brothers or sisters, your relatives, or your rich neighbors; 

if you do, they may invite you back, and so you will be repaid.  

But when you give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind,  

and you will be blessed. Although they cannot repay you, you will be repaid at the 

resurrection of the righteous.” 

Matthew 25:34-40 

“Then the King will say to those on his right, ‘Come, you who are blessed by my Father; 

take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world.  For I 

was hungry, and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty, and you gave me something 

to drink, I was a stranger, and you invited me in,  

I needed clothes, and you clothed me, I was sick, and you looked after me, I was in 

prison, and you came to visit me.’  

 “Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, 

or thirsty and give you something to drink?  

 When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you?  

 When did we see you sick or in prison and go to visit you?’  

 “The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these 

brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’ 

Romans 12:13-20 

Share with the Lord’s people who are in need. Practice hospitality.  

Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse.  

Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn.  
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Live in harmony with one another. Do not be proud, but be willing to associate with 

people of low position. Do not be conceited.  

Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right in the eyes of everyone.  

If it is possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with everyone.  

Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is written: 

“It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord.  

On the contrary: “If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him something 

to drink. In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head.” 

End in one or all of these Quotes 

            When hostility is converted to hospitality, then fearful strangers can become 
guests revealing to their hosts the promise they are carrying with them. Then, in fact, the 
distinction between host and guest proves to be artificial and evaporates in the 
recognition of the new found unity. Thus the biblical stories help us to realize not just 
that hospitality is an important virtue, but even more that in the context of hospitality 
guest and host can reveal their most precious gifts and bring new life to each other.” 
-Henri Nouwen Reaching Out460  
 

“The desire to save, whether from sin or poverty or exploitation, is one of the most 
damaging motives in ministry. “Humility is the real Christian virtue…when we come to 
realize that…only God saves, then we are free to serve, then we can live truly humble 
lives. It makes all the difference in the world, whether I view my neighbor as a potential 
convert or as someone whom God already loves.”461 
-Henri Nouwen 

“God, help me to see others, not as my enemies or as ungodly but rather as thirsty 
people. And give me the courage and compassion to offer your Living Water, which alone 
quenches deep thirst”462 
-Henri Nouwen 

 
460 Nouwen, J. M. Henri, Reaching Out: The Three Movements of the Spiritual Life,  

Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City New York, 1975 
 

461 Nouwen, J.M. Henri, Ryan Thurmans Collection, http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-
nouwen-quotes 

 
462 Nouwen, J.M. Henri, Ryan Thurmans Collection, http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-

nouwen-quotes 

http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-nouwen-quotes
http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-nouwen-quotes
http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-nouwen-quotes
http://www.a2jphoenix.org/blog/henri-nouwen-quotes
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